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About a year ago, the LG G5 arrived with its snap-on enhancement modules. Shortly after, Motorola brought its 
Moto Mods to market (check out our pocket guide this issue), and though it might turn out to be a bit of a fad,  

the upgradeable handset trend is certainly catching on. The RED Hydrogen One is the latest in this line.
only, unlike LG or Motorola, reD doesn’t specialise in phones at all; its strengths lie in cinematography, with its reD 

cameras to thank for the picture behind a sizeable chunk of movies (Guardians of the Galaxy Vol 2, for example). Its new 

phone, though not a looker, has some unique entertainment-focused features that seem to tally with its movie-shooting 

skills. Its handset will come with a holographic 5.7-inch display, capable of viewing its content to make the most of the 4D 

display, as well as 3D movies, and Vr games. And there won’t be any glasses needed, either. then there are the modules, 

which you snap onto the phone. At present, reD has shown off a bigger lens attachment, for shooting higher-quality 

movies and photos, and hinted at a module that will be able to capture holographic images. Phones are increasingly 

becoming a one-stop-shop device, and the Hydrogen one could take this jack-of-all-trades capability to the next level.

Price From $1195 (about £930) Available 2017 URL red.com

r ed h y drogen one
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Matt Bolton 
EdiTor
As the owner of an ageing 
iMac, Matt’s been most 
interested in the surface 
studio (p102) this issue. 
At least, until he dropped 
the surface Dial on it, and 
we took it away from him.

Claire davies 
ASSoCiATE EdiTor
claire’s epic challenge 
of her own this issue was 
putting together our 101 
Gadgets You can’t Live 
Without list (p46). How epic? 
Her original long-list had 
nearly 400 products on it…

Nick odantzis 
dEPUTY EdiTor
Nick spent a week on our 
epic challenge of making it 
from Land’s end to John 
O’Groats (p76) in an electric 
car, then another week 
recovering from eating that 
many roadside café sarnies.

Kimberley Ballard
ProdUCTioN EdiTor
Kimberley’s been loving 
the Ps4 remake of crash 
bandicoot. if we’re bringing 
back stuff from that era, 
she’d also like more buffy, 
empire records and Jagged 
Little Pill, thanks.

duncan Bell 
LifESTYLE EdiTor, T3.CoM
Duncan’s been preparing for 
a trip to the 158,000m2  
iFA tech show in berlin by 
ramping up his fitness and 
learning the compound 
German word for ‘i haven’t 
seen sunlight in two days.’

Andrew Westbrook
oPErATioNS EdiTor
Andy’s been pulled in by our 
4K HDr projectors state of 
the Art test (p92). He also 
works for our pals on total 
Film, so has tried to make 
the case for expensing one. 
it’s not going very well.

dan Grabham
EdiTor, T3.CoM
We had our judging day for 
the t3 Awards this month 
(p86), which Dan bravely 
led, trying to wrangle the 
conflicting opinions of nine 
tech journos into a coherent 
whole. No mean feat…

 The global
 magazine 
T3 is currently licensed 
worldwide, from  
Australia to Mexico 

Get in touch to see what T3 
can do for your brand! 

Meet the team

 Tomorrow’s Technology Today,  

to give T3 its full name, was launched in 

1996 and has been helping readers select 

the right gadgets to improve their lives 

for  20 years as a magazine (print and 

digital) and at T3.com. We’ve been at the 

heart of every shift in consumer 

technology ever since – from DVDs  

and HD TVs to smartphones and virtual 

reality. But our mission has remained  

the same throughout: to help you live  

a better life through technology, and  

to filter the latest gadgets to ensure  

you only ever buy the best of the best.

Life’s better with t3...

How to license T3
interested in publishing a licensed 
version of t3 in your territory? 
Please direct enquiries to t3’s 
senior Licensing & syndication 
Manager, Matt ellis (matt.ellis@
futurenet.com; +44 (0)1225 442244)

 MiddLE EAST  PoLANd

 Meet our 
advertising 
team

cOMMerciAL  
sALes DirectOr  
CLArE doVE 
clare.dove@
futurenet.com 
+44 (0)1225 
687226
 
AccOuNt DirectOr 
ANdrEW TiLBUrY 
andrew.tilbury@
futurenet.com, 
+44 (0)1225 
687144
 

ADvertisiNG 
DirectOr  
riCHArd HEMMiNGS 
richard.hemmings@
futurenet.com, 
+44 (0)1225 
687615 
 
AccOuNt DirectOr 
CALLUM STAiNES 
callum.staines@
futurenet.com, 
+44 (0)1225 
687469

Jo Gulliver 
SENior ArT EdiTor
Jo got some new gesture-
controlled headphones, so 
now everyone’s distracted by 
the occasional flailing arm 
during the day. but they 
sound good, so she says this 
is firmly “your problem.”  

Michelle McLaren 
ArT EdiTor
Michelle ran our photo 
shoots for the 101 Gadgets 
feature, which has meant a 
lot of heavy lifting. she 
has requested we feature 
some kind of forklift in 
all similar future lists. 



Editor’s letter

Alex Cox,  
gadget man

Alex is a veteran of 
tech magazines over 
the years, and has 
tried just about 
every gadget trend 
going. this issue, he 
added his expertise 
to our 101 Gadgets 
You can’t Live 
Without list (p46).

Ben Andrews,  
lab tech

ben bosses the 
testing labs for our 
colleagues on Digital 
camera magazine and 
is a big computing 
fan, so took on our 
Microsoft surface 
studio review (p102) 
to judge its creative 
and techy cred. 

Steve May,  
AV expert

there’s no screen too 
big or too sharp for 
our video maestro 
steve, so we set him 
to work judging the 
new set of affordable 
4K home projectors 
(p92) as well as the 
latest uHD blu-ray 
players (p106).

Key contributors

Discover 
more great 
ways to  
enjoy t3…

Digital edition 

 The iPad edition of 

T3 features a raft of fresh 

content, including video 

reviews and interactive 

articles. T3 is also available 

on Android devices, and on  

your desktop via Zinio.com.

visit t3.com 
 We’ve overhauled 

T3.com – the best site for 

gadget news and reviews 

now has a great new look and 

is fully responsive, enabling 

you to enjoy it on any device.
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Within a couple of days, my culinary skills were 
producing their standard plumes of thick smoke, 
but instead of being rewarded with a noise to 
split the earth and summon the ancient horrors 
beneath, i just got a polite woman in the Protect 
warning me that there was smoke, and if i didn’t 
do anything about it, noise would happen. With a 
single button press, i silenced the Protect, then 
opened the kitchen window and carried on, no heart 
attack required. then i got a lovely reassuring 
notification, “there was smoke in the living room, 
but it’s cleared now.” Why the hell was i putting 
up with the dumb version in the past?
that’s the kind of things our 101 Gadgets You 

can’t Live Without feature is all about (though 
it’s mostly meant less literally than when talking 
about a smoke alarm) – products that you just 
can’t go back from once you’ve tried them.
if you’re into electric cars, be sure to read 

Nick’s feature on p76 about when we sent him to 
drive the famous Land’s end to John O’Groats route 
to see if it’s a smooth journey in the longer-range 
tesla. the only predictable thing was that the 
journey would be unpredictable. it’s a great read 
– i hope you enjoy it and the rest of the issue!

Matt Bolton, Editor
matthew.bolton@futurenet.com
Tweet me @matthewbbolton

I just installed a Nest Protect at 
my house for the first time, and 
already I’m kicking myself for 
waiting this long to get one.

Amazing subs 
offer on   

p74

3 for £6!
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092 030

076

030	 	 GadGet	Guru 
Guru’s got his hand’s full this 
month with some pretty ‘edgy’ 
reader queries, involving knives 
and lighters. But we’re sure it’s 
all fine really…

035	 	 t3	HOMe	
If you could have one gadget to 
rule tham all, this would be it: 
get a smart plug for your home 
and you’ll never look back. Just 
remember: once you pop, you 
cannot stop.

076	 	 Man	Vs	tecH 
Would you take the kids on 
holiday in an electric car? Not a 
chance? Then this could change 
your mind. T3 takes to the 
highway in a Tesla to find out if 
it’s possible to drive the length 
of the country on battery power.

092	 	state	Of	tHe	art		
Upgrade your man cave (or your 
lounge) to cinema-standard 
with these eye-popping  
4K HDR projectors.

FeaturesContents

Get 3 issues for 
just £6 on  p74

to subscribe to t3, point your browser at 
myfavouritemagazines.co.uk, or turn to p74. 
the next issue of t3 goes on sale 29 sept 2017

 SUBSCRIBE
AND SAVE BIG MONEY!

046
101	GadGets	yOu	can’t	liVe	witHOut
d i s c o v e r  t h e  t e c h  t h a t  w i l l  h e l p  y o u  t o 
l i v e  t h e  d r e a m …
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014
preView 

This issue we’ve got the very 
best new gadgets hitting the 

streets, including the epic 
Samsung Galaxy Note 8, 

Jaguar’s family-friendly SUV, 
and the sweet-sounding  

Sky Soundbox.

025
style 

Get ready for the start of 
Autumn and be your very best 

by upgrading your look

028
sHOppinG 

Before you start adding to your 
ultimate wishlist from our 101 
gadgets feature, take a look at 

what amazing tech we’ve got on 
offer in our Shopping pages.

033 
talKinG	tecH 

Our man in the know, Duncan 
Bell, explores the virtues of VR 

(if, in his opinion, there are any) 
and finds out what the future 

holds for the interactive  
tech sector

003	 GaMecHanGer
008	 welcOMe
074	 subscriptiOns
110		 cOMpetitiOn
121	 next	issue
122	 MOney	nO	Object

 111
	
	
discOVer	tHe	best	buyinG		
Guide	KnOwn	tO	Man!

From thermostats to 
tablets, and cameras to 
cars, our pick of the very 
best tells you what to buy
Plus! T3’s £100 Hotlist

102

108

025

102
MicrOsOft	

surface	studiO
Microsoft brings its 

iMac-rivalling machine to the 
table, but how does it stack up 

against its established 
competitor?

106
4K	Hdr	blu-ray	

players
If you’ve decided on which 4K 
HDR projector you’re going to 

buy (p92) then you need a 
top-notch 4K HDR player to go 

with it.

108
HOnOr	9	Versus	

Oneplus	5 
Battle of the budget flagship 

smartphones - let’s see which of 
these cost-defying handsets 

will be victorious!

109
apps

The best apps for working and 
playing on your smartphone.

106

Essentials
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your guide to the         hottest 
tech, PeoPle and styles right now 

16 samsung note 8 vs. 
apple iPhone 8
18 sky soundbox
19 asus ZenFone ar
20 tamaggo 360livecam
22 Fender Monterey
24 suunto spartan   
trainer wrist hrt 
25 autumn trends
 

this month…
issue 273  /    
october 2017

Jaguar E-Pace
to add a 4G Wi-Fi hotspot to your vehicle 
and never miss a tweet when you’re out 
in the sticks. 

Looks pretty spacious?
The luxurious interior offers superior 
comfort to both driver and passengers, 
and there’s bags of room in the 577-litre 
capacity boot for bulky items like 
suitcases and golf clubs. What’s more, if 
you need to access the boot with armfuls 
of luggage, press your foot under the rear 
of the car and the Powered Gesture 
Tailgate will open or close, hands-free.

From £28,000, jaguar.co.uk

safety first
the Jaguar e-Pace is rammed 
with safety features, such 
as emergency braking, lane 

drift detection and a driver 
condition monitor which  

alerts tired drivers when  
they need a break

Pow! So when can I place my order?
Start building the SUV of your dreams at 
jaguar.co.uk today, ready for shipping in 
six months.

A new Jag for under £30K? What’s  
the catch!
There’s no catch – the E-Pace is simply 
an amazing value, family-friendly SUV.  
It’s massively customisable too, so there 
are plenty of performance and tech 
upgrades if you’ve got deep pockets.

Oh yeah, like what?
For starters, there are eight fuel-
efficient, environmentally friendly 
Ingenium engines to choose from,  
while Jaguar’s Configurable Dynamics 
system enables you to personalise 
everything from gearbox shift points,  
to steering and suspension response. 

Very cool. Is there much tech in  
the cockpit?
Touch Pro gives drivers instant control – 
using fingers or voice – over everything 
from navigation to phone calls across 
four customisable home screens. 
Upgrade to Jaguar’s Connect Pro Pack  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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 Hype

you get that classic Jag comfort 
along with plenty of tech toys in the 
cockpit, including 4G internet

This looks great 
as a comfortable 
cruiser, with 
some top tech.
nick odantzis, dePuty editor

emerGency service
in the event of a 

breakdown or crash, the 
e-Pace’s remote app makes 

an sos call and pings 
your location and vehicle 
diagnostics, so help is 

never far away

Vital stats
124
the e-Pace model’s  
top speed in miles  
per hour

9.5
the time, in seconds, it 
takes the e-Pace to hit 
60 miles per hour

17
the diameter, in 

inches, of the  
e-Pace’s wheels

20
the numbers of speakers 

in the flagship 
meridian sound system

OCTOBER 2017  T3 15
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preview

Well, T3, what have we here?
Quite possibly your next phone - if you like 
‘em big, that is. The Note 8 is Samsung’s 
super-sized new handset, sporting an S8+ 
beating 6.3-inch screen. It’s huge, backed 
up by slightly more weight and larger 
dimensions over its ‘smaller’ sibling.

It looks like the S8!
Doesn’t it just? The Note 8 features 
Samsung’s signature Infinity Edge Super 
AMOLED display, packing an eye-searing 
QHD+ display just like the S8, so it’ll look 
gorgeous from any angle. It’s got some 
extra usability, though, thanks to the 
included S Pen stylus, which gives the 
Note 8 a productivity-on-the-go 
advantage for some tasks. 

Wow. Is it speedy?
You bet. It features an octa-core 64-bit 
10nm processor and 6GB RAM. The only 
sticking point is the smaller 3,300mAh 
battery – we really hope Samsung has 
optimised Android 7.1.1 to ensure  
all-day battery life.

Tell me about that camera…
Ah, nice spot. The Note 8’s most striking 
feature is its dual camera setup. With a 
wide-angle 12MP Dual Pixel lens and a 
telephoto 12MP, you’ll be able to get 
regular shots and then zoom in close to 
objects without losing image clarity.

When can I get my (large) mitts on this?
Big hands rejoice, it’s due imminently. 

fringe 
benefit

As with the S8, the 
note 8 features 

the infinity edge 
display, giving you 

that incredible 
edge-to-edge look

Super SnApS! 
Dual cameras feature for the first time 

in a galaxy phone, giving it a major 
upgrade in the photography department. 
You’ll be able to shoot wide and far, 

with stunning results

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Samsung Galaxy Note 8
£TBC, samsung.com

Samsung’s 
biggest phone 
could be its best.
nick ODAntziS, DeputY eDitOr



Apple needs a 
big leap, and 
this could be it.
MAtt bOltOn, eDitOr
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 Hype
samsung galaxy noTe 8

reAr cAMerA
expect a new higher-res 
sensor that can record 
4k video at 60fps, 
possibly with a laser-
based focusing system

chAnging hOMe
iOS leaks suggest the new 
on-screen home button 
will be resizeable, or 
even hidden in some apps

frOnt cAM
the front camera will do 
4k 60fps video too, for 

fancy facetiming.  
the screen insert will 

also house 3D face-
scanning security tech

new Screen
expect an edge-to-edge 
5.8-inch, 2436 × 1125 
display, in a smaller 
body than the 7 plus

Vital stats
6.3
the size of that jumbo 
display, in inches – 
bigger than the S8+

64gb
the capacity of the 
galaxy note 8’s  
internal storage

12Mp
the resolution of the 
dual cameras on the 

note 8’s rear 

195g
the weight of the  

note 8; 22g heavier 
than the galaxy S8+

What about the 
iPhone 8?
Here’s what we expect to see apple 
announce in early september
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Hey, isn’t this the one made  
by Devialet?
Good knowledge! Yes, Sky has 
teamed up with French audio 
specialists Devialet, the company 
behind the jaw-dropping Phantom 
wireless speaker, to create the 
Sky Soundbox, a fancy all-in-one 
TV audio system that promises to 
“reimagine sound for television”. 

I’m a Sky Q customer. Will the 
Soundbox enhance it?

Vital stats
Two
The number of rear-range 
drivers shaping that 
surround sound

14.7x21x3.74
The dimensions,  
in inches, of the  
Sky Soundbox

Six
The number of woofers 

in dual push-push 
configuration

One
The front full-range 

driver delivering 
direct sounds

Sky’S The limiT
The Sky Soundbox sports 
a range of connectivity 
options, including hDmi 
and optical inputs, plus 
Bluetooth 4.1 for streaming 
music and other media

TOTal immerSiOn 
Craving sound so real you’d 

swear you were in the movie? 
That’s what Sky and Devialet 
have set out to create with 

the wireless Soundbox, 
stuffed with a symphony of 
loudspeakers for powerful 

360° sound

And then some. The Soundbox, 
together with Sky Q, is built to 
deliver tailored sound experiences 
designed by Devialet to enhance 
your viewing pleasure, whether 
you’re watching sport, movies or 
indulging in Sky’s music content. 

So how does it work? 
The plug ’n’ play Soundbox pumps 
out spatial 360° sound, beaming 
high-quality audio to each inch of 
your living room. Powerful bass is 

handled by six three-inch woofers 
arranged in a dual push-push 
configuration (which limits 
internal vibrations), with three 
two-inch drivers completing the 
speaker setup. 

I bet this thing gets loud, right?
The soundbox delivers 140 watts 
of sound and Devialet’s iconic 
bass range, so yep. Don’t worry, 
though, it has a Dynamic Volume 
feature that automatically adjusts 

volume levels so you won’t 
be blasted across the room by 
sudden explosions in volume.
 
I’m in! When can I buy this?
Pre-order now, with shipping in 
autumn. Sky Q customers get it for 
£249, other Sky customers get it 
up for £299, or it’s £799 solo.

Sky Soundbox
From £249, sky.com

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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 Hype
Asus zenfone Ar

A new Asus phone, eh?
The ZenFone AR is the first smartphone 
certified for Google Tango (AR) and 
Daydream (VR), so if you want to 
experience mobile VR/AR, this is your  
way in. Although, you’ll have to pay  
a premium price to do so. 

Tell me about the VR and AR stuff
Google Tango and Daydream platforms 
come fully supported on the ZenFone AR, 
but to enjoy the full VR experience you’ll 
need a Google Daydream View headset. 
The biggest AR/VR-focused innovation 
on this phone is the Super AMOLED screen 
designed with an ultra-low-persistence 
mode to stop the impression of motion 
blur. That, and the Tri-Cam System fitted 
at the back.

This phone has three cameras?
Aye. There’s a 23MP main rear camera 
(a Sony IMX318 with 4:3-shaped sensor) 
flanked by a motion-tracking camera 
and a depth-sensing camera. Away from 

Vital stats
2TB
The 128GB storage  
is expandable to 2TB  
via microSD

4
The number of cores in 
the Snapdragon 821 that 
powers the ZenFone AR

5.7-inch
The size of the sharp 
Super AMOLED display 

with 515ppi

23MP
The high-res rear 

camera with optical 
image stabilisation 

InnER SPAcE
Google’s Tango brings motion 
tracking, depth sensing and 
area-learning capabilities to 
the ZenFone AR, helping it to 
understand its motion as it moves 
through an area, figuring out 
how far away it is from the floor 
or objects, for example, and to 
remember key visual features in 
any three-dimensional space it 
moves through

VIRTuAL InSAnITy
The Asus ZenFone AR is the 
world’s first smartphone 
certified for Google Tango 
and Daydream, enabling you to 
explore the worlds of virtual 
reality and augmented reality – 
use the latter to interact with 
virtual objects that look real 
in our world 

Asus ZenFone AR
from £799.99, uk.store.asus.com

AR/VR needs, there’s an 8MP camera at 
the front, with optical image stabilisation 
for good low-light photo quality, plus a 
range of modes including Super 
Resolution, which merges several 
exposures to create a 92MP image.

Crazy! What AR stuff should I try?
You’ll get the best demos from playing AR 
mobile games or using AR interiors app. 
Check out Hot Wheels Track Builder, 
which maps and builds a play room onto a 
room in your home, Woorld and iStaging.

Okay, I want this. When is the phone 
coming out?
It’s available to buy now!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Tamaggo 360Livecam

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p7420  T3 october 2017

What’s this? It looks like a big 
metallic egg.
You’ll find no yolks here, only  
a palm-sized, Bluetooth-connected 
camera designed to shoot 360° 
stills and videos of your life – from 
travel adventures and life events, 
to parties, gigs and gatherings – 
ready to be shared with the world.

Is it easy to use? 
You bet! The camera features 
an integrated 1.5-inch LCD 
touchscreen, so you can start 
shooting then reviewing your 
footage instantly. Alternatively, you 
can control the camera remotely 
using the iOS/Android-friendly 
Smart Sharing app. The built-in 
gyroscope, accelerometer and 
compass take care of stabilisation 
and image orientation.

How do I share what I shoot?
The 360LiveCam’s dedicated Smart 
Sharing app makes it easy to 
manage your photos and videos and 
to share content to your socials 
with just a single click. If you want 
your far-flung pals to experience 
your life-affirming moments as they 

happen, share a web-link of your 
live stream and they can tune in 
from anywhere in the world, in full 
360 vision.

Nice! What else can it do?
Invest in a pair of Homido VR 
goggles from the Tamaggo 
webstore, slide your smartphone 
inside and relive your 360LiveCam 
memories over and over, in 
complete immersion.

Okay, so when can I get my hands  
on one?
The 360LiveCam is available to buy 
right now.

vital stats
1.5-inch
The size of Tamaggo’s 
resistive LCD 
touchscreen

12MP
The punchy resolution 
delivered by the 
built-in Sony sensor

Two
The number of colours 

it’s available in: 
Titanium or White Pearl

360x220
The dimensions, of the 

Tamaggo’s ultra  
wide-angle lens

A DAy in The Life
Shoot high quality 360° 
stills or video of your 

life and share them 
direct to social media 
using Tamaggo’s Smart  

Sharing app

inSTAnT AuDienCe
friends and family can enjoy 
your most memorable moments 
as they happen with a live 
stream beamed straight to 
their smartphones

Tamaggo 360LiveCam
£332.50, tamaggo.com

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Nice amp. Where’s your guitar?
Actually, this isn’t a guitar amp. 
It’s the premium model in the 
debut line of Bluetooth speakers 
from six-string brand Fender. The 
Monterey is a 120-watt stunner 
designed to look like a Fender ’68 
Custom amp, complete with blue 
LED amp jewel light. 

It even has tone controls!
Aye, there’s amp-style knobs for 
controlling volume, bass and 

Vital stats
33+
The connection range, 
in feet, of Fender’s new 
Bluetooth speaker

9.75-inches
The height of the speaker, 
with a 13.5-inch width and 
5.25-inch depth

120 watts
The output of 

this custom rock  
amp-inspired speaker

Two
The number of wired 

inputs: one 3.5mm aux, 
one RCA

Tone ConTRolS
The Monterey’s 120-
watt quad-driver design 
comprises two woofers and 
two tweeters, oriented to 
produce Fender’s legendary 
sound. Want more bass? 
onboard Bass and Treble 
control knobs enable you to 
tweak the Monterey’s sound

TuRn iT up To 11
Become the rock god you 
also knew you were with 

the biggest, baddest model 
in Fender’s debut line of 
Bluetooth speakers. The 
Monterey is a 120-watt 

beauty that supports aptX 
and has 3.5mm and RCA dual 

analog inputs

treble, so you can tweak the 
Monterey’s sound in the way you’d 
tweak sound on a real Fender 
amp. The mains-powered 
Monterey aims to bring Fender’s 
stage-ready performance into 
your home, while streaming  
music and voice calls. 

And what’s going on inside?
How about two 5.12-inch woofers 
and two one-inch tweeters, 
pumping out 120 watts of 

powerful Fender audio? On the 
back of the Monterey sits a Shape 
button, too, which enables you to 
‘shape’ (equalise) the sound for 
the specific room you’re in. 

Did you say there’s another 
speaker in the range?
Alongside the Monterey sits a 
more compact speaker called the 
Newport, taking its styling cues 
from Fender’s coveted ‘Silverface’ 
metal grille amps. The 30-watt 

Newport plays for up to 12 hours 
per charge and, like the Monterey, 
has a range of over 33 feet. It also 
has a built-in USB port to charge 
your smartphone or tablet.

Nice! When can I buy this?
The Fender Monterey Bluetooth 
Speaker is available to buy now.

Fender Monterey
£300, fender.com
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Gonna put me through my paces, T3?
Not us – Suunto. The outdoor-loving 
smartwatch brand for fitness fanatics is back 
with a new addition to its prestigious Spartan 
line, the Suunto Spartan Trainer Wrist HR.  
This gorgeous 24/7 GPS sport smartwatch  
is smaller, lighter and more affordable than 
anything you’ve seen before in the  
Spartan range. 

You’re getting me excited! Tell me more...
Steady on now, we’re not that kind  
of magazine. Anyway, the Spartan Trainer 
Wrist HR is the successor to the Suunto 
Spartan Sport Wrist HR and features the same 
high-performing heart-rate monitoring tech 
(courtesy of Valencell), measuring blood  
flow at the wrist. 

Can I use it for running and swimming?
The Suunto Trainer Wrist HR is capable of 
tracking 80 different sports, including 
running, swimming and cycling, and uses GPS 
to track speed, distance covered, pace and 
the altitude of whatever trail you’re running or 
cycling. The watch uses a range of sensors to 
track all the usuals – calories burned, steps 
taken, etc – and will display incoming calls, 
texts and other notifications on its  
backlit, colour display. 

What about battery life?
Up to 10 hours with GPS on, but use it in 
power-saving mode and battery life stretches 
to 30 hours. Disable all smart tracking and 
Sunnto reckons the battery will last 14 days. 

And it’s out now?
Yes, the Suunto Spartan Trainer Wrist HR 
is available now in Ocean, Blue and Black. 
Limited edition Gold and Steel versions, 
priced £279 each, land mid-September.

vital stats
56g
The weight, making it 
lighter than other 
Spartan watches

50m
The depth the Spartan 
Trainer Wrist HRt is 
waterproof to

10
The hours of battery life 
in training mode, or 30 
hours with power saving

80
The number of different 

sports modes pre-installed 
on the watch

All AboARd THe GAin TRAin
General gym workouts, hiking and 
running are among the watch’s 80 
pre-programmed sports modes. You 
can customise them, too, and create 
intervals on the watch or find your 
way home from a trail run via Suunto’s 
‘breadcrumb view’ route guidance

All dAY, 
eveRY dAY
Suunto’s new 
multi-sport GPS 
smartwatch handles 
24/7 activity tracking, 
covering off 80 
individual sports. 
Choose from a range  
of watch faces (via the 
Suunto app) to display 
the data you want to 
see on your wrist, then 
delve into the app for 
detailed HR and 
activity data

Suunto Spartan  
Trainer Wrist HRt
€319 (£282), fossil.com
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As the summer turns to crisp autumn, 
here are four new trends to jump on,  
from the best face cream to soothe  
your wind-beaten skin and a stylish 
bomber jacket for chilly evenings

 lOOKS  
tO thrill

01 PrO-COllAgen MArine 
CreAM FOr Men by eleMiS
Winner of the Best New Anti-Ageing 
Cream For Men in the 2017 GQ Grooming 
Awards, this essential moisturiser 
contains antioxidant-rich ginkgo biloba, 
soothing Abyssine and Padina Pavonica 
algae to hydrate your skin, improving its 
firmness and diminishing the appearance 
of fine lines and wrinkles.
£55, elemis.com

02 KnOMO liveFree 
bACKPACK
If you love Knomo’s style but need a  
few extra smarts to go alongside it,  
try the waterproof LiveFree Backpack –  
it has an onboard 4,500mAh battery  
with Qi wireless charging and a Chipolo 
Bluetooth tracker. There’s space for a 
15-inch laptop and 10-inch iPad, plus 
multiple pockets – one of which blocks 
RFID signals – for smaller gadgets.
£369, knomo.com

01

02

0403 PAul SMith Men’S 
trACK WAtCh
We love the funky, dual-colour dials  
on Paul Smith’s new-for-autumn quartz 
movement Track Watch. The 42mm silver 
case is complemented by mirrored 
gunmetal hands, a silver crown with  
sky blue and navy enameling, plus an 
adjustable silver mesh strap and 
signature-embossed fastening.
£229, watchshop.com

04 SAntA Cruz guAdAluPe 
bOMber JACKet
Now that the evenings are getting cooler  
and the sun setting earlier, you might  
be looking to team your shirts with a 
lightweight jacket. Santa Cruz has you 
covered with its new indigo Guadalupe 
Bomber Jacket. Blending style with 
practicality, the jacket comes with a  
zip front, silky contrasting lining and 
striking motif at the back. 
£70, surfdome.com

03
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s hoppi n g
Forget the groceries – this is the stuff  

you really need in your basket…

 1
Saucony Ride 10 

 Cruise through autumn with the 10th edition 

of one of Saucony’s most popular running 

shoes. The ultra-grip Ride 10 utilises an 

engineered mesh upper, woven heel collar 

and robust TRI-FLEX outsole to move 

with you, cushioning every foot fall.

£120, saucony.co.uk

Kano Pixel Kit
 Help the kids make 

and code a jazzy light 

for their bedroom or 

study area with the new 

Kano Pixel Kit. Build the 

Pixel Kit step by step, 

just like super-charged 

LEGO, then connect it to 

the Kano desktop app 

to customise it further.

£74.99, kano.me

MoShi SyMbuS 
uSb-c docK 

 This very handy, 

minimalist-looking 

USB-C Dock enables 

you to connect your 

C-equipped laptop to a 

monitor (via an HDMI 

port), hard drive and 

other accessories, with 

just a single connection 

to your computer. The 

Symbus can even 

charge your laptop 

while it’s connected.

£119.95, moshi.com

 04

03

SennheiSeR hd1 WiReleSS 
SPecial edition

 Take a nice trip to the Dark Side of the 

Moon with these limited-edition headphones, 

commemorating Pink Floyd’s Their Mortal 

Remains exhibition. The outside might be 

sporting Pink Floyd’s iconic prismic style, but 

the inside remains a feast of Sennheiser’s 

signature HD1 tech.

£379.99, en-uk.sennheiser.com

05

Casio Edifice 
EQB-501XDB-1AER 
 Wrap some F1 style around 

your wrist with Casio’s latest 
water-resistant Bluetooth 
watch, designed with the
Scuderia Toro Rosso F1 team. 
The Edifice 501 has an alarm 
function, dual time dials, and, 
being an F1 watch, a speed dial.
£325, edifice-watches.co.uk

life ReMote
 Do you have a bad habit of checking your 

phone when driving? Tsk! Instead use the O6 

Life Remote, designed with multi-functional 

bezel and programmable buttons, to quickly 

control your phone. Pair it with your phone, 

add the contacts and shortcuts of your 

choice, then mount it to your dash.

$99 (£75.63), o6app.com

02
06
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leica tl2 
 Capture the moment in glorious detail with the gorgeous 

TL2, Leica’s latest addition to its APS-C ‘T’ line-up. This 24MP 

mirrorless camera features a one-piece aluminium body, 

3.7-inch high-res touchscreen display and a customisable 

menu for personalised control.

£1,700, uk.leica-camera.com

thRuStMaSteR t-gt 
coMPetition Wheel

 Enjoy a realistic 

racing experience with 

Thrustmaster’s epic  

new Gran Turismo 

racing wheel, featuring 

force-feedback,  

a T-V0VE Motor with  

an innovative, built-in 

cooling system, and  

a power setpoint 

Thrustmaster says is 100 

per cent accurate. One 

for racing enthusiasts.

£699.99,  

thrustmaster.com

SteeR
 More than 328,000 

car accidents each year 

are caused by driver 

fatigue. This wearable, 

worn on your upper 

forearm, aims to keep 

you awake behind the 

wheel. How? It detects 

your level of drowsiness 

by analysing heart rate 

and skin conductance.  

If either of them drops, 

signalling that you’re 

entering micro-sleep, 

Steer shocks you back 

into consciousness.

¤99 (£88.45), 

kickstarter.com

Roberts RT100 Turntable
 Radio brand Roberts joins the 

vinyl revival with this two-speed, 
semi-automatic belt-drive turntable. 
The vintage-style RT100 features 
USB connectivity and is compatible 
with a range of audio tech, including 
multi-room speakers, thanks to a 
built-in stereo preamp.
£249.99, robertsradio.com/uk

Bonaverde Berlin 
Coffee Machine 

 Coffee with conscience? 
You got it! The farm-to-cup 
coffee machine takes bags 
of raw beans – ordered via 
Bonaverde and sourced 
from plantations around 
the world – and roasts 
them, grinds them and 
puts them through a 
drip coffee maker. 
$799, bonaverde.com/en

08
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 send your questions to: inbox@t3.com or facebook.com/T3mag 

above We’re big 
fans of sharp 
knives on T3 
Magazine (mostly 
for cutting 
brownies)
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Oh, for a delicately honed 

blade. Alas, in Guru’s house 

his knives are seldom used 

for their intended purpose; 

you’re as likely to stumble upon Mrs 

Guru stabbing GaGu’s precious 

Zwilling Pro Santoku Knife (£99.95) 

into the box of her latest Amazon 

purchase as you are to see Guru the 

Elder hacking his way through 

electrical cables with a bread knife. 

We’ve asked him to stop, but he is 

alarmingly strong for an old man.

Tip number one, then: use your 

knives properly, for the job they’re 

meant for. Be careful with your cutting 

surfaces. Wood, bamboo and synthetic 

chopping boards (the brilliant Joseph 

Joseph does a beautiful four-piece 

plastic set for £70) are much kinder to 

knife edges than the pretty ceramic 

and glass boards some people like for 

the kitchen. Care for your best blades, 

too. Wash them by hand, dry them 

properly and store them out of the 

reach of cutlery neophytes. 

However careful you are, there 

comes a point where every blade 

becomes dull, and many argue that a 

dull blade is more dangerous than a 

sharp one. They’re wrong, of course, 

particularly if Guru is getting his chef 

on after a few glasses of red, but 

keeping your tools sharp helps them 

last longer. Every time you come to use 

a knife, give it a couple of passes with a 

honing steel (the £47 Wusthof Ceramic 

Sharpening Steel is significantly lovely) 

to realign its edge.

Proper sharpening needs a proper 

tool. Hoity-toity knifenerds will insist 

that you must use a whetstone like 

Bearmoo’s 400/1000 grit corundum 

combo (£17) for the ultimate edge. 

Guru isn’t about to argue with a 

crazy-eyed knife fanatic, but there are 

practical tools that’ll get you a great 

cut without the messing around. The 

suction-mounted £20 AnySharp, for 

example, can handle most blades – 

including serrated edges and 

hardened steel – with its tungsten 

carbide groove. 

How do I keep my kitchen 
knives sharp?

ThorSTen heSjedal, oSlo

Wood, baMboo and SynTheTic 
choppinG boardS are Much 
kinder To knife edGeS Than 
ceraMic and GlaSS oneS

This issue

A

t3’s nutty professor of tech is 
the man to straighten you out

how do i keep my kitchen knives sharp?
have ereaders had their day? 
What’s the best camera to give to my kids? 
how can i get better at chess? 
can you recommend a lighter? 
how do i keep my devices on in a power cut?
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Guru’s eighth law of 

gadgetry states that if a 

device is made specifically 

for the kids, the guts of the 

thing will be lacking. Thus brightly 

coloured creations like the VTech 

Kidizoom (£45) exist, doing digital 

camera work with minimal flair or skill. 

Virtually indestructible it may be, and 

cheap enough that the youth’s natural 

destructive traits can bust through its 

defences without upsetting anyone 

too much, but it’s unlikely to instill 

much photographic ambition in 

developing minds.

Depending on your kid, a more 

advanced rugged camera might work 

(the shockproof Nikon CoolPix W100, 

at £120, even comes in bright colours) 

or you could even consider something 

like a GoPro Hero 5 (£400) or one of 

its numerous competitors if they want 

something impervious enough to strap 

to a scooter. Extravagant, maybe, but 

if Guru is buying something for his 

offspring to briefly obsess over and 

then discard, he’d damn well better 

want to ‘borrow’ it later on.

GadGeT Guru’S MaGic box

Guru, bastion of words, 

spewer of sentences, hasty 

creator of paragraphs, has 

watched in horror as the 

ereader market has fallen to bits. Well, 

okay, that is a bit of a lie; there may 

have been a few self-satisfied chuckles 

in evidence when Sony ditched its 

horrible Adobe DRM-riddled line of 

E-Ink devices, awkward and clunky as 

they were, and that’s been the only 

real major exit from the sector. 

Yes, there have been wobbles – 

Waterstones’ digital store was 

shuttered and rolled into the Kobo 

library; Barnes and Noble canned the 

Nook store, handing it to Sainsbury’s, 

which promptly gave up the ghost and 

shoved its users over to Kobo as  

well – but only because the market is 

propped up on the broad, retail-coated 

shoulders of Amazon, and most 

readers simply don’t bother to look 

anywhere else.

And it’s no surprise Amazon is the 

de facto home of ebooks. Its Kindle 

range is, frankly, magnificent, pushing 

E-Ink tech further than it had any right 

to go. The latest Paperwhite (from 

£109, if you don’t mind ads on screen 

when you’re not using it) flicks pages 

quickly and ghosting-free, effortlessly 

holds thousands of books, and has a 

battery that GaGu suspects has been 

created by a mixture of sorcery and 

devilish pacts. The high-end Oasis 

model (£269, or £329 with 3G 

connectivity) is even lovelier, but  

perhaps a little unnecessary.

Amazon, being as looming and 

powerful as it is, is also probably the 

only company that’s equipped to 

deal with the oddly structured and 

counterproductive business of actually 

supplying digital tomes. This is why  

so many retailers have run away 

screaming: since ebook sales are 

based on the agency model – which 

means that publishers set their own 

prices, taking a 70 per cent cut and 

giving 30 per cent to the retailer – the 

market is unlikely to expand beyond 

the discount-friendly paperbook 

business any time soon. But, like Guru’s 

drinking problem, it’s far from dead, so 

if you want to pick up an ereader for 

lighter reading when traveling, grab 

yourself a Kindle.

Have ereaders had their day?
clive GroSS, leiceSTer

What’s the 
best camera to 
give my kids?

jane rollinS, 
neWporT

above hey, how 
do children 
now own better 
cameras than we 
do? We’re adult 
professionals!

A

AAfter a disappointing summer filled with damp 

squib barbecues and bored-to-violence 

children, Guru’s attention turns, as it often does, 

to the miserable descent into a dark, cold 

winter. But that damn season won’t catch him 

unawares this year. GaGu is ready for it.  

A pre-emptive purchase of the SAD Solutions 

Bluelight lamp (£99) should help fend off the 

seasonal blues with a timed blast of scientifically 

coloured light every day, and provide ample 

opportunities for blown-out overbright selfies 

too. You might suggest that, rather than buying 

a special light, Guru ought to open the blinds 

and get some sun on his face, but 

you should shut your mouth.

Let’s hope Guru lives long enough to 

use his SAD lamp, though, considering he 

has one eye on the Kickstarter for the 

Uno Bolt electric unicycle 

($1499/about £1135, plus hefty 

shipping fees) at all times. An 

absolutely preposterous device 

with a massive air-cornering tyre, 

Chopper-esque padded seat and 

gyroscopic balance and 

braking, it’s like the 

sit-down Segway that 

Mrs Guru never knew Guru 

needed. It has a 25-mile 

range, which should be 

enough to escape the 

certain admonishment 

that’ll happen when it arrives at 

Guru Towers, and a reasonably 

deadly top speed of 22mph. Let’s roll!

Guru’s wrist has been nagging at him again, 

so thank goodness for whichever Danish genius 

designed the minimalist Skagen Signatur 

Connected (from £175) watch. Guru can’t 

actually express how beautiful this 

thing is without resorting to publisher-

baiting swears, so let’s just say it’s absolutely 

gorgeous. Not only is it pretty, it’s equipped 

with hybrid smartwatch functions, meaning 

your arm will buzz when you get a message, the 

date and time set themselves automatically, 

there’s activity and sleep tracking on board, and 

you can control your tunes with its extra-wide 

buttons. Best stock up with CR2430 

batteries, ‘cos this thing ain’t rechargeable...
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WiTh a properly fuelled 
zippo, you have The joy of 
fiddlinG WiTh iT and The 
conSiSTency of iTS flaMe

croWd-funded

anchor cable

There are books, there are 

apps, there are clubs, but 

nothing gets you better at 

moving the ol’ castles and 

horseys than actually playing. If you 

lack decent opponents, you can head 

online – chess.com is a mecca for 

grandmasters and scrubs alike, and 

contains plenty of training tools.

For the tactile joy of slamming 

down pieces you’ll want a proper 

board, and you could spend as much 

as you like on a set. Hang on a little for 

the release of the Square Off board 

($299/£230) which moves the pieces 

all by itself if you want something 

fancy, or consider a Bluetooth DGT 

e-Board (£895) if you want recordings 

of your blunders and checkmates.

How do I keep 
devices on in  
a power cut? Can you 

recommend  
a lighter?

How can I get 
better at chess?

WhaT iS iT?
“The last cable you will ever buy,” 
says the creator. That’s plainly 
wrong, but Guru’s always been 
partial to a bold claim.

Go on Then, WhaT’S So Good 
abouT iT?
 The Anchor Cable (£27) is clad in 
steel, for a start, making it look like a 
cross between an expensive garotte 
and something you’d use to unblock 
your pipes. This means the cable 
within is protected from severe 
bending, and it’s effectively 
impossible to tangle. There’s good, 
thick copper inside its steel sheath, 
the makers’ claim being that more 
substantial copper content improves 
device charging speeds by letting 
more electrical pixies through. GaGu 
suspects that’s plausible. And then 
there’s the magnetic tips.

MaGneTic TipS?
One cable, three potential tips: one 
USB-C, one Apple Lightning and 
one micro-USB, commonly used by 
Android devices. They snap on the 
end with neodymium magnets and, 
presumably, you could leave the tip 
in your device’s charging port when 
not attached to the cable. This 
should reduce stress on your 
hardware, particularly as the cable 
will break away on those frequent 
occasions that you stand up 
suddenly and fling your phone 
across the room. 

you like iT, Then?
GaGu absolutely loves it. He’s 
bought a three pack. Were he to 
pick his usual holes, the length is 
possibly a little short at 1.2m, and 
the current demonstrations of its 
strength – a machine that wiggles 
the cable a bit, and a lady lifting up a 
cinderblock while holding each end 
– aren’t entirely convincing. That 
said, there’s a lifetime warranty, for 
what that’s worth on Kickstarter, so 
perhaps Guru needn’t worry.

hoW did iT do?
The campaign didn’t drag, easily 
securing its production with over 
10 times the £10,000 goal.

If it’s your work you’re 

worried about losing, start 

with an uninterrupted power 

supply for your computer, 

which switches in seamlessly if the 

mains goes. Problem is, you’ll only get 

half an hour out of the APC Back-UPS 

BX (£119). That’s enough to save your 

work, and avoid your PC becoming the 

target of lost-work fury (Guru’s been 

there), but not much else.

Big home batteries are starting to 

appear, mostly they’re to collect power 

from solar panels, but they could help 

here too. Companies like PowerVault 

(powervault.co.uk) can install them.

It won’t be a surprise to 

learn that you can’t go far 

wrong with a properly 

fuelled Zippo – £15 and up 

– both for the joy of fiddling with it and 

the consistency of its flame. The next 

step up is a butane jet torch lighter 

like Xikar’s Tech Double (£50), which 

shoots out a pair of flames with a 

highly satisfying whoosh. 

But fuel lighters have downsides, 

like the fact they require fuel. USB-

charged arc lighters, which instead 

burn things with electrified plasma 

fired at a teenager-infuriating high 

frequency, are the ideal alternative. 

The best one (the Saberlight Sparq) 

annoyingly isn’t easily available in the 

UK. Thankfully, the next best thing,  

a Tesla Coil Arc Lighter, can be had 

on eBay for around £25.

peTe WalSh, 
GlaSGoW

above The T3 
team are world 
chess champions. 
hey, we’re nerds, 
it could be true, 
you don’t know…

k. bolTon, belfaST

Don’t miss another  
instalment of the  

legendary Gadget Guru! 

SubScribe
today!

See p74

harry fiScher, 
blackpool
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here are few things that are 

more sad than yesterday’s 

next big thing, and tech 

has a million of them.  

There are gadget remnants that are 

like the Abba of tech, once massive, 

now seen as a slightly camp joke. 

VHS, cassette tapes, Palm Pilots.

Then there are the things that 

seemed like they could be huge, but 

then, down the line, you could see why 

they weren’t. The Jamie T, Example and 

Flock of Seagulls of tech, if you will: the 

Wii U, MiniDisc, cloud gaming… 

And then there’s stuff that is like 

the comedy entrant on X Factor. The 

Wagner or Honey G of tech. We all 

know it’s essentially crap, but it’s 

diverting, and we’ll go along with it for 

a while, because we know it will soon 

vanish down the dumper. Like Google 

Glass, CD-ROM, Bluetooth earpieces, 

and most things that are crowdfunded.    

Where does VR fit into this tech-pop 

analogy pantheon, though? 

Well, which is it?! 
Although home VR can’t be said to have 

belly-flopped entirely, it’s hard to make 

a case for it as a runaway success.

Of course, professional uses for 

VR will likely continue to thrive, 

in everything from marketing to 

film-making (creating virtual sets 

rather than making VR movies, 

though) to medicine to estate agency. 

Mobile VR will probably continue 

to chug along nicely as well, but 

comparing that to a headset like  

Oculus Rift, HTC Vive or PSVR is like 

comparing a Kia to a Land Rover. Yes, 

they both do the same thing, but to 

such differing standards of feel and 

performance that in fact they’re almost 

completely differing experiences.

VR, of course, has already failed 

once. As a slightly more ‘mature’ 

observer of the tech scene, it was quite 

weird for me seeing Oculus Rift et al 

being talked up as something new.  

I mean, haven’t people seen the smash 

hit movie Lawnmower Man, in which 

Pierce Brosnan is menaced by a man 

with learning difficulties, who has 

become a dangerous monster due to 

VR? That came out in 1992.

The problems VR has faced this time 

are much the same as the ones it failed 

to overcome the first time around.  

The headsets are bulky and expensive, 

quality software is in short supply and a 

sizeable chunk of the population really 

believes that if they don a VR helmet 

they will start throwing up like the girl 

in The Exorcist, and then go blind.

The new wave of VR has then added 

further barriers to ownership. Because 

the tech now allows you to walk around 

in virtual space, you need a lot of actual 

space, plus a growing number of 

cameras arrayed around you.

That is a sad state of affairs, as there 

are now, finally, some absolutely 

much cracked making VR work in 

a first-person shooter through its 

simplified movement controls, and 

by keeping the combat strictly close 

quarters and relentless. It’s the most 

fun I’ve had this year.

Resident Evil 7 is another cracker. 

RE is the first really big franchise to 

successfully leap to VR, amping up the 

deranged, creepy atmosphere of the 

game’s latest instalment to 11.

Yet, because of the expense, bulk 

and setup complications that are 

inherent to VR, none of these games are 

likely to get the mass audience they 

really deserve. 

Realistically, how can a VR headset 

ever be anything other than bulky and 

spendy? The optical and processing 

demands will keep the price high. The 

screens will always have to be a certain 

distance from your eyes in order for us 

to be able to focus on them, and 

external stimuli have to be blocked out. 

So headsets can never really shrink.

So I guess we’ll have to wait for the 

Lawnmower Man era to pass, and the 

arrival of The Matrix epoch of VR. 

Although whether humans will ever be 

quite ready to jack their central nervous 

systems into their laptops to explore 

virtual worlds remains to be seen.

People believe if they 
don a VR helmet they’ll 
start throwing up like the 
girl from The Exorcist 

T

stunning VR games coming out that 

everyone should experience. 

Lone Echo puts you in zero gravity, 

outside a massive space ship. You have 

to haul your way through the void, and 

it is an almost overwhelming sensory 

experience. Playing it for the first time, 

I kept feeling like I was falling over 

despite standing still. It delivers on VR’s 

promise of putting you in a world that 

you could never experience for real.

Less ambitious and/or nausea-

inducing, Killing Floor has pretty 

Duncan Bell is 
virtually real
VR may be stalling as a consumer toy, 
but it’s too much fun to write off yet

OPINION
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 The
seT-up
Each issue, we show you how to set 
up a key piece of connected-home 
tech. This month…  
Belkin Wemo Insight Switch

good energy 
every home in the UK is eligible 
for a smart energy meter. once 
installed, it’ll show you how 
much energy you’re using in your 
home and how much it’s costing 
you. With the Belkin Wemo Insight 
Switch installed in your various 
electric outlets, you can get 
an idea of which gadgets or 
electrical devices are using the 
most energy, and their associated 
cost, so you can either cut back 
and save or carry on caning the 
juice wantonly, if you like



tUrn yoUr dUmB home 
Into a Smart palace
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There are plenty of other, more exciting 

smart home gadgets out there, T3 will 

happily admit. But none can beat the humble 

smart plug when it comes to price, ease of 

installation, and how much of a difference 

it can make when you start using it.

Smart plugs have been around for yonks, 

and Belkin was there right at the beginning.  

Its current, and top-of-the-line, plug – the 

Belkin Wemo Insight Switch – is a mini marvel. 

Plug it into a spare electrical socket and when 

you attach an electrical device on top of that, 

you instantly make it smart, no matter whether 

it’s a TV, lamp or a kettle. You can even attach 

a power strip to it, enabling you to make a 

bunch of electricals smart at once.

With Wi-Fi on board, Belkin’s plug 

effectively gives your electricals a boost, 

adding internet connectivity to anything that 

you attach to it. Via Belkin’s Wemo app, you 

can then see that electrical device attached to 

the plug on your smartphone, which means 

you can control what it does no matter where 

you are – just by tapping a button on your 

screen. It also means you can set up simple 

schedules, so that your devices come on at 

pre-set times of the day, or create rules that 

make your electricals turn on or off based on 

other events. For example, you could get your 

electricals to turn on and soon as you walk 

through the door, and vice versa.

The Wemo app works with a variety of 

third-party services, including IFTTT.com, 

Nest and – most importantly – Amazon Alexa, 

so you can add your smarter electricals to 

your repetoire of voice commands.

Belkin’s plug also has another trick up  

its sleeve: the ability to monitor any of the 

electricals attached to it. Within the app, 

just tap on the plug and a drop-down menu 

will reveal some useful data for the energy-

obsessed, such as how often the plug is used 

each day, how much is costing to power each 

month and its average power draw. You can 

even export data from the last 30 months,  

if you want to get really geeky.

The Belkin Wemo Insight Switch costs 

£49.99, or £39.99 without energy monitoring.

maKe yoUr hoUSe cleverer than an mIt 
profeSSor for a lot leSS: add Smart plUgS
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the Set-Up

Enhance your 
smart home 
with more 
amazing tech
p52



 Add 

Wemo 

plugs to 

Alexa (just 

ask it to 

discover 

devices, and it’ll find them) 

and you can control your 

plugs by asking Alexa. All 

you need to do is say, 

“Alexa, Turn on [the name 

of the plug]” to activate it, 

and then just do the 

reverse to turn it off.

jUSt  
Say It

 The 

Auto-off 

Timer in the 

app allows 

you to 

select the 

amount of time the plug can 

be on for before it’s turned 

off, and you can choose the 

days to do this on. This is an 

ideal way to limit your kids’ 

TV or gaming time, so they 

actually bother doing their 

homework each night. 

lImIt 
theIr fUn

 If you’re 

attaching 

lights to 

your smart 

plugs, 

there’s a 

neat trick in the app that 

enables your plugs to turn 

on when the light goes 

down, or off when the light 

goes up, though the latter 

is probably only useful 

when you’re away from 

home, for security reasons.

lIghtS 
at daWn

poWer Up yoUr 
home WIth plUgS!
check out a few things 
an Insight Switch can do
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neW rUleS
 you can make your new 
plug even smarter by 

setting up some simple 
rules. tap the rules tab 
at the bottom of the 

screen and hit the + icon 
at the top of the screen. 
In here, you can choose a 
variety of rules, such as 
a time schedule, an auto-
off timer or you can set 
it to work on motion using 

a Wemo Sensor.

get the app
 plug in the switch, 

then get the Wemo app 
on your phone. once it’s 

installed, make sure Wi-fi 
is enabled, and then head 
to your Settings. look for 
the network Wemo.Insight 
followed by three numbers 
that match those on the 
back of the plug in your 

list of wireless networks. 
then just tap on the name 

to connect to it.

SchedUle devIceS
 the easiest way to 

automate your devices is 
to select the Schedule 
option. then choose the 
plug, select whether to 

turn it on or off, at what 
time and on which days of 
the week (use the sunset/
sunrise toggle if it’s 

lights you’re controlling). 
then tap done, give the 
rule a new name and hit 

the Save button.

checK devIceS
 now go to the app and 

check that the remember 
Wi-fi Settings option is 
ticked. this will make it 
easier when you come to 
installing more Belkin 
plugs, as you can skip 

the first step each time. 
tap next and enter the 

password for your Wi-fi to 
allow the plug to connect 
to it. tap save and it’ll 
now appear in devices.

energy InSIghtS
 to find out what 

the electrical (or 
electricals!) attached to 
your plug are costing you, 
head to devices and tap 

on the name of the plug to 
reveal a drop-down info 
box showing you all the 
plug’s many and sordid 

energy details. to adjust 
the unit measurement, go 
into the edit menu, and 
tap the cost to adjust.

tUrn It on
 When you want to power 
a switch on, simply tap 
the power button next to 
it, and when you need to 
turn it off, just tap it 

again. your plug will have 
a default name and pic out 
of the box, so if you plan 
to install lots of plugs 
you’ll want to personalise 
them. just hit the pencil 
icon at the top and tap 
the plug to edit it.

Your new plug can do many great things, so let’s  
find out how to get it up and running

seT up a swiTch

1

1

4

2

5

3

6

2

3

“There’s no reason to have dumb electricals sitting around your 
home, making life difficult for you. Once you’ve started using 
Belkin’s smart plugs, you’ll be installing them everywhere!”
nIcK odantzIS, depUty edItor



Samsung’s lifestyle TV 
will blend into your 

home, masquerading as 
a painting in Art Mode 

So, you want a new telly 
but your partner wants 
some wall art. Or perhaps 
it’s the other way around? 
Regardless, there’s no need 
to bicker, as Samsung has 
finally brought its gorgeous 
new lifestyle TV, The 
Frame, to the UK. Designed 
by Yves Béhar, The Frame 
enhances your living space 
by displaying works of art 
when not in use as a telly. 
How? Use The Frame in Art 
Mode to select a work of 
art you’d like displayed, 
choosing from over 100 
pieces created by artists 
selected by Samsung. 

Further art is available 
from the Samsung Art Store 
– pay a monthly subscription 
of £3.99, or buy an image 
for £14.99. The Art Store has 
more than 300 pieces by 
established and emerging 
artists, curated by the likes 
of Saatchi Art and Sedition. 
You can also add your own 

art and photos, saving them 
in the The Frame’s My 
Collection folder. There’s 
app connectivity to enjoy 
too: download The Frame’s 
Smart View app to access 
customisation options. 

The Frame comes with a 
snap-on Charcoal Black 
bezel (you can buy walnut, 

beige or white bezels, too) 
and Samsung’s No-Gap wall 
mount, enabling the TV to 
sit flush against the wall.  
An invisible connection  
(a transparent optical cable 
pairing with the One 
Connect box) adds to the 
illusion of real hanging art. 
When you’re done looking 
at pictures of flowers, enjoy 
binge-watching season 
three of Narcos on its 4K 
UHD display.

The Frame is available to 
buy now from John Lewis. 
The 55-inch model costs 
£1,999.99 and the 65-inch 
model costs £2,799. 

The Frame 
lifestyle TV has a 
brightness sensor 

that adjusts 
picture colour to 
optimum levels, 
plus a motion 

sensor that turns 
the display off 
when you leave 

the room

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p74

Love Dali and Deadpool? Enhance your living space with Samsung’s new telly, 
purpose-built for displaying art and delivering premium TV picture quality

in the frame
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Desire
Furnish your pad with  
the ultimate in modern  
living accessories

02

04
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01 LsA UtiLity 
BreAD Bin
Made from heavy-gauge 

steel and covered with  

a thick enamel coating, 

LSA’s minimalist bread 

bin is built to last. It has 

a removable chopping 

board top and comes  

in Milk White, Pepper 

Black or Juniper Blue.

£75,  

black-by-design.co.uk 

02 skAnDinAvisk 
kOtO HOme  
scenteD cAnDLe
Enjoy 50 hours  

burn time from 

Skandinavisk’s sweet 

yet spicy candle, 

blending notes of Baltic 

amber and schersmin 

with exotic mandarin 

and vanilla. Hand-

poured and covered 

with a beechwood lid.

£15.99, 

cotswoldtrading.com

03 nirvAnA  
Grey POUf
Built to withstand 

outdoor use as well as 

indoors, this quirky, 

mildew- and fade-

resistant pouf will liven 

up any room. 

£120, noxuhome.com

06

08

07

04 cArLtOn LeAtHer 
HOOP cHAir
Settle into early autumn 

with Puji’s industrial-

inspired leather hoop 

chair. The iron frame is 

wrapped in real leather 

and stained orange to 

provide a vibrant 

contrast. It looks great 

with a Navajo blanket.  

£199.75, puji.com

05 teD BAker 
LAUnDry BAGs
The bathroom floor  

is no place for dirty 

laundry, so pop your 

smalls into one of  

these three paisley and 

geometric print Laundry 

Bags. Also ideal for 

restoring order to  

your suitcase.

£50, johnlewis.com

06 cHArtreUse 
yeLLOw veLvet 
tHrOw
Also available in Slate 

Grey and Pale Grey, this 

sumptuous throw by 

Niki Jones is filled with 

snug cotton wadding 

and is reversible too, 

featuring cream linen 

with hand-stitched 

quilting on the  

other side.

£198, frenchbedroom

company.co.uk

07 ULtrA  
tABLe LAmP
Rustic colours are big 

for autumn 2017, and 

this burnt-orange lamp  

will instantly add new 

season style to your 

home. Clean and simple, 

with a linen shade and 

swish copper base. 

£75, darlighting.co.uk

08 DiP Dye BAsket
Seagrass and rattan are 

also among the key 

trends for autumn 2017, 

making this affordable 

storage basket a nifty 

investment for the 

coming months. Use it 

to tidy away all those 

messy charging cables.

£32,  

idecorateshop.com



Mark Pole, BirMinghaM

 the exPerts
There’s nothing these lot 
don’t know about smart homes

Claire DaVies
 Sleep expert Claire 

knows all about 
wellbeing tech and 
keeping yourself 
healthy around the 

house. She also knows more than  
is healthy about kitchen gadgets!

sPenCer hart
 Mobile tech editor 

Spencer covers 
everything from coffee 
machines and security 
cams to ebikes and 

phones. If there’s an app for it, he’s 
got it installed somewhere.

Matt Bolton
 T3’s editor and 

wireless home fanatic 
Matt is obsessed with 
all things TV and home 
streaming, as well as 

home monitoring, from temperature 
to weather to energy usage.

niCk oDantZis
 Paranoia has taken 

hold of deputy editor 
Nick, and therefore  
he’s become a smart 
home-security expert. 

He has no fewer than 11 connected 
cameras dotted around his house.

DUnCan Bell
 Lifestyle editor 

Duncan is a connected- 
home – and multi-room- 
audio – expert, and can 
advise on everything 

from setting up your Sonos to getting 
Amazon Echo to order you a puppy.

sPenCer hart 
rePlies:
This is a great question, as 
even the humble garage 
hasn’t escaped the smart 

home revolution. As such, we’ve got 
some great products in mind to  
make your garage more secure and 
practical. First thing we’ll focus on is 
getting in and out. You can now get 
motorised garage doors that can be 
controlled with your smartphone, and 
even come with IFTTT or Alexa 
integration. If you don’t fancy 
completely replacing your garage 
door, we’d suggest the MyQ from 
Chamberlain, which, for £99, can be 
retrofitted to your existing system.

While you’re there, also fit a window 
and door sensor. Every time the door is 
opened when it shouldn’t be, you’ll get 

a notification. The brand of sensor 
depends on what smart home security 
system you already have installed in 
your home, but we recommend Hive 
and Samsung SmartThings.

If you get a notification that your 
garage has been broken into, you can 
check up on the activity using the 
Canary All-In-One Security Camera 
(£149). It’s not the most attractive 
security camera, but it has a bloody 
loud siren to scare off any car thieves.

Finally, the ultimate piece of garage 
tech has to be Tesla’s Powerwall 2. This 
rechargeable lithium-ion battery can 
store electricity from a solar generator 
(or from the grid overnight, when 
energy is cheaper). The stored energy 
can then be used either when 
electricity is more expensive, or 
as an emergency backup supply. 

 send your quesTions To: inbox@t3.com or www.facebook.com/t3mag 

My garage is old. How 
can I beef up security?

get 3 issues of t3 for just £6! see p7442 T3 october 2017

 sMart hoMe sUrgery
your connecTed-home queries answered by T3’s experTs



Can tech help 
me grow 
herbs and  
veg indoors?

Claire DaVies 
rePlies:
Absolutely, Sam. There are 
some wonderful high-tech 
indoor herb and vegetable 

gardens to help you grow your own. 
Click & Grow’s Smart Garden 3 

($99.95/£76.82, clickandgrow.com)  
is ideally sized for growing fresh herbs, 
flowers and small vegetables. Via a 
suite of built-in sensors it monitors 
water, light and nutrient levels, and, in 
partnership with Click & Grow’s Smart 
Soil, ensures your plants get optimal 
levels of water, oxygen and nutrients. 

The Miracle-Gro AeroGarden 
Harvest (£79.99, amazon.co.uk) and 
Akarina 01 Hydroponic Grow Light 
(£169.99, akarina.uk) are also great for 
growing small batches of herbs and 
veggies (lettuce, tomatoes, etc) 
indoors. The Akarina system 
automatically operates on a 16 hours 
of light, eight hours of dark. All you do 
is top up the water and fertiliser, then 
harvest every four weeks. 

Want something bigger? Try the 
NIWA Standard hydroponic system, 
($375/£288.22, getniwa.com), with a 
larger cabinet for growing peppers, 
tomatoes, strawberries and beans. 

saM Winston, salforD

Matt Bolton 
rePlies:
How far were you from  
the router were you when 
experiencing slow Wi-Fi? 

If you have a three-storey house, the 
router is on the ground floor and you 
have a Wi-Fi black spot on the top 
floor, there’s your answer. The fix?  
A Wi-Fi mesh network to ‘blanket’ 
your home. The AmpliFi HD Mesh 
WiFi System (£359.99) has launched, 
joining Netgear Orbi (£349.99) and 
Google Wifi (£229 for two-pack).   

The type of walls in your house also 
affect Wi-Fi coverage – brick, stone 
and plaster walls with corrugated wire 

kelly Martin, nottinghaM

can block wireless internet signals. The 
fix? Reposition your router. Having it in 
the centre of your house is ideal. 

Unfortunately, a lot of home devices 
block Wi-Fi radio waves. Microwaves 
and baby monitors, for example, often 
use the same wireless frequency 
(2.4GHz) as routers. The fix? Ensure 
wireless speakers, baby monitors and 
wireless phones are not situated 
between you and your router.

Installing a few Wi-Fi repeaters 
around your home could be another 
quick fix, but be aware that repeaters 
weaken the signal from your router, 
which may cause issues with streaming 
or downloading content.

sMart BlinDs: aUtoMateD shaDe for yoUr hoMe
Why you need them and which ones to buy

Smart blinds and shades are app- or 

device-controlled ‘smart fabrics’ that 

automate window coverage. There are 

mains-powered blinds, too, such as the 

Velux Integra range (velux.co.uk).  

Do you own blinds with a bead chain 

pull-system? Smarten them up with a 

Soma Smart Shades device, compatible 

with Amazon Alexa and Apple HomeKit 

(£99, uk.somasmarthome.com) and 

controllable via the Soma companion 

app. You can schedule when they rise 

and lower, or ask Alexa to handle it for 

you. The Luxaflex PowerView smart 

shades system will automate the window 

coverage of your entire home via a 

handheld device, enabling you to create 

the perfect ambiance for every room. 

Via the PowerView hub you can create 

Scenes for each room and sync them 

with your local sunrise and sunset times.

My Wi-Fi is very slow. What 
could be causing this?

 

 sMart hoMe sUrgery
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101
Meet the ultimate in  
today’s lifestyle tech,  
chosen by T3’s experts  

to make your life easier 
in every way, for work, 

rest and play 

You can’t live without

 words  claire davies, Nick odaNtzis,  

 alex cox, Matt BoltoN 

photography  olly curtis 
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You can’t live without
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05  2017 Atari  
Flashback 8 Gold  

 More often than not, 

nostalgia is a reminder of 

how far technology and 

fashion have evolved, but 

we’ll admit to getting a 

little emotional about the 

return of a ’70s console. 

The Flashback 8 Gold 

resurrects the Atari 2600, 

loaded with 120 classics 

including Space Invaders, 

with 720p HD output and 

two joysticks so you can 

take on your mates. 

       £79.99, atgames.net

03  Amazon Fire 4K  
 Connect Amazon’s new 

tellybox to your Ultra HD 

TV to play games and 

watch the latest films and 

TV in stunning 4K – simply 

speak into the Amazon 

voice remote to call up 

your favourites shows in 

apps. The Fire 4K box has 

been upgraded with quad-

core processing power, 

a powerful Imagination 

GX6250 graphics engine 

and 2GB of memory for 

best-in-show performance.

       £79.99, amazon.co.uk

02   Sony Xperia Touch 

 Imagine a world where 

you could convert any  

surface into a TV screen, 

connected games board, 

photo frame, DJ decks 

or phone screen. Xperia 

Touch makes that dream  

a reality. The portable, 

Android app-connected 

projector beams a 23-

inch screen onto any flat 

surface, ready for you to 

swipe, tap and scroll within 

a digital world of games, 

apps and utilities. Magic.  

From £1,299.99,  

sonymobile.com

be entertained

01  Air Hogs DR1 FPV Race Drone 

 Fancy yourself as the next superstar of drone racing? Earn 

your wings with this epic, pocket-friendly first-person race 

drone. A drone-mounted camera beams all the action to a 

smartphone, giving wannabe pilots a front-row seat and  

enabling more controlled, immersive flights. Propellor guards 

and a durable frame take the pain out of crashing, and auto 

take-off and landing let you focus on perfecting your G-force 

turns and barrel rolls. 

       £99.99, gb.airhogs.com

04   Kobo Aura H2O  
2nd edition 

 Come rain or shine, 

you’ll never miss a page of 

your latest ethriller thanks 

to the Aura H2O’s water-

proof protection. The light-

weight ereader will survive 

a dunking in two metres 

of water – ideal if you’re 

an accident-prone bath 

reader. You can store up 

to 6,000 titles on the 8GB 

device and customise the 

look of each page – from 

font to text sharpness. 

£149.99, kobobooks.com
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07  Q Acoustics M3
 A decent TV can  

easily be let down by poor 
speakers. Despite its 
small size, Q Acoustics’ 
award-winning M3 soundbar 
turns everything from 
Eastenders to the latest 
big-screen blockbuster into 
a cinematic epic. Wide 
dispersion BMR drivers fill any 
room with clear, 180-degree 
sound while the built-in 
subwoofer handles the low 
end, and adjustable EQ 
means it’ll sound great 
wherever you put it. Nothing 
on? Stream music to the M3 
from any Bluetooth or 
NFC-equipped device. 
£299, qacoustics.co.uk

06 Sony 
PlayStation 4 Pro

 The PS4 Pro delivers 
monumental 4K gaming  
and entertainment to your 
home, boasting twice the 
graphics power of the 
standard PS4, boosted 
frame rate and vibrant HDR 
technology, all for less 
than 340 notes. Most new 
PS4 games are enhanced 
to take full advantage of 
the Pro’s added punch, 
making them more realistic 
and immersive than ever, 
and 4K TV and film 
streaming means you’ll 
never need to leave the 
house again.
£339.99, playstation.com

08

06

07

08  Philips 9002 
OLED TV

 Whether you’re kicking 
back with a film or getting 
stuck into a game, the P5 
picture quality engine 
nestled inside Philips’ 
55-inch OLED TV digitally 
optimises the image for 
flawless colour, sharpness 
and detail, while DTS HD 
Premium Sound delivers 
clear and rich audio.  
For added immersion  
and expression, Ambilight 
technology expands the 
viewing experience by 
beaming a dynamic glow 
beyond the edges of the 
TV and onto the wall.
£2,200, philips.co.uk

be entertained
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11  LG W7 Wallpaper TV  
 At just 2.57mm deep, 

LG’s razor-thin screen looks 

more like a work of art than 

a TV, but there’s more than 

just impressive dimensions. 

LG’s latest HDR technology 

means you get the most 

accurate colour represen-

tation, while self-emitting  

pixels ensure blacks are 

deep and rich. The LG 

OLED Hub houses the con-

nections, and includes a 

set of speakers that work 

with Dolby Atmos.

       £7,999, lg.com

10    Nvidia Shield TV Pro  
 The Nvidia Tegra X1-

powered 4K HDR streamer 

delivers rich colours and 

incredible picture depth, 

whether you’re watching 

the big game, streaming 

a series or delving into 

Nvidia Now’s library of 

PC games, playable on 

your TV without the need 

for a gaming rig – they’re 

powered by the cloud. 

The Shield controller and 

remote both feature voice 

control. Connected home 

control is on the way too. 

        £279.99, nvidia.co.uk

be entertained

13  V-MODA Crossfade 
M-100 and Boom-
Pro microphone  

 These gaming head-

phones that take you 

straight to the heart of 

the action. 50mm Dual-

Diaphragm Drivers create 

lifelike 3D audio, with 

clean, rumbling bass  

and clarity across the  

frequency range, from  

dialogue to explosions. 

The BoomPro mic is one 

of the best in the busi-

ness, too. 

£220, v-moda.com

12  Nintendo Switch 

 Nintendo’s latest  

console keeps the game 

going whether you’re at 

home or on your travels. 

Hook the Switch up to your 

TV, grab the controllers 

and enjoy games like  

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe and 

The Legend of Zelda: The 

Breath Of The Wild in HD. 

Heading out? Grab the 

lush 6.2-inch screen from 

the dock, slide a controller 

onto each end and finish 

that race on the go. 

£279.99, nintendo.co.uk

09  Anki Cozmo 

 Who needs friends when you’ve got Cozmo? The adorable, 

app-controlled robot will play, interact and learn before your 

very eyes. Four motors and 50 gears control movement, while 

a 30fps camera and facial recognition tech enable him to re-

member every interaction. Cozmo is a great tool for learning 

to code too – use the drag and drop interface within Anki’s 

Code Lab to teach your digital pal new tricks 

£199.99, anki.com
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14 Alienware 15
 Get VR gaming on the go with this 

seriously powerful machine. Dell’s 
top-specced gaming laptop features 
an overclocked Intel Core i7 processor 
and 32GB memory for unrivalled 
in-game performance, while NVIDIA’s 
formidable GeForce GTX 1080 video 
card and vivid 15.6-inch 1080p display 
take care of visuals. The TactX 
keyboard offers hardcore gamers 
rapid keystroke response.  
From £1,299, dell.com

15  AOC AG352UCG
 This ultra-wide 35-inch curved 

monitor fills your vision with your 
favourite films and games. The 
AGC352UCG features G-Sync tech 
and a 100Hz refresh rate to deliver 
responsive gameplay without any 
bothersome lag. That 3440x1440 
screen offers a crisp picture, too, 
with Low Blue Light tech filtering 
out harmful blue light and reducing 
eye fatigue during gaming or movie 
marathons.  
£799, eu.aoc.com/en

16 HTC Vive
 From climbing Everest in your front room 

to exploring a post-apocalyptic wasteland in 
Fallout 4, the Vive’s 32 360-degree motion 
tracking sensors enable VR explorers to truly 
interact with the virtual world in front of their 
eyes. The 110 degree field of view, 2160x1200 
resolution and 90Hz refresh rate make for 
slick, realistic action, and smart accessories 
like the Vive Deluxe Audio Strap with 
integrated headphones make this T3’s 
favourite VR platform by far. 
£759, vive.com

be entertained

15

14

16
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20  Foobot 

 Most of us equate air 

pollution with standing 

next to an idling diesel car, 

but air pollution within 

your home can also be  

hazardous to your health. 

Foobot is an air quality 

monitor that tells you what 

you’re breathing in: blue  

is good; orange is bad.  

It measures for a variety of  

pollutants, such as volatile 

compounds, and the app 

will notify you when  

pollution is dangerous. 

       £199, foobot.io

21  Yale Conexis L1 
Smart Lock 

 Who needs keys when 

you can use a smartphone? 

The Yale Conexis L1 Smart 

Lock replaces your existing 

multi-point lock; when you 

want to unlock it just tap 

your phone against the 

reader. You can even send 

access to friends and  

family. If you’re worried 

about losing your phone, 

Yale provides backup  

access in the form of 

smartkey tags. 

£235, yale.co.uk

19  Neato Botvac 
Connected 

 The Neato Botvac  

Connected is the ideal way 

to pick up detritus around 

the home. The two blade 

brushes and side brush will 

help to clear anything in 

the Botvac’s path, and it 

works across any type of 

flooring. You can choose 

from Eco mode if you’re 

covering larger surfaces, 

or if you want a really deep 

clean, Turbo mode sucks 

up even more debris. 

£730, neatorobotics.com

18  Logitech Pop 

 Most smart home  

gadgets rely on your  

smartphone for control.  

In the case of something 

like smart lighting, having 

to whip your phone out 

each time to see where 

you’re going at night can be 

a pain. The Logitech POP 

starter kit – consisting of 

a Wi-Fi hub and two POP 

switches – sticks onto your 

wall and lets you control 

your smart stuff with  

button presses.  

£120 (starter kit),  

logitech.com

boost your roost

17  Logitech Harmony Elite 

 Take charge of all your electrical devices and smart home 

gadgets using this clever remote. You can tap its built-in 

touchscreen display to control individual devices, or create 

activities so that you can control multiple things at once. You 

can even set schedules, allowing you to fully automate your 

devices and make them work when you want them to. Or 

you can ask Alexa to do these things for you, without even 

touching the remote.  

£300, logitech.com
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23 Amazon Echo
 If you want the ultimate in smart home 

control, there’s no finer piece of tech than 
Amazon’s Echo. With Alexa’s voice-activated 
service at your beck and call, you can simply 
ask it to do your bidding, whether it’s turning 
your lights on, playing Van Halen’s greatest hits 
from your Spotify account, or just finding out 
what the weather is like on any given day.  
The built-in speaker offers impressive 360° 
sound, so the Echo can work as your main 
source of audio in the home as well as your 
one-stop voice control shop.
£150, amazon.co.uk

22

23

24

24  Somfy One
 The Somfy One is a security camera with 

extra smarts, including an advanced type 
of motion sensor and a 90dB siren to give 
intruders’ ears something to think about if they 
dare to step foot in your home. It records 
super-wide 1080p video automatically when 
it detects an intrusion, and snaps a photo of 
the event just for good measure. Unlike other 
security cameras, Somfy One’s lens has a 
physical shutter, so you’ll know nobody can 
watch in on you when you’re at home.
£229, protect.somfy.co.uk

22  Nanoleaf Aurora Smarter Kit
 If you want to make a big statement in your 

home, while upgrading its lighting smarts, the 
Nanoleaf Aurora could be the ticket. Its modular 
design, which wouldn’t look out of place in 
Tron, allows you to fit individual triangular 
pieces together (up to 30 at once) to make 
almost any shape you like, and program each 
panel to display one of its 16.7 million available 
colours. Where things get really impressive is 
being able to program the lights with animated 
colour-cycling patterns, and you can even get 
them to work in tandem with your music –  
a good excuse to show off your new sci-fi 
lighting rig, and throw a house party, then.
£180 (nine panels), nanoleaf.me
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29  Nest Protect 

 Most of us have got a 

smoke detector of some 

sort in the home, but none 

of them comes close to 

the capabilities of the 

Nest Protect. This smoke  

and carbon monoxide  

detector monitors for  

hazardous pollutants,  

and gives you a head’s up 

by pinging you an alert on 

your phone if it detects 

anything serious. If you’re 

just cooking a meal, you 

can silence an unnecessary 

alarm before it sounds. 

£99, nest.com

28  TP-Link HS110 

 A smart plug is one of 

the least-expensive, yet 

most-useful, smart home 

products you can buy.  

The TP-Link HS110 smart 

plug makes all your dumb 

electricals clever. Just plug 

it into a wall socket and 

then connect a TV, lamp or 

coffee machine. You’ll then 

be able to turn devices on 

or off remotely, or you can 

even set up a schedule.  

The switch will also tell you 

how much each device is 

costing when it’s in use. 

£27, uk.tp-link.com 

boost your roost

26  Tado Smart Thermo-
stat Starter Kit 

 This smart thermostat is 

an easy way of upgrading 

your home’s heating. You 

can adjust the temperature 

from the Tado’s LED matrix 

display or use the mobile 

app to control it remotely. 

If you want to be hands-

off, you can create heating 

schedules via the app.  

Tado’s trump card, though, 

is its multi-zone heating, 

which ensures every room 

is warmed to perfection. 

£199 (+£50 for fitting), 

tado.com

25  Ikea Trådfri Smart Light Dimming Kit 

 Ikea’s been getting in on the smart home action for a while 

now. It’s latest connected tech is this Smart Light Dimming 

Kit. Consisting of an LED light bulb and wireless dimmer, the 

setup enables you to control what the light does, straight 

from your phone. You can change its brightness, alter the 

temperature between warm and cold, and set up a lighting 

schedule. And then you can add more compatible lights. 

From £15, ikea.com

27  Canary Flex 

 Security cameras tend 

to be designed either with 

the indoors or outdoors in 

mind, but the Canary Flex 

aces both. Thanks to its 

weatherproof shell it can 

stay outside all year round, 

no matter the weather.  

Or, you can place it in the  

corner of a room. The 

beauty of the Flex is in its 

wire-free design - with a 

battery powering its 1080p 

video feed, there’s no need 

for a cable, so you can put 

it anywhere you like. 

£200, canary.is
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30  Netatmo Presence
 Netatmo’s Presence camera offers the perfect solution 

for those wanting to boost their home’s outdoor security. 
Attach it to a wall at the front or rear of your house (or 
both) and, using the app you can keep an eye on who’s 
coming and going. Its smart motion detection can tell the 
difference between people, animals and cars, and it’ll 
alert you immediately so you can view its 1080p video 
feed. To deter nighttime prowlers, the camera’s built-in 
floodlight will activate when its infrared sensor detects 
movement, so you’re always covered. 
£250, netatmo.com

31  Hozelock Cloud Controller Kit
 If the idea of having to actually go outside and water 

your garden by hand makes you feel slightly nauseated, 
then you’ll love the Hozelock Cloud Controller. Simply  
attach it to your outdoor tap, hook it up to one of  
Hozelock’s drip kits and you can supply water to your 
whole garden or pot plants when required. Then download 
the app to your phone, set up a watering schedule and 
you’ll never have to worry about parched soil again.  
The app instantly notifies of weather changes so you  
can easily adjust the watering schedule. 
£73, hozelock.com

32

31

30

32 Bosch EasyCut 12
 The Bosch EasyCut 12, a sort of mini chainsaw, takes 

care of the smaller jobs that its bigger brother would be 
overkill for, such as removing tree branches, cutting 
through planks of wood, or even fending off smaller hordes  
in a zombie apocalypse (please check they are definitely 
zombies first, though). There are no cables to accidentally 
saw through either – with a lithium-ion battery built into the 
base, you can use it anywhere, and the removable battery is 
interchangeable with other Bosch tools in the Power  
for ALL System.
£120, bosch-garden.com
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36  Smart Nora  
 Is your snoring loud 

enough to rattle windows? 

Cut it out with Nora, a 

sleep solution comprising a 

pillow expander and smart 

sensor. Place the expander 

inside your pillowcase and 

put Nora on your bedside 

table. Once Nora detects 

the earliest snoring, the 

pillow expander inflates, 

gently raising your head to 

stimulate your throat and 

encourage quieter breaths.

       $299 (£227.57), 

       smartnora.com

37  TomTom Spark 3 
Cardio+Music  

 With its built-in heart-

rate monitor and onboard 

storage for 500+ songs, 

the third generation of 

TomTom’s durable GPS 

fitness watch is perfect for 

those looking to monitor 

their heart rate and listen 

to music without having 

to bring a smartphone 

along. Play tunes from the 

watch to your headphones, 

or take advantage of the 

Spark 3’s route tracking.

       £219.99, tomtom.com

35  Clarisonic Alpha Fit  
 Sure you can cleanse 

your skin with a hot cloth 

and facial wash, but if you 

want to ensure a thorough 

cleanse and tone every 

time you hit the shower try 

Clarisonic’s Alpha Fit. This 

waterproof, multi-bristle 

facial brush produces 

over 300 movements per  

second with a flexing  

action that dislodges dirt, 

excess oil and impurities.  

The result? Clean skin  

in under a minute. 

       £136, clarisonic.co.uk

33   Run Angel 
 There are health perks 

to running outdoors, but 

what if you routinely run 

alone, especially on remote 

trails? If you want to  

enhance your personal 

safety, use Run Angel.  

This Bluetooth alarm has  

a built-in 120dB siren to 

scare off attackers. When 

the alarm sounds, Run 

Angel also sends an SOS 

text to your emergency 

contact, showing the date, 

time and location of where 

the alarm was triggered.

       £90, runangel.com

keep fit look sharp

34  Philips Sonicare DiamondClean Smart 

 A Bluetooth toothbrush with Smart Sensor tech to track 

your teeth cleaning, provide personalised feedback and help 

you create a complete oral care routine? We’ll take it! Philips’ 

latest electric toothbrush has five cleaning modes and three 

levels of intensity, and comes with a travel case that doubles 

as a charger. There are five sensors keeping tabs on your 

brushing, plus a 3D Mouth Map (via the companion app)  

to point out whether you’ve missed a spot.

       £360, philips.co.uk
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39  Nokia  
Body Scales

 Looking to make changes 
to your weight? The Nokia Body 
Scales offer full weight 
tracking and BMI data to help 
you monitor weight loss or 
weight gain. The Body Scales 
work with the Nokia Health 
Mate companion app, enabling 
you to keep tabs on your 
weight and spot repeating 
patterns in your weight loss or 
gain each week. Up to eight 
users can use the scales, with 
a specific Pregnancy Mode for 
mamas-to-be. 
£59.95, health.nokia.com

38 Fitbit Alta HR
 A fitness tracker is an 

essential part of keeping tabs 
on your daily activity and 
health. Fitbit’s Alta HR offers 
monitoring that goes beyond 
simple step counting. It’ll 
automatically track your heart 
rate, using PurePulse tech, 
and your sleep and exercise 
(SmartTrack Auto Exercise 
Recognition). It’ll also help you 
understand the relationship 
between the calories you 
consume versus how many you 
burn – always essential for 
weight loss.
From £129.99, fitbit.com

39

38

40

40 Dodow
 Stress, anxiety and other 

health conditions can make 
falling asleep an onerous 
task. Thankfully there’s an 
easy method for overcoming 
this, and the low-tech Dodow 
will help you master it. Once 
activated, Dodow projects a 
blue light onto your ceiling. 
You breathe in time with the 
light, which blossoms on the 
exhale and shrinks on the 
inhale. The slower your 
breath, the more you relax 
and the faster you fall asleep.
¤49 (£44.25), 

mydodow.com/en
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43  LVL Wearable  
Hydration Monitor 

 When you consider 

how dehydration wreaks 

havoc on energy levels, it’s 

crazy how few of us drink 

enough water to func-

tion, let alone to optimise 

a workout. The LVL is an 

app-controlled tracker 

that monitors your body’s 

hydration in real time. It 

uses infrared light to meas-

ure water in your blood, 

prompting you to drink 

more when needed and to 

work out how much extra 

you need for the exercise 

you do. 

$199.99 (£152.21),  

onelvl.com

41    Misfit Shine 2 Swimmer’s Edition  
 Take your swimming to the next level with the 

second generation of Misfit’s best-selling AI swim 

coach, designed in collaboration with Speedo.  

The lightweight and waterproof Shine 2 Swimmer’s 

Edition automatically counts your swim time and 

laps in the pool, as well as general activity out of 

the pool. Data is captured via the tracker’s built-in 

sensors and pinged to the Misfit companion app, 

giving you an overview of your progress. 

£99.99, misfit.com/uk_en

keep fit look sharp

42   Braun Series 9 Titanium 

 This titanium-coated beast makes quick work of tricky 

facial hair, thanks to Braun’s SyncroSonic tech that ‘reads’ 

your beard or stubble, checking its density 160 times per 

minute to deliver up to 40,000 cross-cutting actions every 60 

seconds. The Series 9 utilises five shaving elements, including 

a HyperLift&Cut trimmer to lift then cut flat-lying hairs,  

plus a Direct&Cut trimmer to align any pesky hairs  

growing out in different directions.  

£329.99, uk.braun.com
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46  Clint Digital Freya 
Bluetooth Speaker 
Special Edition 

 An elegant wireless 

speaker with beautiful  

Danish design from  

Phillip Bodum, the Red 

Dot award-winning Freya 

speaker looks even more  

awesome in this copper 

and black trim. It’s not 

just a Bluetooth speaker, 

though; grab two Freyas 

and you can pair the 7-watt 

units for perfectly synced 

stereo output and run them 

for a solid eight hours on 

the built-in battery.

       £176, clintdigital.com

49  Bose QuietComfort 
30 in-ear headphones 

 Take advantage of 

Bose’s audio engineering 

experience and heritage 

with these precise and  

super comfortable blue-

tooth headphones, with 

fully-adjustable noise  

cancelling and adaptive 

EQ. There’s no need to  

fiddle with the in-line but-

tons to get your settings 

just right, since Bose’s 

Connect app offers up a 

handy visual representation 

of your noise levels and 

Bluetooth connectivity

       £259.95, bose.co.uk

live life loud

48  Majority Barton 
Retro DAB Radio 

 Compatible with DAB, 

DAB+ and FM signals, the 

small-footprint Barton  

Retro Radio can pick up 

Radio 4, which means it’s 

all but essential for the 

modern kitchen. It also fea-

tures alarm and sleep func-

tions, so it’s perfect for 

your bedside table, and its 

retro styling is neither too 

retro nor offensive. Don’t 

be fooled by the low price, 

because there’s nothing 

small about the sound  

of this unit.9

        £39.95, majoritytech.co.uk

44  Here One 

 Earbuds, but not as we 

know them. Here One’s 

buds, each individually 

powered and wire-free,  

filter outside noise and  

do a great job at blasting  

music. But that’s just  

the start – activate the   

listening mode and you  

can control the balance 

between outside sounds 

and your tunes, adjust the 

volume if you can’t hear 

quiet sounds, or en gage 

noise filters which filter 

out specific frequencies. 

$299.99 (£232), 

       hereplus.me

45  Gramovox Floating Record Player 

 Vinyl is made to be enjoyed, and one of the key factors 

behind its modern resurgence is the tactile and visual thrill of 

the records themselves. If you really want to make the most 

of your collection – particularly those luridly coloured special 

editions – this vertical turntable combines that warm sound 

with a neat display. Built-in speakers mean you don’t need a 

separate amp (though you can use one if you prefer) and the 

belt-driven mechanism ensures flutter-free playback. 

$550 (£424), gramovox.com

47  Chord Mojo 

 It’s impossible to  

appreciate how good  

digital music can sound 

until you’ve heard it put 

through a proper conver-

sion and amplification 

process, and listened with 

high-end headphones. 

Once you have, you’re not 

going to want to give it up. 

Chord’s aluminium-milled 

Mojo is the ideal portable 

headphone amp, with a 10-

hour battery life, a custom 

DAC, and line-level output. 

It sounds just awesome. 

       £400, 

      chordelectronics.co.uk

50  Ninety7 Vaux 
 The Amazon Echo Dot is 

a great idea – a cut-down 

version of the Echo proper 

that you can pair with your 

own amp. If you don’t have 

the amplification on hand, 

or you’d like something a 

little more streamlined, the 

cunningly designed Vaux 

has you covered. Slide your 

Echo Dot into its perfectly 

sized niche, plug in the  

cables, hide them by  

closing the rear panel, and 

you’re set for wire-free 

Echo amplification for  

up to six hours. 

£59.95, ninety7life.com
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51 KEF Q350
 The unique design of 

these bookshelf speakers 
isn’t just for the sake of 
looks. What seems to be 
a single cone is actually a 
pair of nestled drivers, with 
a 25mm vented aluminium 
tweeter located in the 
centre of a 16.5cm driver 
which handles the rest.  
KEF calls this complex 
engineering arrangement 
Uni-Q, and this latest 
Q-series iteration delivers 
some quite incredible audio 
clarity and power for a unit 
that’s so small. Probably the 
best mid-range speakers 
you can buy.
£520, kef.com

53 Naim  
Uniti Atom 

 Everything you need 
for home hi-res audio 
streaming in one place: a 
40 watt class A/B amplifier, 
inputs for phono, optical 
and USB sources, Wi-Fi and 
Ethernet connectivity, and 
compatibility with just 
about every streaming 
service from Tidal to Spotify. 
Just plug in speakers, fire 
up the iOS or Android app, 
and you’re playing. Premium 
Burr Brown DACs and a 
40-bit SHARC DSP processor 
ensure a brilliant output 
that’s a treat for the ears 
whatever your source.
£1,600, naimaudio.com

54 Astell &  
Kern Kann 

  If you’re a digital 
audiophile, you’re going to 
be pushing for the highest 
resolution and the finest 
digital-to-analogue con-
version tech at all times. 
You get it here. A&K’s Kann, 
which supports just about 
every format and features 
the superb AKM AK4490 
DAC, will make you wonder 
why you’ve been playing 
music on your phone for so 
long. It’s not just a player  
in its own right, either;  
hook up your computer  
and you can pipe your 
sounds through that  
immaculate DAC. 
£899, astellnkern.com

53

51

52

54

52 Audio Tech-
nica ATH-SR5BT

 The truly impressive 
battery life, a claimed 
38 hours, shouldn’t be 
what draws you to these 
Bluetooth-capable cans: 
it’s the hi-res audio logo 
on the box. With support 
for aptX high-quality 
audio streaming, sound is 
brilliantly bright and clear. 
Cable up the ATH-SR5BT 
headphones and even more 
range is revealed. This is 
a truly great-sounding 
headset, full of bass and 
clarity without sacrificing 
any of that all-important 
overall soundstage.
£150, audio-technica.com
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58  Renault ZOE 

 Exploring by car is fun. 

Pumping stinky emissions 

into the atmosphere is not. 

It’s time to go electric, 

especially when Renault’s 

playful, Fiesta-sized 

hatchback ZOE is so 

attractive. This five-door 

can run for up to 250 miles 

on a full charge and comes 

with a wall-mounted faster 

charger for installation at 

your home. Buy the car and 

the battery together, or 

lease the battery separately 

for a monthly fee. 

From £14,245, renault.co.uk

61  Thinkware F800 
Dash Cam 

 If the Wi-Fi- and GPS-

enabled F800 detects 

you’ve been in a car 

accident, it sends location 

data to your emergency 

contacts. Via the Thinkware 

Cloud, it also connects to 

your smartphone, enabling 

you to check your car’s 

location if stolen. Front  

and rear video footage is 

captured by 1080p Sony 

Exmor R Starvis image 

sensors, along with 

nighttime footage. 

From £269, thinkware.com

55  Salomon Sense Pro Max  
 Wave goodbye to runner’s foot and leg fatigue with the 

cushioned Sense Pro Max, Salomon’s high-tech trail shoe fitted 

with an Endofit neoprene sleeve for a lightweight, sock-style fit. 

If you find yourself on uneasy footing when running outdoors, 

you’ll love the midfoot stability and precision provided by the 

Sense Pro Max’s welded Sensifit overlays (upper) and kevlar 

Quicklaces. Get ’em in blue or green and start eating up those 

trail miles. 

£125, salomon.com/uk

59  URB-E Sport 

 Inject some fun into your 

off-road pursuits with the 

URB-E Sport, a 30lb folding 

electric vehicle for messing 

around or commuting.  

Open it up and the Sport 

zooms along at 14mph, with 

a 16-mile range. It’s fitted 

with retractable, anodised 

handlebars, eight-inch 

‘never-flat’ tires and a 

quad-bank charger so that 

you can use it to juice up 

your laptop or smartphone 

(USB 2.0 and Type-C) in  

an emergency. 

$899 (£678.24), urb-e.com     

57  Bluesmart Series 2 

 Never lose your luggage 

again, thanks to Bluesmart’s 

long-haul cases featuring 

GPS and 3G global location 

tracking that syncs with 

your smartphone. A built-in 

battery has plenty of power 

in the tank for your laptop 

and other travel essentials 

like your phone and ereader, 

while built-in smart weight 

sensors coordinate with 

your flight information, 

alerting you if you’re over 

the weight allowance for 

your next flight. 

£450, uk.bluesmart.com

60  Range Rover Velar 

 Land Rover’s most stylish 

SUV yet is packed with 

premium tech. In-car 

multitasking is easy via 

dual 10-inch touch screens, 

enabling you to engage the 

sat nav, crank the multi-

speaker sound system and 

set climate control. A beefy 

four-cylinder V6 engine 

brings the power, while 

Autonomous Emergency 

Braking and Lane Departure 

Warning systems help you 

travel from A to B safely. 

From £44,830,  

landrover.co.uk

56  Logitech ZeroTouch 

 Ditch the fugly Bluetooth 

headset and transform  

your phone into a voice-

controlled, Alexa-powered 

smart assistant for the car. 

Snap your handset onto 

Logitech’s magnetic vent  

or dash-mounted gizmo  

and the ZeroTouch app 

(Android) launches 

automatically, leaving you 

free to call, text and email, 

select tunes, control 

navigation and command 

Alexa without taking your 

eyes off the road.  

From £49.99, logitech.com

get around
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62 Livall BH60SE
 Take a tumble on your 

bike wearing Livall’s smart 
lid and a built-in sensor 
instructs the companion 
app (iOS/Android) to ping 
your exact location and an 
SOS message to your 
emergency contact. Two 
Bluetooth speakers, Sound 
Wave Control and a 
distortion-free, windproof 
mic mean you can take and 
make voice calls without 
lifting your hands off the 
bars. If you’re cycling with 
other LIVALL-toting riders, 
you can communicate with 
each other walkie-talkie 
style. Rad!
£99.99, livall.com

64 Trek Super 
Commuter+ 9

 The combination of 
Bosch PowerPack500 
battery and 250 Watt CX 
motor makes Trek’s primo 
electric commuter a true 
mile-muncher. Supreme 
rider comfort is taken care 
of by a plush Bontrager 
Evoke 2 saddle, Schwalbe 
Super Moto-X tyres and 
sturdy Shimano XT. On the 
bars you’ll find a backlit 
Purion speedometer and 
battery gauge to keep tabs 
on performance, and a pair 
of Magura CarboTecture 
hydraulic disc brake levers 
for stopping.
£4,000, trekbikes.com

62

63

64

63 Beeline
 Make getting around on 

your bike easier with 
Beeline, an award-winning 
weatherproof bike compass 
that turns each ride into its 
own adventure. When you 
download the companion 
app and set a destination or 
waypoint, this nifty compass 
tells you the direction (via an 
arrow on the backlit display) 
and distance to wherever 
you’re headed. Simply 
charge the Beeline (one 
charge delivers 30 hours of 
use), clip it onto your bike 
and go for a ride.
£99, beeline.com
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66  Angelcare AC417 
Digital Video 
Baby Monitor 

 Keep eyes and ears on 

your sleeping baby with 

Angelcare’s movement and 

sound monitor. A wireless 

sensor sits under the  

cot mattress to monitor  

shifting and breathing, 

while a Nursery Unit, 

designed with a colour-

changing display, surveys 

the scene via its built-in 

infrared camera. Alerts and 

footage are transmitted 

(maximum range of 250m) 

to your Parent Unit, which 

features two-way comms. 
£249.99, mothercare.com

69  Triby Family Speaker  
 Fit this voice-controlled, Alexa-enabled speak-

er to your fridge door or sit it on a table for your 

family to stream music or Ask Alexa. Triby has 

two VoIP call buttons so that, once paired with 

your smartphone, your kids can call for free. You 

can also send messages (via the Triby app) to the 

speaker for your family to read on its E-Ink screen. 
£158.99, amazon.co.uk

67  Vango Hogan Hub 
 Enjoy family life outdoors, whatever the weather, 

with Vango’s Hogan Hub. Inside this weatherproof 

shelter you can arrange camping chairs, a table 

and lighting (via Lantern Hanging Points) to make 

your get-together extra comfy. The Hogan Hub has 

a waterproof Protex 70 denier polyester flysheet, 

wind-resistant PowerFlex fibreglass poles and 

factory-taped seams on the groundsheet for a  

watertight seal. You can zip up the mesh panel 

doors to keep bugs and rain out. 

From £185, vango.co.uk

65  Cujo Smart Firewall
 Keeping your kids safe 

online has never been 

more important, nor has 

it been easier, thanks to 

Cujo. This Smart Firewall 

enables you to monitor 

your kids’ internet activity 

and limit usage. So if you 

say no internet after 8pm, 

Cujo enforces it. This app-

controlled device also 

keeps your connected 

home safe from web 

threats – its eyes even 

change shape when it’s 

fighting a cyber attack. 

Go, Cujo! 
From $99 (£74.69),  
getcujo.com

love family life

68  iFetch Ball Launcher 
 Exercise your beloved pooch without lifting a finger. Yes, 

the battery-operated iFetch Ball Launcher for small- to me-

dium- sized dogs does the hurling for you, launching mini ten-

nis balls 10, 20 or even 30 feet into the distance for your dog 

to catch; the distance it throws depends upon whether it’s 

you or pooch placing balls into the Launcher’s funnel. Proud 

owner of a Great Dane? Choose the bigger iFetch Too. 
£119.99, goifetch.com
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75  Samsung Galaxy S8  
 The beautiful curved-

edge Infinity display, which 

leaves the S8 completely 

without side bezels, is a joy 

to behold, but that’s just 

the start of a long list of 

super-powered features. 

It’s tough, with IP68-rated 

water- and dust-proofing. 

It’s powerful, using  

Samsung’s new 10nm 

processor. And in terms of 

connectivity, you’re spoiled 

for options; there’s support 

on board for both 802.11ac 

and Gigabit LTE. 

£689 (SIM-free),  

samsung.com/uk

73  Anker PowerCore II  
 For a value brand, it’s 

surprising just how good 

Anker’s products are. Case 

in point: the three-port 

PowerCore II, which can 

output a total of six amps 

and accept a four amp 

input, meaning you can top 

up the entire 20,000mAh 

capacity of its battery 

in just six hours. That’s 

enough juice to charge an 

iPhone seven times over,  

all in a surge-protected 

package that’s sturdy 

enough to sit in your bag 

until you need it.  

£64.99, anker.com

72     Amazon Fire  
HD 8 2017 

 Small, reliable  

and with an attractive  

content ecosystem, the 

latest-generation Fire HD 8 

tablet adds Alexa support, 

meaning it’s a perfect ad-

dition to your smart home. 

Available in your choice of 

five colours, it’ll 

keep going for up to 12 

hours and lasts an eternity 

on standby. What’s more, a 

recent internal upgrade 

to a quad-core processor 

means it’s no slouch in the 

performance department.  

£79.99, amazon.co.uk

stay connected

70     STK Binary 3  
 The cleverest cable 

on the market today, this 

handsome braided wire 

is particularly versatile, 

with attached converters 

to switch the micro-USB 

socket to Lightning or USB 

Type-C. That means that 

with a Binary 3 on board 

you’ll only need to carry  

a single cable for all of your 

devices. It’s a metre long, 

comes in your choice  

of gold or silver, and is  

capable of charging and 

USB communication.  

Every bag should have one. 

£29.99, stklife.com

71     TAG Heuer  
Connected  
Modular 45 

 Android Wear 2.0 for 

the true connoisseur. The 

62.5-gram Connected 

Modular 45 combines TAG 

Heuer’s legendary Swiss 

build quality with your 

choice of components, 

from the case material and 

bezel, to the strap and 

buckles. If you fancy a  

mechanical watch instead, 

you can upgrade your  

central module at a later 

time, though this could 

cost as much as £14,000... 

£1,200, tagheuer.com

74  Tile Pro  
 Connect your keys to 

your gadget network with 

the best tracker around. 

Now twice as loud, and 

with twice the range of pre-

vious models, the Tile Pro 

also adds Alexa support; 

ask Amazon’s assistant 

to find your keys, and if 

they’re in Bluetooth range 

they’ll emit a loud noise. If 

you’ve lost your phone, on 

the other hand, just press 

the button on the Tile and 

it’ll ring. The battery should 

also last  

12 months. 

£29.99, thetileapp.com
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76  Apple Watch Series 2
 The convenience of having everything right there  

on your wrist can’t be understated, and the delectable 
second-generation Apple Watch does its best. It pulls  
a bunch of features, such as GPS tracking, away from the 
phone so you can use it much more efficiently, and adds 
waterproofing so you can track your heart rate in the pool. 
The OLED Retina screen, twice as bright as the panel in the 
original’s, ensures you’ll be able to see your notifications 
in any and all conditions. 
From £369, apple.com/uk

78 Sony Xperia XZ Premium
 A true flagship phone from Sony, showcasing some 

remarkable features. Just how remarkable? Well, does  
a 5.5-inch HDR 4K screen fit the bill? How about an 
incredible rear camera, rocking 960fps slow-motion thanks 
to its Exmor RS sensor, and a 13MP front camera with a 
wide-angle lens? This is a superb package of top-end 
technology, and its combination of front-facing speakers 
and Snapdragon 835 chipset ensure you’ll be able to enjoy 
media and gaming on the move. 
£649, sonymobile.com

78

76

77

77  Google Wifi
 Wireless black spots are all too common, so banish 

those blues and boost your bars with a mesh Wi-Fi system 
like the superb Google Wifi. It’s ultra easy to set up, and 
simple to use. Just plug in multiple units around your home, 
with one hooked up to your internet connection, and it’ll 
send an intelligent net of signal through each room. Google 
reckons three of these inconspicuous cylinders should 
cover 4,500 square feet, and you can always add more later 
if you feel like it.
£229 (two units), madeby.google.com/wifi
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83  Olloclip Active  
Lens Set  

 Smartphone image  

sensors are better than 

they’re ever been, but 

photographic options 

remain limited. You can’t 

strap on a kit lens for a  

different look, right? 

Wrong. Olloclip’s collection 

of lenses, which slide over 

your iPhone’s front and 

rear cameras, mean you 

can enjoy optically zoomed 

telephoto shots and ultra-

wide landscape ones.  

£119.99, olloclip.com

80  Pimoroni Mood 
Light Project Kit  

 With a Wi-Fi-enabled 

Raspberry Pi Zero W, 

an LED-infused Unicorn 

pHAT which attaches on 

top, and all the compo-

nents you need (bar a 

microSD card) to create 

a programmable mood 

light, this is perfect for 

anyone interested in cod-

ing or electronics. You’ll 

need a soldering iron, but 

even a beginner can put 

this together  

in half an hour. 

£30, pimoroni.com

84  Wacom Intuos Pro 
Medium Pen Tablet  

 Interacting with your 

PC or Mac doesn’t have to 

involve a mouse. If you’re 

into art and don’t fancy 

the outlay of a Microsoft 

Surface Studio, making 

the leap to pen control 

with Wacom’s Intuos is a 

perfect middle ground. Its 

Pro Pen sports 8,192 levels 

of pressure sensitivity and 

detects tilt angles, so your 

brush strokes will always 

come out just right.  

£329.99, wacom.com

82  DJI Mavic Pro  
 Drones are amazing 

for filming, but you can’t 

cheap out. DJI’s Mavic Pro 

is sturdy and compact and 

neatly folds away when 

not in use. Aerial video is 

where it shines, taking 

30fps 4K video and broad-

casting a 1080p live feed 

up to 7km away. Flight 

autonomy means it should 

avoid any scrapes with 

objects closer than 15m, 

and it’ll return home when 

you’re done. 

£999, dji.com

79   Moleskine Smart 
Writing Set 

 There are plenty of 

ways to draw on screen, 

but none of them has the 

tactile pleasure of pen 

and paper. If you prefer 

old-school sketching, you 

can give it a modern twist 

with Moleskine’s Smart 

Writing set, a combination 

of notebook, smart pen 

and companion app, which 

turns your drawings into a 

scaleable image. You can 

also combine notes with 

audio recordings.  

£199, moleskine.com

capture & create

81  Leica Sofort 

 It’s odd that Leica’s first 

instant camera comes so 

long after the company 

was founded, but instant 

pics are back in style, so 

we’re not complaining. 

The Sofort is a formidable 

snapper, and it shows the 

fun you can have with this 

kind of camera; it’s super-

compact and simple, with 

a variety of settings. You 

can take manual control 

too‚ and with 60mm 

Leica optics, you won’t 

waste film.  

£250, leica-camera.com
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86  Panasonic Lumix GH5
 If you’re shooting 4K, the flexibility to choose your 

own lens and take high-quality stills is paramount‚ and 
Panasonic’s mirrorless Lumix GH5 does it all. It can extract 
18MP stills from 30fps 4K footage, take burst 20.2MP pics 
with full autofocus at 9fps with a 100-shot raw buffer, 
shoot Cinema 4K footage at 60fps, and much more. Built-in  
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth means you can extract your footage 
with minimal fuss, and it’s compatible with the entire  
Micro FourThirds lens range.
£1,699 (body only), panasonic.com/uk

85 Manfrotto BeFree Compact 
Travel Carbon Fiber Tripod

 Dragging around serious photographic equipment is enough 
to make many budding snappers turn away from the hobby, but 
Manfrotto’s BeFree tripod solves at least part of the problem. 
Made of carbon fibre, it’s the perfect combination of sturdy  
and light, weighing in at just 1.1kg. It has a unique folding 
mechanism which, in conjunction with its quick-release ball 
head, reduces its length from a maximum 1.42m to a mere 
40cm, and comes with a padded carry case. 
£299.95, manfrotto.co.uk

87

85

86

87 Microsoft Surface Studio
 Microsoft’s most creative PC design ever builds on the 

Surface Pro’s reputation as a killer tablet for creative types 
– the Surface Studio is the ideal combination of powerful 
hardware and artist-friendly tools. Its 4500x3000 screen  
is 28 inches of design bliss. Fold it flat to studio mode and 
it’s perfect for sketching with the 1,024-level pressure-
sensitive Surface Pen; bring in the Surface Dial for tool 
selection and you may never touch the mouse and 
keyboard again. Read our full review on p102!
From £2,999, microsoft.com
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92   Brooks England 
Pickzip Backpack 

 A practical commute 

doesn’t have to mean 

dropping your sense of 

style. This backpack is 

made for commuter  

cyclists, featuring a  

protective laptop sleeve 

and a cross-chest buckle 

to keep your tech safe 

and secure, but also look  

fashionable. The outside is 

a water-resistant cotton, so 

even a surprise downpour 

won’t be a worry.  

£230, brooksengland.com

89   ADATA SD700 

 Everyone’s got more 

precious data than ever, so 

make sure you’re keeping 

it safe with this ruggedised 

SSD. Available in 256GB, 

512GB and 1TB capacities, 

the exterior offers military-

grade protection against 

drops, and it’s IP68-rated 

against water and dust, 

so no need to worry when 

you spill coffee on it, then 

push it off the desk during 

cleaning. With transfer 

speeds of 400MB/s via 

USB 3, it’s snappy as hell.

       £183 (512GB), adata.com

93   HP Envy 27s 4K 
Ultra-HD Monitor 

 Add a sharp 4K screen 

to your workspace with 

this smart display from HP. 

The IPS panel is crisp and 

clear from all angles, and 

the 3840x2160 resolution 

with 99 per cent sRGB 

colour reproduction makes 

images look awesome.  

At 27 inches, it’s a bit of a 

beast, but you can’t beat 

a big monitor for complex 

jobs. It even supports AMD 

FreeSync for gaming. 

£499.99, hp.com

90   Autonomous  
SmartDesk mini  

 Standing desks are good 

for health and fitness, but 

we get it if you don’t fancy 

the idea of being on your 

feet all day. The SmartDesk 

mini is a motorised stand 

that can work at different 

heights, so if you want to 

sit for a while, then stand in 

the afternoon, you can just 

press a button to raise your 

monitor, keyboard and 

mouse up to a comfortable 

height (or lower them  

back down).  

£194, autonomous.ai

91   LSGC Genesis 
Dynaspectrum Lamp 

 The power of science 

has revealed that our 

moods and attention span 

can be affected by light 

wavelengths, and this 

smart light is designed 

to keep you be your best 

self at any time. When you 

need to work, keep it on 

the ‘Awake & Alert’ option 

to provide light that boosts 

your focus. When you want 

to head to bed, switch to 

the ‘Good Night’ mode. 

£139, lsgc.com

88   Das Keyboard 4 
Professional 

 Everyone knows real 

work happens as loudly 

as possible, so make sure 

you’ve got a mechanical 

keyboard to clack away on. 

Das Keyboard uses tactile 

Cherry MX key switches, 

and the Professional has 

a numberpad for data 

crunching, plus media con-

trol keys and a big volume 

dial. If you aren’t as keen 

on the noise, you can get 

quieter switches that still 

feel great to type on. 

£139.99, daskeyboard.com

work smart
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95  HP Spectre x360
 Super-portable and flexible, this ultra-thin laptop’s 

13.9-inch touchscreen folds around so you can use it as a 
tablet, but we think it’s strongest just as a lightweight work 
machine. The battery life is excellent, it’s really well-made 
and looks great, performance is strong, and there’s even 
the option of a 4K screen (it’s Full HD otherwise). There’s 
also a 15-inch model available, if you want a bigger 
physical space in which to work.
From £1,069, hp.com

96 Apple iPad Pro 10.5-inch
 The best tablet in the world right now is more powerful than 

most laptops, and has an amazing 120Hz, 2224x1668 screen 
that makes everything look incredibly detailed and responds 
totally smoothly, like you’re interacting with real objects.  
The size of this model is great for light multitasking, but you 
can step up to the 12.9-inch model for even more space.  
Plus, add an Apple Pencil for a near-perfect note-taking  
and drawing experience, or a keyboard for typing.
From £619, apple.com/uk

94

95

96

94  Apple iMac with Retina 4K display
 The 21.5-inch iMac is a great office companion, giving 

you plenty of screen space (and packed with detail, thanks 
to a 4096x2304 resolution), but its small footprint won’t 
take up your whole desk. You get quad-core power, 1TB  
of zippy Fusion Drive storage, capable graphics and a  
great range of ports. It’s perfect for photography and other 
creative endeavours, but that screen is lovely for tackling 
everything from Word documents to inbox hell.
From £1,249, apple.com/uk
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100  Kenwood  
kMix BLX750 

 Food has nowhere 

to hide with Kenwood’s 

kMix BLX750. Packing 

Multi-Zone blades, you 

can blend, crush or puree 

foods to your heart’s  

content. The ThermoRe-

sist container is capable 

of handling hot and cold  

ingredients, and with  

various speed and pulse 

options you can get the 

consistency you want. 

£130,  

kenwoodworld.com/uk

101  AEG SenseCook Electric Oven 
 A BBQ would normally be the go-to choice for 

cooking steaks the way T3 likes them, but AEG’s 

SenseCook Electric Oven could well sway us. Its  

assisted cooking feature cooks what you want, 

how you want it. The built-in FoodSensor also  

ensures an optimum core temperature of  

anything you put in, so you won’t be greeted with 

a burnt steak or undercooked veg when you open 

the oven door. And there won’t be any food fallout 

to scrub off afterwards as the SenseCook boasts a 

Pyrolytic self-cleaning function. 

£949, aeg.co.uk

99  FoodSaver FFS010 
with Fresh Container 
& Zipper Bags  

 The Foodsaver Fresh 

Food Preservation System 

enables you to keep your 

food fresh for longer with 

its expert sealing. Using 

compatible Foodsaver 

Fresh Containers or Zipper 

Bags, it removes all the air 

inside. Place the bag onto 

the base, adjust the height 

of the vacuum head and 

press the Start button to 

start sucking.  

£78.78, foodsaver.co.uk

Clever kitchen

98  Nespresso Prodigio 

 If you’re a fan of the Nespresso way of making coffee – its capsule system is able 

to conjure up an espresso in an instant – then you’ll love the smart version of this 

classic coffee machine. The Prodigio enables you to control your espresso brew 

right from your smartphone, and you can schedule your coffee hit for the inevitable 

mid-afternoon crash. It also gives you an overview of your capsule stock level and 

it’ll tell you when it’s time to give your Prodigio itself some TLC. 

£130, nespresso.com

97   Smarter iKettle 

 The third-generation 

iKettle makes heating  

water a breeze. It boils 

from your smartphone, as 

well as integration with 

Amazon Echo for voice-

controlled activation. A 

Wake Up and Home mode 

readies your hot water for 

when you get up in the 

morning and when you 

return home, ready for a 

good brew. Our advice: pay 

the extra thirty quid and 

get it in the glorious White 

& Gold colour scheme. 

£100, smarter.am
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1,700 miles in a tesla

can you drive the length of 
the country and back using only 
electric power? t3 takes to the 
highway in a tesla to find out

nick odantziswords

james sheppardphotography

the man

experienced in all things electric 
powered, be it cars, motorcycles or 
bicycles, deputy editor nick odantzis 
is the ideal person for the task ahead, 
but he’s got the range fear…

the mission

nick will be driving a tesla model 
s 100d from land’s end to john 
o’groats and back, relying on tesla’s 
considerable supercharger network  
to keep him going on the road.

The 
grand 
eTour
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The tech

   Tesla Model S 100D
£89,500, tesla.com

- 100kWh battery
- 393 miles 
- 0-60 4.1 seconds
- 155mph top speed
- Smart air 

suspension with 
GPS memory
- Collision Avoidance
- Auto emergency 
braking
- LED turning lights
- LED fog lights
- 17-inch touchscreen

- Wi-Fi and 4G
- Smartphone app for 
remote control
- HD rearview camera
- Power adjustable 
heated front seats 
with memory and 
driver profile
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electric cars are in, 
there’s no doubt about that. 
where there is doubt is in 
how far you can travel in 
one. battery power is all 
well and good in a city, 
when you’re not doing many 
miles and you’ve got a home 
charger to top you up when 
you get back from work, but 
put long-distance driving 
into the equation and 
suddenly everyone’s running 
for the hills – in their 
fossil-fuel-burning cars, of 
course. what could convince 
people to down their dead 
dinosaurs and take to this 
new generation of clean-
burning machines? tesla’s 
long-range road weapon: the 
model s 100d.

a hefty charge
Admittedly, Tesla is asking £90 large for  
the 100D – its tour-capable model – but in 
return for this outlay you can go about 
393 miles on a charge, so you could drive 
almost anywhere in the UK. And when  
you factor in Tesla’s own Supercharger 
network, which covers most of the UK and 
enables you to charge the car up quickly, 
you really can get wherever you want 
without worrying. Teslas aren’t just the 
preserve of rich folk, either, because when 

Elon’s latest baby – the Model 3 – arrives in 
2018, it’ll have the range of a mid-level 
Model S, with the down-to-earth price tag 
of a regular family wagon. 

As the official electric guinea pig on T3, 
I’ve very nearly been stranded in an electric 
car and an electric bike before, so I was all 
too keen to head up this month’s mission: 
to drive the famous 874-mile route from 
Land’s End to John O’Groats (twice, since I 
have to get there and back) and verify if it 
really is possible to drive the entire length 
of the country without getting stranded.

The Friday before the journey began,  
I head over to the Tesla HQ in West 

Drayton to pick up the Model S 100D I’ll 
be driving for the next few days. In the 
flesh, it looks virtually identical to the 
other, ‘lesser’ models in the range – you 
just get a bigger battery under the hood… 
erm, floorpan, even. That’s to say it’s a 
mighty fine-looking car, and should be 
suited to the  big drive thanks to its long 
and low GT- style body shape and 
sumptuous cabin.

 Once I get back to my Bristol crib – 
with loads of battery life, I might add – I 
start to formulate a plan of attack. 
Looking at the route, first of all I’ll be 
driving south to Land’s End, then up to 
John O’Groats, and finally back to London 
to drop the car off with Tesla. Of the 
available charging stations along the way, 
the furthest Supercharger south is Exeter, 
which is fine and dandy, but the northern 
most Supercharger is only as far as 
Dundee, which means the 100D won’t 
have enough range to get me to JOG. Oh, 
crap. After a quick check of Zap Map 
(zap-map.com) I confirm that there is a 
public (non-Tesla-approved) charger 
located at the JOG Visitor Centre, and it’s 
a fast one at that, too. Problem solved, or 
though I thought…

Setting off on the following Monday 
after a well-rested weekend, with 
photographer James riding shotgun, we 
head straight to the southern tip. Tapping 
Land’s End Visitor Centre into the sat nav 
on the Tesla’s humongous 17-inch touch 
display, I needn’t have bothered doing any 
planning as the computer calculates 
charging stops for us. It’s worked out that 
we can make it to Land’s End and back to 
the Exeter-based Supercharger on our 
return, with about 20 per cent battery 
remaining. I ignore this advice, however, 

an epic road trip
Tech to help you survive the longest drive…

If there’s one thing 
you really need 
on a neverending 
journey, it’s a 
strong cup of 
coffee to keep your 
eyelids propped up. 
You could stop at 
the services, but 
if you’re in a rush, 
the Handpresso Auto 
makes hot espressos 
in two minutes from 
your cup holder.
£133,  
handpresso.co.uk

 handpresso  
 auto 

Previously reviewed 
in T3 (issue 267) 
and universally 
loved, Navdy makes 
driving distances 
a pleasure thanks 
to its heads-up 
display which puts 
crucial driving 
data – speed, maps, 
and such – right in 
your field of view, 
so you can keep 
focused on the  
road ahead.
£400, navdy.com

  navdy  

The Model S comes 
with Wi-Fi on board, 
keeping the whole 
cabin connected, 
wherever you may 
be travelling, but 
if your car isn’t 
equipped with 
mobile internet, 
you can retro fit 
it. The RoadFi plugs 
into your 12v port 
and gives you 20GB 
of data a month.
£29 upfront/£18 p/m, 
three.co.uk

 huawei  
 roadfi 

Fighting over 
charging ports on 
a drive? You can 
keep everyone fully 
juiced up with the 
STK Hub, which 
features two ports 
in the front and 
an extension cable 
which doles out 
three more ports to 
the rear occupants. 
So gadgets remain 
topped up, even on  
an epic journey.
£24.99, stklife.com

 stk hub 1 2 3 4
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there’s a fast 
charger there, 
so we’ll be fine, 
or so i thought…



 i’m amazed you can get to 
such a beautiful location 
without a drop of fuel

the remainder of the drive. Being slightly 
shorter than myself, James moves the seat 
and steering wheel – both electronically 
adjustable – into a position better suited to 
his proportions. Normally, adjusting back 
and forth between the two of us over the 
course of a few days would have become 
irritating, but thanks to Tesla’s memorising 
seats, you can create driver profiles for 
each person. When I get in the car, all I 
have to do is tap my name on the display to 
get the seat to automatically adjust to my 
body. Great for shorties and lankies alike.

Before we head up to Edinburgh on day 
two, I make the decision to abandon my 
carefully calculated route plan and let the 
car do the hard graft. With the destination 
loaded, the car suggests a charging point 
along the way that would comfortably get 
us there with plenty of juice remaining. 
Removing this confirms my suspicions – 
that we wouldn’t make the full 373 miles 
without charging where it suggests.

With the huge distance to cover 
between Bristol and there, it’s time to get  
a move on (within legal speed limits, of 
course). On the road, the 100D bursts into 
life with the kind of manic acceleration that 
could humble a supercar, yet it’s perfectly 
smooth, and the lack of engine rumble 
makes the cabin a quiet, zen-like place 
to sit – perfect for reducing fatigue on a 

journey. By the time we arrive in Edinburgh 
early evening, we’re still feeling surprisingly 
fresh, so we hit the city in search of food 
and beer, and get a good night’s kip. 

Which was wise, because there’s a 600 
mile/14-hour roundtrip ahead of us the 
following day, with a potentially tricky 
charging situation at the destination. 
Hands down, this was going to the ultimate 
electric test. Stopping via the Dundee 
charger (the furthest north) gives us 
enough to get there, but we’ll need to 
charge it again for the way back. 

The journey to the John O’Groats is 
spectacular, the unfettered mountainous 
terrain of the Cairngorms proving the 
perfect backdrop. As it’s such a nice day 
and the scenery so photogenic, we decide 
to pause and grab an ice cream, and get a 
few shots at the stunning Loch Insh stop 
off. I’m amazed that you can get this far, 
and to such a beautiful location, without 
touching a drop of fuel. Funnily enough, 
though we’re in the middle of nowhere, 
the lakeside restaurant has just installed 
a couple of charging points three days 
earlier. How’s that for luck? Thinking it fate 
giving me a sign of encouragement, I take 
advantage and plug the Tesla in. Clearly, 
what fate was actually doing was mocking 
my foolish endeavours as, try as I might,  
I can’t figure out how to get the bloody 

being a trepidatious type, and 
choose instead to charge up at the 
half-way point, just 80 miles in. Since the 
100D still  has over 80 per cent battery 
remaining, I assume it will take about 30 
minutes to charge up. To my surprise, it 
takes a whopping 90, and it suddenly 
dawns on me that the whole trip is going to 
take much longer than planned. Thankfully,  
this is my first new-to-Tesla-charging 
discovery: apparently, the more juice in  
the tank, the slower it charges. When the 
battery is almost empty, the Supercharger 
is able to kick out over 100kW of power, 
but over the halfway mark, it starts to slow. 
Why? Tesla says it’s partly to help increase 
battery longevity over many charging 
cycles. In the real world this means you 
need to stop more often, but charge for a 
shorter amount of time, which is more 
efficient in the long run. 

Plugging the Tesla in is a simple, 
fuss-free affair - just hold the button on  
the charger to open the car’s charging 
flap, then plug it in. And wait. I’d already 
downloaded the Tesla app a few days 
earlier, which means I can go inside, grab  
a coffee and watch the car charge in real 
time from the comfort of the artisan café. 
The app tells you when you have enough 
charge to make it to your destination, so 
there’s no thumb twiddling involved.

electric dreams
Two hours later and we make it to Land’s 
End without breaking a sweat. A couple of 
Cornwall’s finest pasties later, it was back 
to base to rest up before the next day. 
Snapper James is keen to get behind the 
wheel, so I hand the Tesla over to him for 
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thing to work. Oddly enough, the machine 
doesn’t respond well to my loud cursing 
and repeated raps to its metallic shroud.

Still, the stop-off does give me a chance 
to experience the 100D’s factory-fit Smart 
air suspension, which allows us to get the 
car down a steep ramp and onto the 
waterfront for a cheeky snap, without it 
scraping the bottom. You too can have 
your very own high-rise supercar by going 
into the suspension menu and tapping the 
screen to select the highest setting. I feel 
pretty smug when the mouths of onlooking 
holidaymakers drop as the Tesla raises up 
on stilts. I’m told that the car also has GPS 
memory built in, so if you drive somewhere 
with lots of speed humps, the Tesla will 
remember where they are, automatically 
raising or lowering the suspension, for 
maximum smoothness. Seriously clever.

Seven hours later, and several 
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A chargeathon
Naturally, on a mega journey like 
this, the Tesla was going to need 
charging up several times, but 
just how often did we need to do 
it? Over 1,700 miles, at a motorway 
cruising speed of around 70mph 
(with the occasional roadworks/
traffic to contend with) the dash 
was indicating a range of about 312 
miles. In theory, we’d be able to 
cover the total distance (LE to JOG 
and back again) with just six stops. 
In reality, and with a safe hat 
on, we ended up charging 10 times 
over the course of four days - six 
times on the way up to the northern 
tip, and four on the way back to 
the south. We used Tesla chargers 
exclusively, apart from at JOG where 
we were forced to use a public 
charger. Though all this charging 
business might seem like stop-off 
overkill, once you’ve recalibrated 
your brain to treat each charge as 
a 30-45 minute rest break, it not 
only works better for you, but it’s 
quicker to charge the car than if 
you were to stop for longer breaks 
less often.
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 i’m going full eco warrior, 
turning off anything that 
sucks up precious battery

stopping at another non-Tesla station for 
another five hours to top the car up. So 
what do I do? Ignore it, obviously. I’m not 
that sure about my decision when the 
touchscreen starts flashing the same 
message too. But I’ve got a plan – instead 
of giving into range anxiety, I’m going 
full-on eco warrior mode, turning off the 
dash, aircon - anything that might suck up 
precious battery juice. It’s a bit like when 
you put your phone into Airplane mode to 
eke out those last few minutes of Breaking 
Bad on the commute. The Tesla adds some 
helpful advice, suggesting I keep the speed 
below 60mph, but the lure of the Tesla’s 
mile-munching power is hard to resist.  
Minutes after I’ve tamed my right foot into 
submission, the battery percentage at the 
finish point starts to creep up, and before I 
know it I’m seeing a comfortable 10 per 
cent. Time to head home.

Annoyingly, none of this would have 
happened later in the year. It turns out, 
after chatting to a Models S owner on the 
previous day, that Tesla will be building 
charging stations at Inverness at the end of 
2017, so we would have got to JOG and 
back with zero drama. Typical. 

On the fourth and final day, after a token 
head rest, we hit the road for the return to 

Can tech help insomniacs fall asleep 
quicker? Let’s do some science!

neXt month

Tesla’s HQ to drop off the car. The drive is 
fast, smooth and just, well, easy. Once 
you’ve got the hang of the Supercharger 
etiquette, it no longer becomes a challenge 
to charge. Just stop when it wants you to, 
freshen up and head on. It really is that 
simple. Unlike other electric cars, which 
rely on the mixed bag that is the public 
charging network, Tesla has nailed the 
game with its Supercharger infrastructure. 
You don’t even have to worry about turning 
up to a Supercharger station to find a Tesla 
party that you’re not invited to, because 
the in-car display tells you how many stalls 
are free before you get there, so you won’t 
have to hang about unnecessarily. 

Are electric cars ready for the long haul 
then? The proof is in the pudding: at no 
point in my last six hours with the Tesla did 
I feel anxious about whether we’d make it 
home or not, and I only checked the 
battery gauge a handful of times. Once you 
stop worrying about how the car is getting 
you there and just enjoy the drive ahead, 
that’s a gamechanger.

questionable varieties of pitstop sarnie 
devoured, we turn up in JOG at 7pm, 
narrowly missing out on a well-earned hot 
meal at the tasty-looking on-site bistro. But 
filling my belly is, for a change, not on the 
agenda. Instead I head straight for the public 
charger round the back and hook up the 
Tesla, crossing my fingers. Looking at the 
display on the charger there’s an immediate 
red flag: despite the claimed fast-charge 
(43kW AC/50kW DC), we’re getting a pitiful 
9kW charging rate; that’s more like a phone 
charger! Switching to DC (using the Tesla’s 
handy adapter stored in the boot) helps a bit, 
but we still have an excruciating five hours 
left until we have enough to get us home. 
Then it’s a seven-hour journey to Edinburgh, 
meaning heads won’t be hitting the hotel hay 
until 5.30 in the morning. And we have to 
leave again by 8am.

homeward bound
After several semi-lethal caffeine doses 
and one of the most beautiful sunsets I’ve 
ever witnessed over the cliffs of Duncansby 
Head looking out at the Isle of Stroma,  
I check the Tesla dash one final time. 270 
miles isn’t quite maxed out, but it will get 
us to the Supercharger in Dundee, I think. 
Time to unplug and get out of dodge.

But just as we’re about to leave, the sky 
suddenly turns an admittedly impressive, 
shade of Mordor black – surely a precursor 
of things to come? Undeterred, we set out 
to drive through the night, bodies aching 
beyond belief, but looking forward to 
getting a good, er, hour’s sleep at the end 
of it. Just a few minutes out of JOG, the 
weather switches like a light from a few 
droplets of rain on the windscreen to a 
monsoon-like downpour, with a spot of 
impermeable fog just for good measure. 
This makes the tight and twisty roads of 
the A99 almost impassable at times.
It’s at this moment I consider switching on 
the Tesla’s Enhanced Autopilot mode (a 
£5,700 option at purchase), and let the car 
take care of the controls, KITT-style, while 
I grab a needed shot of joe. Only I can’t, 
because, just my luck, our car hasn’t been 
specced with it. Instead, I go low-tech, 
direct all vents to my face and blast out the 
aircon to keep me focused until the next 
stop, at which point my partially rested 
colleague, who is sat fully reclined next to 
me, snoring for England and blissfully 
unaware of the hell fire I’m attempting to 
navigate us through, will take over.

Before I’ve even had a chance to digest 
the thought of switching seats and getting 
my share of Zs, another issue raises its ugly 
head: the Tesla is now telling me we cannot 
make it to our destination on the charge we 
have. This is bad news. We’re in the middle 
of nowhere and I don’t relish the thought of 
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The technology 
judges decide

Together with

Every year, the shortlists for theT3 Awards 
are whittled down to winners by an expert 
panel. Here's how things went down in 2017
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The T3 Awards is our yearly celebration of the 

best tech released that year, bringing together 

the greats of the gadget world. As you can 

imagine, filtering everything released down 

into a list of winners is one hell of a job – 

especially for the 2017 awards, which features 

more categories than ever before to reflect  

the way tech has expanded into every part  

of our lifestyles, from lightbulbs to bikes.

Once shortlists are selected (with 

nominations coming from the T3 magazine  

and web teams, as well as our friends on other 

publications, including techradar.com, Digital 



TOP Spencer talks 
us through his 
picks with some 
handy visual aids

ABOVE Gemma and 
Rhiannon go head 
to head over 
headphone picks

RIGHT Chewing 
through the merits 
of every shortlist 
takes time, but we 
think we got the 
right results

Camera magazine, PC Gamer and more),  

it's time to get an elite panel from across  

the tech press to get together and work  

out which products deserve to win.

On a muggy day in August, we gathered 

our judges together and shut them in a room 

with enough pastries and coffee to hammer 

things out for good.

For each category, the nominees were 

shown, and we kicked off the discussions.  

In some cases, a clear winner stood out above 

the rest, for whatever reason, and a consensus 

was easy to reach. At other times, we had  

to call a vote between two or three products, 

dividing the judges, but putting democracy 

into action. On occasion, the decision was  

so close that we felt it was only right to award 

a Highly Commended title to the runners-up.

The discussions themselves ranged from 

the technical to the philosophical, as we tried 

to weigh elements such as usability and 

design against flash features and specs. Does 

a company deserve to win brand of the year 

because it's been talked about the most,  

or because it's released more great products? 

How big an impact does something need  

to make to be innovation of the year?

Eventually, we worked through it all,  

and crowned our winners. Find out what  

they are in the next issue!
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mEET THE juDgEs
say hello to the expert journalists and reporters who made up our panel for the day

 Matt Bolton, Editor, T3 Magazine

 Gemma Evans - Presenter,  
Sky News Swipe

 Duncan Bell, Lifestyle Editor, T3.com

 Dan Grabham, Editor, T3.com

 Rhiannon Williams, Technology 
Correspondent,  i newspaper

 Steve May, Audiovisual Journalist

 Hannah Bouckley, Content 
Manager, Tech & Gadgets, BT.com

 Dan Jones, Consumer Editor,  
The Sun

 Spencer Kelly, Presenter, BBC Click



wHAT THEy juDgED
From gadget of the year to best smart home product, get ready for the definitive  
verdict on the absolute best tech that's been released over the past 12 months

  READER-vOTED
      AwARDs

  Gadget of the year 
- sponsored by  
Three Mobile

 Brand of the year

 Retailer of the year

  Phone of the year - 
sponsored by Gear4

  TECHnOlOgy

  Innovation of the year

  Editor's Choice Award  
for the best gadget  
under £100

 Luxury tech of the year

 Car of the year

 The Fun Award

  TElEvIsIOn

 Best TV

 Best TV platform

  Best video streaming 
service, in association 
with Freeview

  Best TV audio product 
(soundbar/soundbase)

  AuDIO

  Best Bluetooth 
headphones 
(over/on ear)

  Best Bluetooth 
headphones (in ear)

  Best Bluetooth speaker

  Best Wi-Fi/multiroom 
speaker

  Best hi-fi product
  
  smART lIvIng

  Smart home product  
of the year

 Best connected lighting

  Best connected security 
- sponsored by  
Encrypt.me (IPVanish)

  Best connected eco/
energy product

  Best baby and  
toddler tech

  Best kitchen and  
home tech

  Best home  
networking tech

  CAmERAs

  Best camera

  Best lifestyle camera

  wEARAblEs

  Best smartwatch

  Best fitness wearable

  mObIlE

  Best mid-range phone

  Best mobile accessory

  COmpuTIng

  Best laptop

   Best VPN, in association 
with TechRadar Pro

  Best gaming PC

  Best gaming accessory





o take your home 
cinema experience to 
the next level, you 
need a projector. 

nothing brings home the big-
screen experience better than 
a wall of wonder woman.

 But since the TV market shifted to UHD  

a while back, home projector makers have 

been left playing catch-up. The first Ultra HD 

projectors were ruinously expensive (not to 

mention huge). Thankfully, there’s new hope 

for 4K film fanatics. The first affordable  

HDR (High Dynamic Range) capable DLP  

projectors have finally landed.

But what should you look for in a 4K 

projector and how do competing technologies 

compare? We’ve been taking a closer look at 

4K DLP models from Acer and Optoma, and 

an HDR upgrade to Epson’s 4K LCD flagship. 

Big-screen projection and 4K is a marriage 

made in heaven. While it’s difficult to perceive 

differences in clarity between 1080p images 

and 2160p on small TVs, that four-fold jump  

in resolution becomes far more obvious on a 

screen 100+ inches across. Fine detail and 

texture unseen on a 43-inch UHD flatscreen 

becomes crisp and dramatic. 

But there’s a significant difference between 

TVs and projectors when it comes to HDR. 

While televisions can boost specific spectral 

highlights (sunshine, lights, Hollywood teeth), 

projector lamps can’t do the same thing. To do 

so would require enormous brightness and 

generate massive amounts of heat. Such light 

canons can be accommodated at your 

multiplex, but not in your living room.

So how does our trio perform? Let’s dim the 

lights and find out… 
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get the big-screen movie experience 
with these 4k hdr projectors  

home
cinema

T 01

heroes
Words: Steve May  
Photography: Joe Branston/Olly Curtis

State of the Art
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epson eh-ls10500
using a laser light engine, 
this model combines pixel-
shifting tech with 3lcd 
reflective panels to offer 
4k and perfect blacks.
price: £5,999
url: epson.co.uk

acer v7850 
stylish in white and copper, 
this 4k dlp single chipper 
has a unique attribute 
here – it can operate 
in complete silence. 
price: £2,699
url: acer.co.uk

optoma uhd65
finished in batcave black, 
this compact projector is 
a single chip 4k dlp model 
aimed squarely at the home 
cinema enthusiast.
price: £3,000
url: optoma.co.uk

1 2 3
what’s on test…

02

03

 State of the Art 
4K HDR PROJeCtORS
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The Optoma UHD65 
is a dour Dark Knight 
intended for blackened 
cinema rooms

and PC VGA. There’s no obvious on-body 

control cluster – instead a pop-out panel offers 

joystick menu navigation, source selection  

and lens adjustment. 

It comes with a large, backlit remote zapper. 

Not subtle, but you won’t lose it. Included are 

two pairs of Active 3D glasses.

The Optoma UHD65 is a dour Dark Knight  

in comparison. The cabinet is black with a 

metallic accent. Intended for darker cinema 

rooms, where it blends in rather than distracts, 

the look is seriously cinematic. 

While hot air vents are to the front, inputs 

are recessed to the rear. Connections include 

two HDMIs (yes, only one is 4K HDCP 2.2 

capable), plus VGA and audio outputs.

The Optoma remote is a dumpy affair, but 

offers quick access to all inputs, plus basic 

picture parameters. The projector is also 

3D-capable, but comes sans glasses.

cer’s V7850 is lounge-friendly.  

The gloss white cabinet is made 

even more stylish by a copper-

coloured lens assembly, and build 

quality is high. Measuring 40cm wide, it’s an 

easy fit for the average living room. 

The stylish backlit IR remote is supported by 

a menu-based navigation on the chassis, useful 

if you’re opting for a down-to-earth installation 

rather than bolting it to the ceiling.

There are two HDMI inputs, but only one is 

v2.0 HDCP 2.2 compliant. There’s also a VGA 

input, and an audio minijack. The projector is 

3D capable, but no glasses are supplied.

With an industrial design that owes much to 

Thunderbird 2, Epson’s EH-LS10500 is much 

more of a heavyweight. At 18kg, it’s not 

something you’ll keep in your sock draw. 

Finished in stealthy matt black, the lens is 

protected by an automatically sliding cover.

Connections are to the rear, hidden behind 

a cosmetic grille. This unscrews to reveal two 

HDMIs (again, only one accepts a 4K 2160p 

input), component and composite video ports, 

A

epson eh-ls10500

Design
TesT 01:

To hide away or put on a pedestal? 
It might depend on the looks…

 With its premium white and copper finish 
and easy-to-accommodate compact chassis, 
the Acer V7850 proves that style matters in 
the big screen arena.

ACeR V7850
Test 01 winner

SPeCS
display technology: 
3LCD with Laser Light 
source
audio:
N/A
hdr support: 
HDR 10

3d support: 
Yes, Active Shutter 
(two glasses supplied)
brightness: 
1500 ANSI Lumens
contrast: 
“Absolute black”

dimensions: 
550x553x225mm
weight: 
18kg

Forward-facing air intakes on the epson curve with the chassis. 

It doesn’t look too bad for a big machine.
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NOt ALL HDMIS ARe equAL
You’ll need an AV receiver if you’re planning 
to watch multiple uHD content sources

The changing nature of the HDMI 
spec is brought sharply into focus 
by our UHD projection trio. All three 
models boast dual HDMI inputs, but 
in every case only one is 4K enabled 
and supports HDCP2.2. This is a 
stingy limitation on an expensive 4K 
projector, as that outdated input 
can’t be partnered with a UHD 

Blu-ray player, 4K telly box or 4K 
media streamer. The solution is  
to feed your projector via an AV 
receiver which offers multiple 4K 
HDCP 2.2 inputs, and acts as a 
switching box for that single UHD 
input (just make sure your AV 
receiver is up to date). But that’s 
more money, of course.

acer v7850 optoma uhd65

SPeCSSPeCS
display technology: 
Single chip uHD DLP
audio:
5w
hdr support: 
HDR 10
 

3d support: 
Yes, Active Shutter 
(glasses not supplied)
brightness: 
2100 ANSI Lumens
contrast: 
1,000,000:1

dimensions: 
398x297x12mm
weight: 
5.3kg

display technology: 
Single chip uHD DLP
audio:
4W
hdr support: 
HDR 10
 

3d support: 
Yes, Active Shutter 
(glasses not supplied)
brightness: 
2200 ANSI Lumens
contrast: 
1,200,000:1

dimensions: 
498x331x141mm
weight: 
7.8kg

the all-black livery of the uHD65 suits a fully dark cinema room, though 

its remote control’s backlit buttons could shame a torch. 

Space tight? the V7850 is the most compact of our uHD projectors, and so 

arguably the most versatile.
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unning power and cable connections to  

and from a projector will be your biggest 

challenge. Framing the image is far easier: 

even if you can’t get square to your screen 

or white wall, keystone correction and lens-shifting 

tools allow you to manoeuvre the image into place.

Emphasising its premium status, the Epson EH-

LS10500 offers motorised zoom and sharpness control, 

along with generous lens shift and keystone correction. 

To achieve a 100-inch image, you’ll need a throw 

distance of between 2.83–6 metres.

The Acer is similarly accommodating, but unfancy. 

Zoom and focus require manual adjustment, while 

vertical lens shifting is achieved via a pop-up knob. 

Optoma’s UHD65 also requires manual focus and 

sharpness adjustment. The top half of the projector lid 

pops off to reveal the Lens Shift wheel. Both DLP 

projectors need around 3.5 metres to cast an image in 

excess of 70 inches.

R

The Epsom offers 
motorised zoom and 
sharpness control

set-up anD 
Display

TesT 02:

What of the competing display technologies? While 

projectors that use a conventional lamp eventually  

dim and will need to be replaced, Epson suggests the 

EH-LS10500 is good for 30,000 hours in eco mode. 

The Epson employs a blue laser light engine with two 

light paths. One blue laser diode generates blue light 

routed through an optical diffuser, while the other uses 

a phosphor wheel to generate yellow, which in turn 

split into red and green via a dichroic mirror. The result 

is a three colour light source compatible with Epson’s 

long established 3LCD panel technology.

In contrast, the Optoma and Acer projectors employ 

the latest Texas Instruments XPR (eXpanded Pixel 

Resolution) 0.67-inch 4.15 million DMD device. 

Hyper-fast mirror switching creates a 4K (8 million 

pixel) image. This is paired with a RGBRGB colour wheel.

Manual or automatic, these beamers are 
surprisingly simple to install

 With motorised zoom and long-life laser light source,  
the big Epson is a class apart from its cheaper rivals.  
But that’s what you’re paying for! ePSON eH-LS10500

Test 02 winner

optoma uhd65

epson eh-ls10500

acer v7850 
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 While Epson offers the best all-round performance  
with HD and 4K, Optoma’s UHD65 edges it when it  
comes to 2160p resolution and HDR.OPtOMA uHD65

Test 03 winner

picture 
quality

TesT 03:

reat 4K projection is like throwing open 

a big screen window, and the benefits of 

Acer’s UHD resolution are immediately 

apparent. Image clarity is exceptional, with 

ultra-fine detail adding massive depth and texture to 

UHD Blu-rays and Sky Q F1 coverage alike. 

At 2,100 lumens, the V7850 is reasonably bright but it 

looks its best in a fully dark room. Colours are lush. The 

projector is HDR10 compatible, but doesn’t offer the kind 

of bright peaks you’ll see on a HDR flatscreen. Still, we 

thought the image well-balanced and dynamic. 

Our one caveat is the projector’s black-level 

performance. It doesn’t go fully dark, which limits 

contrast. Adjusting the Dynamic Black setting helps  

a tad, but this increases operating noise significantly.

The bigger Epson subjectively looks as sharp, but close 

comparison shows that it doesn’t offer the clinical detail 

(easily spotted on skin tones) of native 4K DLP. Where it 

does win though is a glorious black-level performance. 

The V7850 looks best 
in fully dark rooms, 
with its lush colours

Pictures are hugely dynamic, with deep blacks and 

gradated shadow detail. 

Epson’s HDR implementation is moderately 

successful, but with UHD HDR Blu-rays the average 

picture level seems quite low. Brightness brickwalls at 

just 1,500 lumens, which translates to a dark HDR 

image. The projector arguably looks more engaging 

with upscaled regular Blu-ray discs.  

Like the Acer, Optoma’s UHD65 is capable of massive 

cinematic detail (turn off UltraDetail for the best results) 

and vibrant colour, but again this single chip DLP isn’t 

able to match the Epson for blacks depth. Overall HDR 

performance is fabulous though – thanks to a peak 

brightness of 2,200 lumens, the upfiring lights in the 

catacomb action sequence of John Wick 2 (on UHD 

Blu-ray) display just the right amount of intensity.

G

Just how do these 4K HDR beamers 
compare? Lights, projectors, action…

optoma uhd65

epson eh-ls10500

acer v7850 
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State of the Art

t3 rates: In terms of picture 
quality, this is cracking.  
the black chassis is good  
for a proper home theatre.
t3 slates: Loses out to the 
Acer on price point and 
overall aesthetics.
t3 says: Great image quality 
for the price, but not quite 
the perfect package.

t3 rates: A premium 
performer, this trumps its 
native 4K rivals when it 
comes to dynamic range. 
t3 slates: Its pixel-shifting 
4K loses detail, most 
obviously in sports. 
t3 says: Overall great 
images, but expensive.

2nd epson  
eH-LS10500

price: £5,999  
url: epson.co.uk

3rd Optoma uHD65  

price: £3,000
url: optoma.co.uk

01 white wall-kers
While all our HDR projectors 
warrant a projection screen 
(admittedly an expensive extra 
if you’re looking at 100-inches 
plus), that’s not always possible. 
A matt white wall will do the job, 
but both the Optoma and Acer 
models offer a variety of wall 
colour compensation.

02 moderate your 
processing
Improve your projected image by 
tweaking some basic settings. 

On the Acer V7850, reduce the 
super Resolution setting to zero, 
and sharpness to 3 (approx), to 
see fine detail without artefacts. 
On the Optoma, turn off the 
UltraDetail processor.

03 enhance your 
4k experience 
The epson eH-Ls10500  
has variable levels of 4K 
enhancement for its pixel-
multiplying trickery, rated 1–5. 
We stayed at 3, the best 
compromise for most footage 

04 improve tv picture 
bit by bit
To get the finest possible picture 
from a 4K set top box, choose 
2160p resolution with a 10-bit 
output. This will ensure onscreen 
colour gradations are smooth 
and naturalistic.

05 don’t forget  
the sound
Both Optoma and Acer projectors 
have integrated sound systems, 
but don’t bother with them. For 
the ultimate UHD home cinema 

six ways to get more from your projector

experience, partner your 4K big 
screen with a kickass sound 
system instead. 

06 automate 
your cinema
ever wondered about that 12v 
trigger option on the back of the 
projector? Well, if you buy an 
electric screen you can use the 
trigger to control it. simply run a 
(long) 3.5mm lead between the 
projector and screen controller. 
Turn the projector on, and the 
screen extends – simple!

t3 rates: An ability to put 
2160p detail on a huge screen 
at a pretty low price is one 
reason to drool over this 
Acer. Couple that with a 
lavish colour performance  
and near-silent operating 
mode, and you have an easy 
projector to live with.
t3 slates: If the V7850 has an 
Achilles heel (and this also 
applies to the rival Optoma, 

and other DLP and LCD 
projectors), it’s the limited 
black-level performance.  
the epson is a lot better 
when it comes to creating an 
OLeD-like experience. 
t3 says: Overall this is a 
remarkable projector that 
combines an impressive design 
with a solid spec and price.

1st Acer V7850 
price: £2,699 url: acer.co.uk

The overall 
winner is…
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essential
4k projector  
add-ons
no uhd home cinema set-up is 
complete without these must-have 
gizmos and gadgets…

1 sanus vp1 Ceiling-mount your new projector with 
the sanus VP1. This adjusts to fit a wide 

variety of projection models, weighing up to 
15.91kg; for the heavier eH-Ls10500, sanus 
offers the larger VMPR1 ceiling mount, too.  
They’re priced at £90 and £200 respectively. 
From £90, sanus.com/en_GB

2 sky Qsky’s set-top box offers access 
to the UK’s largest selection of UHD 

premium content, from UHD sports, including 
F1, Premier League football and Test Cricket, 
to new movies and TV shows, such as Riviera 
and The Blacklist. subscription prices apply, 
however, so look into that first. 
From £22 per month, sky.com

3 bt tvFor BT Infinity subscribers, BT’s 4K 
YouView box channels a wide range  

of sports in UHD, including Premier League 
football and live boxing. While there’s no news 
on Ultra HD movies or TV shows, at least the BT 
Netflix app is 4K-enabled. As with sky Q, 
subscription rules also apply.
From £54.99 per month, bt.com

4 amazon fire 4k tv with 4k ultra hd
Amazon’s £80 media streamer is a cheap 

source of 4K content, although it’s sDR rather 
than HDR. Both Amazon and Netflix have a 
growing catalogue of UHD shows, including 
Daredevil and The Grand Tour, not to mention 
Netflix original movies, such as the  
critically acclaimed Okja.  
£79.99, amazon.co.uk

5 panasonic dmp-ub700This 4K UHD Blu-ray player offers 
immaculate 2160p HDR content, 

guaranteed to stretch the performance of your 
chosen projector. In addition to cracking 
image fidelity, it’s also a great sounding  
hi-res audio player. At the time of writing,  
it’s available for just £369 rather than £600. 
For more Blu-ray options, see p106. 
£599, panasonic.com/uk

02

01

04

03

05
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Our five awards

Our missiOn is tO bring yOu  
the clearest recOmmendatiOns  
we can – and that means a great 
deal Of hard wOrk happens befOre 
a prOduct even reaches Our pages!

Because we only feature products  
the T3 team would happily use ourselves,  
we end up discarding a significant number 
of options in each category before settling 
on a final shortlist to review. In this 
respect, T3 Select does exactly what it 
says on the tin, picking only the best of  
the best to test; the gear we know you’ll  
want to seriously consider purchasing. 

And that should mean an end to you 
having to undertake hours of painstaking 
research and product comparisons. 

You won’t see any duff products 
featured in our tests, but you will come 
away with clarity on which one is the  
best in its category or for a specific  
task: our awards badges (see below) 
ensure that everything T3 recommends  
is clearly highlighted on the page.

It goes without saying that every 
product in T3 Select has been thoroughly 
tested by our team of experts, enabling 
you to buy with total confidence.

How we test…
The scores
explained

Awarded to products that 
are energy-efficient 
or help to protect the 
natural environment

For kit that demonstrates 
exceptional industrial 

design and refinement, in 
addition to being great

This accolade and others 
like it show you which 

gear is best for specific 
features or tasks

This is given to winners 
of our group tests, so 

you can see exactly which 
is the best at a glance

Only the best products 
– those that score five 
stars – receive our 

coveted Platinum Award

ediTed by
nick Odantzis

102  microsoft  
surface studio

106  4k hdr  
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The surface  
studio takes on 
the 5K imac,  
but it costs 

p102

Pricey pro

Forget it

below average

Good for the price

very good all round

An exceptional, 
best-in- class product
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t’s easy to forget that 
Microsoft has been 
building computers for 
decades, albeit in the 

form of peripheral devices. Only 
since the launch of the Surface in 
2012 has Redmond gunned for a 
slice of Apple’s premium pie by 
producing its own fashion-focused 
computers. Having taken on the 
iPad and MacBook, Microsoft is 
now going all-out to lure creative 
pros from their beloved iMacs.

As you’d expect for an iMac  
rival, Surface Studio is an all-in-one 
device. But where Apple conceals  
its processing hardware directly 
behind the monitor, Microsoft’s 
silicon is in the monitor’s thick base. 
This results in an exceptionally slim 
LCD panel, currently the slimmest 
for its size, which is all the more 
impressive considering it also  
packs a 5MP camera that supports 
Windows Hello for automatic 
facial-recognition sign-in: an 
impressively effective feature.

The screen itself is a 28-inch 
4500x3000 pixel panel, equating  
to 192 pixels per inch. Sure, a 27-inch 
5K iMac can best this with a 217ppi 
figure and around eight per cent 
more pixels overall, but the numbers 
don’t tell the whole story. While 
down on total pixels, the Studio’s 

panel has a higher vertical resolution 
than 5K thanks to its unusual 3:2 
aspect ratio. This gives a more 
practical work area for content 
creation than cinematic 16:9 or 16:10 
screens, and landscape-format 
images snapped on APS-C or 
full-frame cameras are viewable 
fullscreen with no borders.

The Studio’s pixel density figure is 
no accident. Windows has long been 
programmed for optimal usability at 
96 DPI, so set Windows 10 to 200 
per cent scaling and you’ve got the 
perfect blend of high resolution with 
correct icon and text size, and none 
of the anti-aliasing blurring you see 
at other scaling percentages. It also 
means you can fit a full A4 Word 
document displayed at 100 per cent 
on the screen, with space to spare.

As for image quality from 
Microsoft’s PixelSense display: it’s 
simply sublime. Colour saturation, 
brightness and dynamic range are 
every bit as impressive as a Retina 
panel, and though the Studio’s pixel 
density is marginally lower, you’ll 
need to be close enough to lick  
the screen before individual pixels 
become visible. Microsoft even 
pre-calibrates each ten-bit panel  
to ensure colour accuracy, and you 
get sRGB, DCI-P3 and Vivid colour 
profiles pre-installed. However, our 

SPECiFiCaTiONS 

Not coNteNt with takiNg a bite out of apple’s share of the tablet aNd Notebook market,  
microsoft has produced its owN desktop all-iN-oNe, the surface studio

I
trusty colour calibration device 
revealed that while most colours are 
faithful to the sRGB colour space, 
blues are noticeably oversaturated. 
That makes for cooler, subjectively 
whiter whites, so you‘ll still need to 
calibrate the display if you’re serious 
about colour matching.

But merely equalling iMac image 
quality isn’t enough, which is why 
the Studio’s display also boasts 
ten-point multi-touch sensitivity  
and compatibility with the included 
Surface Pen. This is Microsoft’s 
masterstroke, as Surface Studio  
can double as a high-end graphics 
tablet, competing with the likes of 
Wacom’s Cintiq range. To this end, 
the display is mounted on what 
Microsoft calls a Zero Gravity Hinge. 
This lets the panel tilt from vertical 
down to 20 degrees off horizontal to 
emulate a traditional drawing board, 
with surprising stability.

The Surface Pen offers 1024 
pressure levels, along with a 
multi-function button on top that,  

The new iMac,  
by Microsoft

PriCE £2,999-£4,249 UrL microsoft.com SCrEEN 28-inch 
3:2 PixelSense rESOLUTiON 4500x3000 PrOCESSOr Quad-
core i5 or i7 GraPhiCS GTX 965M 2GB or GTX 980M 4GB 
MEMOry 8GB, 16GB or 32GB STOraGE Up to 2TB HDD with 
128GB SSD CONNECTiviTy 802.11ac Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0

riGhT if money’s 
no object, digital 
artists will relish 
the stylish Studio 
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COOL rUNNiNGS
Notebook hardware 
may not be sexy, 
but the CPU and 
GPU’s low power 

draw keeps temps 
down. Steer clear 
of benchmarking 
software and fan 

noise is unobtrusive

TakE NOTE
Bored of typing or tapping? 
Break out the Surface Pen 
and Windows 10’s handwriting 
recognition works amazingly 
well, though few will find  
it an indispensable feature

ChaNGE yOUr PErSPECTivE
Wide viewing angles and 

brightness uniformity are 
essential for a screen with 
so much tilt. We measured 
a 13 per cent brightness 

variation across the screen, 
but that’s rarely noticeable 

in real world use

POwEr PLay
The Surface Dial, keyboard  
and mouse are all powered by 
regular AAA batteries. Thankfully, 
microsoft didn’t opt for sealed-
in rechargeable cells that could 
lose capacity over time

DiaLED iN
You don’t need a Surface 
Studio to use a Surface 

Dial. It’s compatible 
with any Bluetooth 

LE-enabled Windows 10 
PC, though its screen-

detection features  
won’t work with a 
typical monitor
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in Windows, shortcuts to the Ink 
Workspace panel, plus doubles as an 
eraser. There’s also a second button 
on the pen’s barrel that’ll bring up 
context menus, useful for tasks such 
as switching brushes. 

As for pen performance, some 
have commented on glitchiness,  
but our bang-up-to-date Windows 
install has evidently ironed out any 
teething troubles. Lines are drawn 
perfectly accurately in all of the apps 
we tried, with no perceptible lag. 
Windows successfully eliminates 
unwanted palm inputs, and when 
not in use, the magnetic pen barrel 
snaps neatly to either side of the 
monitor. Our only minor nit-pick is 
the gloss screen, a reflection magnet 
that also causes the pen to drag 
slightly more than when sketching 
on a matte surface.

down BMW iDrive controller for  
your computer. When navigating 
Windows, the dial can be used as  
a volume knob or to adjust screen 
brightness. Open an app such as 
Sketchpad and it’ll let you cycle 
through options and select tools. 
Pick a virtual ruler or protractor and 
you can rotate it or adjust its size 
with a careful twist of the dial.

Being a revolutionary (sorry) 
device, the Dial takes some getting 
used to, but it can integrate into your 
workflow as seamlessly as keyboard 
shortcuts, though for relatively few 
functions. The dial can be placed on 
the screen during use, and if you’re 
selecting something like a paint 
colour, the spectrum wheel display 
overlay will snap to the dial’s 
position and encircle it for added 
interactivity. Trouble is, the dial 

The alternatives

Super-slick pen detection 
for natural drawing

you won’t want to look 
away from this screen

Pricing that’s beyond 
reassuringly expensive 

Microsoft also bundles the Studio 
with a mouse and keyboard, with the 
latter looking like it could have come 
straight from Cupertino. Design 
aside, the Keyboard is responsive, 
with positive, if short, key travel.  
It connects seamlessly via Bluetooth 
4.0, as does the bundled mouse. 
This is a cheap-feeling device, with  
a low-profile ambidextrous design.

Still, at least Microsoft includes a 
pen, keyboard and mouse. The same 
cannot be said of the one peripheral 
you really will want after seeing the 
Studio’s ad campaigns: the Surface 
Dial. This puck-shaped gadget is  
the cherry on Microsoft’s innovation 
cupcake. It’s basically a rotating dial 
that can also be pressed as a button. 
It even has electronic vibration 
feedback to mimic a mechanically 
stepped dial. Think of it as a pared-

aBOvE Style over 
substance? Find 
the ports lined up 
unhandily at the 
back. Oh, and no 
display inputs

aPPLE iMaC 
27-iNCh

 Over two years old, 
but that screen is still 
drool-inducing. Apple 
uses more modern 
processing hardware 

than Microsoft, yet a similarly specced 5K iMac  
is at least 25 per cent cheaper than a Studio.
From £1,749/$1,799, apple.com/uk

DELL XPS 27 
aLL-iN-ONE 
TOUCh

 Packing a ten-
speaker sound 
system, this AiO could 
also replace your 

Hi-Fi. Dell’s 4K display is touch-enabled and CPU 
power is impressive, but GPU options are lacking.
From £2,699/$2,550, dell.com

waCOM CiNTiq 
27qhD TOUCh

  Arguably the 
benchmark for pen  
and touch input.  
What its 27-inch 
2560x1440 display 

lacks in pixel density, it makes up for with ten-bit 
colour. Just one issue: computer not included.
From £2,200/$2,400, store.wacom.com
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won’t hold its own place on the 
screen and gradually slides down, 
even with the screen laid at its 
flattest. It’s also not always helpful to 
have a big knob covering a portion 
of your work. We found it more 
convenient to rest the dial on the 
desk, where it’s equally effective, 
and use it like a secondary mouse.

Question is, should you drop the 
£90/$100 on a Dial at all? For daily 
graphic design and content creation, 
maybe. It’s nice to rotate the dial to 
scrub through a video timeline as  
if you were using a shuttle wheel, 
and it adds a more ergonomic and 
convenient level of control to some 
art apps. But on the flip side, its 
functions can all be achieved with  
a keyboard and mouse combo,  
and often more quickly.

Many will also find the prospect  
of splashing any cash on a Dial a 
gear-grinding prospect, considering 
the eye-watering price of even the 
cheapest Surface Studio. You’d 
assume this money would buy you 
bleeding-edge processing hardware, 
but not so. To cram everything into 
the 25 x 22 x 3cm base, Microsoft  
is using notebook processors and 
graphics chips, both being previous-
generation products from Intel and 
Nvidia. In the entry-level Studio 
config, you’ll have to settle for an 
acceptable Core i5 mobile CPU,  

Whispers of obsolescence 
become cries when you discover 
Microsoft has also dashed hopes  
of connecting a PC tower to the 
Studio’s screen. There are no display 
inputs, only a Mini DisplayPort 
output, alongside four USB 3.0 
ports, an Ethernet connection, 
3.5-inch audio output, and an SD 
card reader. All of which are located 
at the back of the base for maximum 
style and minimum convenience.

You won’t necessarily need the 
audio connection though, as there 
are built-in, 2.1 stereo speakers that 
produce loud, if unrefined, sound. 
But whatever the .1 in 2.1 refers to, it 
certainly isn’t a subwoofer. Meghan 
Trainor, go elsewhere for that bass.

T3 raTES Stunning screen, 
accomplished drawing performance 
and stylish form factor.  
T3 SLaTES Last-gen hardware  
with very limited upgradability. 
Jaw-dropping price.
T3 SayS The Surface Studio is  
a beautiful, innovative product, 
but for non-designers, rival 
all-in-ones offer comparable 
performance for a lot less cash.

but paired with an underpowered 
GeForce GTX 965M. Even the  
GTX 980M in the range-topping 
£4,250/$4,200 model will struggle 
to maintain playable frame rates in 
modern games at the screen’s native 
resolution. All the more 
disappointing given the Studio has 
built-in compatibility with the Xbox 
One controller. That said, if you don’t 
plan on frequent 4K video editing  
or hardcore gaming, the 16GB and 
32GB flavours of the Studio manage 
a slick performance.

Then there’s upgradability,  
or rather, the lack of it. Notebook 
hardware means both the CPU  
and GPU are soldered to the 
motherboard, and so too is the RAM. 
This renders the 8GB base-model 
Studio a very risky proposition, as 
while 8GB is adequate for moderate 
workloads, it’ll soon bottleneck the 
memory-intensive programs for 
which Surface Studio is designed. 
Mass storage, though theoretically 
user-upgradable, doesn’t fare much 
better. You only get 1TB in the base 
model, with 2TB drives reserved  
for the mid and top-level systems, 
and all models use a 5400rpm 
mechanical hard drive. Thankfully, 
this is boosted by a separate 64GB 
or 128GB M.2 SSD for faster caching 
and boot times, but any sustained 
file transfers will be sluggish.

aBOvE Tilt the 
Studio’s panel  
down to 20 degrees 
to double-up as  
a drawing board

Microsoft’s anti-iMac 
offering could steer 
you to the dark side
NiCk ODaNTziS, DEPUTy EDiTOr
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02 the uhD player to beat

samsunG ubD-m950
£349, samsung.co.uk

 With a slick UI, excellent 2160p video quality 
and surprisingly convincing audio playback, 
Samsung’s latest UHD spinner is a big improvement 
on the brand’s original UBD-K8500. Connectivity  
is par for the course (two HDMI inputs, plus digital 
optical audio), and disc loading speeds are 
refreshingly fast. 4K streaming apps include 
Netflix, Amazon Video and YouTube. The deck 
doesn’t play DSD High-Res audio files, and  
more bizarrely isn’t compatible with 3D Blu-rays.  
It will, however, stream video to a smartphone!  
Comes with a groovy ergonomic remote.

01 Great av meets novel spec 

Words: Steve May

UHD BlU-ray offerS THe UlTimaTe in 4K picTUre qUaliTy. We TeST THe BeST 
playerS oUT THere, from cHeapieS To premiUm performerS 

4K Kings of spin

panasonic Dmp-ub700 
£350, panasonic.co.uk

 The DMP-UB700 is the star buy in Panasonic’s 
expansive UHD player line-up. Leaving audio-
centric connectivity to the brand’s flagship 
DMP-UB900, it combines top image processing 
chops with a feature spec that’s more inclusive 
than Samsung’s rival UBD-M9500. Streaming 
service support is top notch, as is High-Res Audio 
compatibility. When it comes to connectivity, you 
get two HDMIs, one Audio Only for connection to a 
home cinema receiver. Picture quality is excellent, 
with superb Ultra HD detail, low noise and rich wide 
colours. Disc loading is furiously fast. 

03 the most impressive spec

sony ubp-x800b  
£400, sony.co.uk

 Featuring anti-resonance build quality and 
sensational video performance (pristine detail, 
band-free colour, excellent upscaling), this Sony 
UHD disc debutante gets just about everything 
right. Connections include two HDMI outputs and  
a digital audio coaxial output, plus direct pairing 
with Bluetooth headphones. The X800 is also a 
first-rate High-Res Audio player, compatible with 
SACD and DVD-A discs. Streaming apps include 
Netflix, Amazon Video and YouTube in 4K. The only 
thing missing is Dolby Vision support. But this 
player is good enough for us to forgive that.

02 the uhD player to beat
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 Select  
4K hDr blu-ray players

05 the connois
seurs’ choice 

04 best buDGet viDeo performer 

06 the clever compromise

f you’ve just bought 
a pixel-packed 4K 
TV, you need super- 
sharp content 
to make it shine. 

Netflix, Amazon Video and 
YouTube are all great sources 
of UHD, but image quality can 

oppo uDp-203
£649, oppodigital.co.uk

 A veritable Rolls Royce among UHD Blu-ray 
players, the UDP-203 features an amazingly  
heavy metal chassis, and ticks every feature box 
an enthusiast would want: Dolby Vision HDR 
support, Twin HDMI outputs with HDMI loopthrough, 
SACD/DVD-A playback with analogue outputs, and 
an image engine seemingly inspired by Rembrandt.
Picture quality is studio pristine while sonically the 
player borders on audiophile clarity. The only catch 
is that there are no apps on board – so you can’t 
supplement your viewing with Netflix, Amazon or 
YouTube. Iffy value, but a majestic AV performer.   

05 the connoisseurs’ choice

i

xbox one s
£230, xbox.com/en

 The inclusion of UHD disc playback is a huge 
differentiator between the Xbox One S and PS4. 
Consequently, this 500GB XBox should be almost 
irresistible to UHD bargain hunters. But apart from 
its games prowess, how does it stack up as a disc 
player? From a visual standpoint, it does the job: 
there’s no compromise on picture performance, 
offering unfettered resolution and HDR10 support. 
But the user experience pales compared to a 
dedicated player: it’s noisy as heck and navigating 
discs via a joypad is clunky – and only the deluded 
would opt to use this for music playback.

06 the clever compromise

be inconsistent. Sky Q and 
4K BT TV are typically a step 
up, but they don’t offer HDR 
and the kind of wide colour 
your new TV set is capable of. 
To really take your viewing 
to another level, UHD Blu-ray 
is the way to go. This next-

gen disc format combines 
blisteringly sharp images 
with HDR and the kind of rich 
colours normally reserved for 
cinema viewing. But which 4K 
Blu-ray player is right for you? 
We take the best out for a  
spin to see…

panasonic Dmp-ub300 
£237, panasonic.co.uk

 The compact DMP-UB300 is one of the cheapest 
UHD players available – and frankly, looks it. With 
just one HDMI, it’s best connected direct to a TV 
rather than going via an AV receiver. There’s no 
Wi-Fi onboard either, so you’ll need a wired 
connection to get online. That said, there’s no 
compromise on performance. The UB300 has the 
same 4K High Precision Chroma Processor found on 
its upmarket stablemates. Apps include Netflix and 
Amazon Video (in 4K HDR), plus YouTube and BBC 
iPlayer. File support covers a full range of High-Res 
Audio formats. Recommended for cost cutters.

04 best buDGet viDeo performer 
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Design 
Just like the Honor 8, this new device comes in 
stunning blue and eschews the trend towards 

larger screens with a 5.15” Full HD panel. The 
fingerprint reader moves from the back to the 

front but the device is still gorgeous.

Features 
The Honor would tick all the boxes for a 2017 

flagship, but it lacks a 2K screen and waterproofing. 
But there is a dual 12MP/20MP rear camera, 2x zoom 
features, 8MP front-facing shooter, ample 4GB RAM, 

64GB storage and dual SIM capability.

PerFormance 
The Kirin 960 processor in the Honor 9 competes 

well with Qualcomm or Samsung’s finest. EMUI, now 
at version 5.1 with Nougat, has genuinely useful 

features and performance is exceptionally good. 
Stamina from the 3200mAh battery is impressive.

usability 
While the market trends towards 5.5 inches, 

Honor’s decision to stick with a smaller screen 
hugely enhances one-hand usability. Camera 

performance is excellent in most situations, 
despite no OIS. The zoom feature is a highlight.

Design 
Stealth is the name of the game for the OnePlus 
5, which doesn’t depart massively from the 
styling of its predecessor but is slimmer, lighter 
and more premium. The device is more expensive 
now, but fortunately it feels it too.

Features 
The OnePlus 5 closely matches the Honor 9 spec, 
also lacking a 2K screen or waterproofing. Rear 
cameras are 16MP/20MP and the front camera is 
also 16MP.  A £499 outlay gets you 8GB RAM and 
128GB storage. Overkill? Absolutely!

PerFormance  
The Snapdragon 835 processor is the very best 
money can buy and with plenty of memory 
and a near-stock Android build, performance 
is extremely good. It’s also frugal, extracting 
excellent life from the 3300mAh battery.

usability 
Classic OnePlus features include super-fast 
dash charging and the alert slider. Ambient and 
lift-up display are included and work well with 
the AMOLED screen. The camera is competent, 
if not quite up there with the best.

can Huawei’s buDget arm uPstage tHe 
main branD witH a cut-Price FlagsHiP? 

can tHis FlagsHiP Killer unDercut rivals 
witH leaDing sPecs at a lower Price?

£379, vmall.eu/uK £449, onePlus.net/uK

RaTeS Blue is the new black. The Honor 9 feels fantastic, 
performs wonderfully and wants for very little.

SlaTeS Moving the fingerprint to the front adds nothing; 
EMUI is still polarising.

RaTeS  The OnePlus 5 is a veritable powerhouse. It’s the 
classic OnePlus approach refined even further.
SlaTeS The phone does look a little dull compared to 
the Honor 9; the bezels are large.

2nd

Honor 9 vs

1st

onePlus 5

H o n o r  9  v s  o n e P l u s  5



apps

S i x hot a pp S for …

making 
music

Beautifully simple and easy to get lost 
in, the Kaossilator’s touch pad has you 
creating looping tracks with dynamics 
entirely controlled by your finger. 
£7.99, Google Play / Apple Store

Spawned from Propellerhead‚ of Reason 
and Rebirth fame‚ and pulling its sounds 
from the company’s signature apps, 
Figure is a neat musical toy.
69p, Apple Store

A collection of loops and samples make 
this live jamming app a real highlight‚ 
and it’s easy to work with, with active 
quantising to ensure you stay in time.
Free, Google Play / App Storey

Inspired by rack-mount synths,  
a fact reflected in its unique interface, 
Caustic’s gritty sound is perfect for 
electronic experimenters.  
£5.99, Google Play / App Store

It’s on the pricy end, but FL Studio 
Mobile’s compatibility with desktops  
is great. Sketch out your tunes on the 
move and finish them up at home.
£13.49, Google Play / Apple Store

Apple’s old staple has a vast array of 
loops and instruments, and an interface 
that’s supremely well-designed. Light 
enough for play, deep enough for work.
Free, Apple store

 06 
korg kaossilator

 05  
Figure

 04 
remixlive

 03 
caustic 3

 02 
Fl studio mobile

 01 
garageband

Producing your own massive 
tracks is easy, so¬don’t 
let Daft Punk have all  
the fun

above adobe 
scan turns your 
smartphone into 
the world’s most 
straightforward 
scanner

instantly grab and archive important 
documents with nothing but your phone

Adobe Scan

Keeping track of 
important documents, 
managing receipts on 
long trips, or looking 

after your kids’ burgeoning calendar 
of birthday parties is hard work. 
Having a phone with you certainly 
makes things easier, but add Adobe 
Scan into your catalogue of 
productivity apps and you’ll end up 
more efficient than you imagined.

Simply point your phone’s camera 
at a paper document, and Adobe 
Scan will make a stab at framing the 
exact dimensions of the paper then 
convert that photographic scan into 

a PDF. You don’t even need to tap 
anything; flick to the next page in 
the document, and Scan will add it 
sequentially into the PDF.

When it’s all done, you can 
perform a bit of cleanup beyond the 
automatic sharpening and flattening 
the app does for you; this includes 
things like reframing your scans for a 
perfect finish, adjusting the colour 
depth, and (optionally) sharing the 
PDFs with anyone who might need 
to see them. Adobe Scan even 
employs optical character 
recognition to make text on the 
page searchable and copyable when 
you later view your PDFs in Acrobat 
Reader, and stores them all online so 
they’re where you need them to be.

Free, Appstore

Free, Google Play / Apple Store

a p p  o f  t h e  m o n t h !

Cinemagraphs are 
interesting things.  
You may not know the 
name, but it’s likely you’ll 

have seen them online: they’re 
animated photos. Not movies, not 
animated gifs, but still snaps with a 
subtle animated element, like a 
waterfall looping while everything 
else around it is still. They seem 
mighty complex, but it turns out 
they’re hugely simple to produce 
with the help of Loopsie.

Make your phone as still as you 
possibly can, hold the record button, 
and Loopsie will grab a short slice of 
the scene around you. Loopsie 
performs essential stabilisation and 
then, on the screen that follows, you 
simply paint over the area you want 
to animate. The loop should be 
all-but imperceptible, blended 
together at its edges. It’s possible, if 
you like, to do the opposite, creating 
an oasis of calm within a busy scene, 
but this does fray the stitched loop.

Images are watermarked, but a 
quick in-app purchase puts paid to 
this. With an app this easy, expect  
a cinemagraph explosion on 
Instagram and its ilk very soon.

loopsie

create your own ‘magic’ looping photos

this stuff looks 
a lot better when 
it’s moving

 get 3 issues of t3 for just £6! see p74 october 2017  T3 1 0 9
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To enter, simply answer the following question:

Which of these is not a zone 
at the indulgence shoW?

a headroom B Pure Pleasure c WesTeros

enter today at bit.ly/t3hirescomp

the competition closes 28 September 2017. by taking part, you agree to 

be bound by the competition rules: futureplc.com/competition-

rules. entries must be received by midnight on 28 September 

2017 (UK time). open to UK residents aged 18 years and 

over. there will be one winner, entitled to one Pioneer 

XDP-300r and one obravo erib-1a. the prize 

is non-transferable and non-refundable. 

there is no cash alternative.

a portaBle  
hi-res audio 
set-upwin!

Get this amazing Pioneer media player and oBravo 
headphones set thanks to The Indulgence Show

We know you like the finer things in life – you’re a T3 
reader, after all. You want the best of the best, and we 
salute you for it. That’s why we’ve teamed up with The 
Indulgence Show, a live event in London that lets you 
discover and interact with amazing new lifestyle and 
entertainment products, to give you a chance to win an 
awesome high-res audio package.

The Indulgence show is divided into three zones: 
‘Pure Pleasure’ satisfies your passion for high-quality gear, 
from cars, to recreational vehicles, to home furnishings 

and accessories, to luxury travel; ‘headroom’ lets you 
get your ears on the largest range of top-notch 

headphones and portable audio in the uK; 
and ‘audio london’ gets you up close 

and personal with a variety of  
hi-fi, audio and home 

entertainment kit.

We’ve got a sweet package of a Pioneer XdP-300r high-
res portable player, with a set of oBravo erib-1a headphones 
to give away – both products appearing at the show.  
The Pioneer is a brilliant audio companion that can play 
almost any hi-res file, and features Wi-Fi support and up 
to 432GB of storage. The oBravo headphones feature an 
advanced design combining planar magnetic driver tech  
with dynamic drivers for phenomenal sound across the range. 
They’re a whole new listening experience for music lovers.

For a chance to win these fantastic products, just answer 
the question below.

The Indulgence Show takes place from 29 September 
to 1 October, in the Novotel Conference Centre in 
Hammersmith, London. Visit indulgenceshow.com for  
more information and tickets.
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if you’re looking for 
the very best tech 
available today, you 
have definitely come  
to the right place. 

T3 Elite is the best gadget-buying 
guide you will ever encounter. To 
create it, we’ve ruthlessly filtered all 
the categories that count, to bring 
you rock-solid recommendations. 

We’ve selected a Super Six of elite 
gear for each of the categories 

listed below. If something’s not 
included, we don’t rate it – it’s that 
simple. Each Super Six is ranked  
in order, and the number-one 
product makes it into The Elite 
(p112), which is our pick of the 12 
best products you can buy today.

To make your next purchase as 
straightforward as possible, we’ve 
also included useful buying advice, 
and highlighted the hottest gear you 
can get for £100 and under (p120).  

Inside
112  the elite
114  smartphones
114  tablets
115  tvs  
115  tv streamers
116  laptops 
116  cameras

117  home audio 
117  headphones
118  smartwatches
118  fitness trackers
119  smart home 
119  lifestyle tech
120  £100 hotlist

stay up to date 
with the latest 
gadget news and 
reviews online  
at t3.com

ONly the best Of the best – lOvINgly 
curated by Our team Of tech experts

p115

Issue 273 /     
OctOber 17

edIted by
matt bolton

p119

p119

p114

p118

p116

p117

p119

p114

p116
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Introducing 
The Elite…
Welcome to t3’s outfitting service, home  
of the 12 best gadgets in the World today

hether you’re a 
seasoned tech 
aficionado or this is the 
first gadget magazine 

you’ve purchased, The Elite is the 
best possible place to start your 
gadget-selection journey. Here we 
present the best gadgets available 
right now in 12 key categories,  
to save you the hard work of doing 
all the research yourself – in short,  
if you’re starting from scratch and 

want the very best there is,  
The Elite is your new shopping list.

The Elite will only be updated 
when something new emerges  
that is capable of toppling an  
existing product from its perch;  
there may therefore be months  
when the 12 products featured  
here don’t change. But this is an 
exclusive club, and only tech that 
is capable of achieving a towering 
standard of excellence gets in.

b E st sm a rt phon E

b E st hom E aU DIo b E st h E a Dphon E s

To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more amazing tech, visit our website at t3.com

 02  04

samsung galaxy 
s8/s8+
samsung.com  

PRICE From £689 TEsTEd T3 269
The S8 is a leap forward for phones. It looks 
amazing, runs like a dream, and is packed 
with fantastic features.
T3 says a stunning design, powerful, 
gorgeous screen… samsung nailed it. 

edifier 
luna eclipse
edifier.com 

PRICE £149.99 TEsTEd T3 271
Slim, with a cool curvy design and vibrant 
piano finishes, these wireless bookshelf 
speakers produce a rich and precise sound 
that beats competition twice their price.
T3 says Cool design, impeccable audio. 

aKg n40
uk.akg.com  
PRICE £349.99 TEsTEd T3 265 

A flagship pair of in-ear headphones that 
(almost) everyone can afford? Yes, they’re  
a thing – AKG’s N40s offer all-round audio 
greatness, thanks to supreme comfort  
and superb, user-customisable sound.
T3 says Top in-ears without the top price.

 01

W

b E st ta b l E t

 03 apple ipad pro
apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £619 TEsTEd T3 271

Both the 10.5- and 12.9-inch models offer a 
stunning 120Hz HDR screen, with laptop- 
beating processing power, and the best 
mobile sketching tool in Apple Pencil.
T3 says a near-faultless tablet that can be 
a true laptop replacement with iOs 11. 

02

01

03

04
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To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more amazing tech, visit our website at t3.com

 06

 07

apple Watch 
series 2
apple.com/uk  

PRICE From £369 TEsTEd T3 262 
Apple has gone to town with its second-gen 
Watch, bringing in GPS, a bunch of  
new faces and impressive waterproofing.
T3 says The series 2 irons out previous 
issues and adds some smart new features.

microsoft 
surface 
booK With 

performance base
microsoftstore.com  
PRICE From £2,249 TEsTEd T3 270
Fast for a 13-incher, has killer battery life, 
and a super screen that’s also a tablet.
T3 says awesomely powerful and flexible.

netatmo presence
netatmo.com 
PRICE £249.99 TEsTEd T3 264

This isn’t your typical high-street security 
camera. Not only does it look cool, but  
video quality is stunning and it comes with 
recognition tech – so no false phone alerts.
T3 says This smart outdoor security cam is 
perfect for protecting your home’s exterior.

roKu 3
roku.com  
PRICE £99 TEsTEd T3 240

It seems that nobody can hold a candle  
to the original streaming box – the third 
incarnation is powerful, feature-packed and 
has loads of available content.
T3 says The Roku 3 is the best choice  
for freedom of entertainment.

 samsung  
gear fit2
samsung.com  

PRICE £169 TEsTEd T3 265
Samsung has dethroned the mighty 
Microsoft with this awesome fitness tracker. 
It does everything so well that  
it even rivals a full-on sports watch.
T3 says Get super-fit with the Gear Fit2.

 panasonic  
lumix gx80
panasonic.co.uk  

PRICE £549 TEsTEd T3 260
Considering its relatively low price tag, the 
GX80 compact system camera punches well 
about its weight, with incredible images, 
classy retro looks and superb build quality. 
T3 says The best retro-styled CsC there is.

porsche 718 
boxster s
porsche.com/uk 

PRICE From £53,714 TEsTEd T3 259
If you want the best convertible sports  
car on the market right now (in the £50K 
bracket, that is), look no further than this.
T3 says summer motoring at its finest; now 
all you need is a stylish hat to go with it.

05

 08

 09

 10

 11

 12

b E st t V

 05 hisense m5500
hisense.co.uk  
PRICE £499 TEsTEd T3 265

Our previous top-slot TV was £3,500. This 
model is a fraction of that, yet still offers all 
the thrills one would look for in a new TV: 
a strong 4K HDR picture with supporting 
streaming services, and good looks. 
T3 says 4K HdR goodness on the cheap. 

06

07

11

10

12

08

09
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Smartphones Tablets
t h e su pe r s i x t h e su pe r s i x

APPLE iPAd Pro
apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £619 TEsTEd T3 271
Both the 10.5- and 12.9-inch models offer a 
stunning 120Hz HDR screen, with laptop- 
beating processing power, and the best 
mobile sketching tool in Apple Pencil.
T3 says a near-faultless tablet that can be 
a true laptop replacement with iOs 11. 

APPLE iPAd (5Th-GEn)
apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £339 TEsTEd T3 269
Apple’s 9.7-inch tablet has a striking 
display, lots of speed, superb battery life, 
phenomenal app support, and top-notch 
build quality, all for a seriously good price.
T3 says an ideal family tablet for light apps 
and media – quality at a great price.

GooGLE PixEL c
pixel.google.com  
PRICE £299.99 TEsTEd N/a
Probably the best Android tablet you can 
buy today, with a fabulous display, stacks of 
power and a design that’ll turn heads when 
you’re reading emails on the train.
T3 says If you’re not inclined to go with 
apple, this is a brilliant alternative.

SAmSunG TAb S2
samsung.com  
PRICE £299.99 TEsTEd N/a
Thinner and lighter than before, the Tab S2 
also has a new-style 4:3 screen that’s great  
for productivity but may not suit all tastes. 
It’s available in eight- or 9.7-inch versions.
T3 says samsung’s ultra-light tablet is a 
definite iPad challenger.

KindLE oASiS
amazon.co.uk
PRICE From £269.99 TEsTEd T3 257
The Oasis is clearly aimed at people  
who want the best regardless of price. 
Battery life takes a hit, and it’s expensive, 
but it’s faster, lighter and more impressive  
than any other e-reader out there now.
T3 says The best e-reader money can buy.

SAmSunG TAb S3
samsung.com  
PRICE From £599.99 TEsTEd T3 269
Samsung’s high-end tablet comes with an  
S Pen stylus that’s great for notes, has a 
lush 9.7-inch HDR display, and is fast and 
powerful, while being thin and light enough 
to carry with you everywhere.
T3 says a great premium android slate.

SAmSunG GALAxy 
S8/S8+
samsung.com  
PRICE From £689 TEsTEd T3 269
The S8 is a leap forward for phones. It looks 
amazing, runs like a dream, and is packed 
with fantastic features.
T3 says a stunning design, powerful, 
gorgeous screen… samsung nailed it.  

Sony xPEriA  
xZ PrEmium
sonymobile.com  
PRICE From £649 TEsTEd T3 271
An amazing 4K HDR screen, brilliant camera 
with 960FPS slo-mo recording, and speedy 
processor make this one advanced phone.
T3 says Want the coolest and latest tech 
in your phone? sony’s got you covered.

iPhonE 7/7 PLuS
apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £599 TEsTEd T3 262
Water resistance, great haptic feedback 
and an amazing camera set-up are just 
some of the features on Apple’s stunning 
new releases. Expensive but brilliant.
T3 says If you can get past the lack of a 
headphone socket, you have a winner here.

honor 9
vmall.eu/uk  
PRICE £379 TEsTEd T3 273
Honor’s latest handset proves that you 
don’t need to spend an arm and a leg to get 
a capable phone. It’s got power a plenty, 
loads of features and great looks.
T3 says a flagship smartphone with a 
budget price tag.

onEPLuS 3T
oneplus.net/uk 
PRICE £399.99 TEsTEd T3 266
If you’re looking for a flagship plus-sized 
phone with standout features like buckets 
of power, great battery life and an amazing 
screen – for nearly half the price of an 
iPhone 7 – then look no further.
T3 says an amazing phone for little money.

hTc u11
htc.com/uk  
PRICE From £599 TEsTEd T3 263
HTC’s back to its clever best in this phone, 
which has (suprisingly useful) squeezable 
controls, a superb camera, great Sense UI, 
and is really slick and fast, too.
T3 says HTC offers something different 
with this phone, and we love it. 
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To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit t3.com

T3 SELEcTS:
iPhonE 
dESK 
STAndS
chArGE in STyLE 
whErEvEr you ArE

Native Union 
dock+

 While  
there’s a 
marble version 
available for 
£140, this 
aluminium and 
silicon dock 
– suitable for 
any device with a lightning port 
thanks to its multi-height 
connector and removable back 
plate – is plenty cool without the 
premium materials. Clean, simple 
and super-stylish.
£49.99, nativeunion.com

aeroskull 
Hd+ 

 From Jarre 
Technologies 
– founded by 
French 
electronic 
music pioneer 
Jean Michelle 
Jarre – this 
imposing and slightly ridiculous 
charging skull hides a pair of 30 
watt speakers behind its 
sunglasses and a 50 watt 
subwoofer in its rear. It’s certainly 
a statement piece – even more so 
in the chrome version.
£449, pcworld.co.uk

Belkin 
Powerhouse

 Ensure your 
Apple Watch 
never lets you 
down by 
charging it and 
your phone at 
the same time on this combo 
stand. If you keep your phone in a 
case, you can use the dial on the 
rear to raise or lower the lightning 
connector and always get a 
perfect fit no matter how  
thick your protection is.
£89.99, belkin.com
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tV streamerstVs
t h E su pE r s i x t h E su pE r s i x

roku 3
roku.com  
PRICE £63.69 TEsTEd T3 240
Between the high amount of content 
available, a responsive interface and a 
remote with a built-in audio jack for private 
listening, there’s simply no better player. 
T3 says The Roku 3 is the best choice  
for freedom of entertainment.

Panasonic DMP-uB900
panasonic.co.uk 
PRICE £437.73 TEsTEd T3 257
This 4K Blu-ray flagship player dazzles with 
UHD HDR – you get awesome images and 
audio via 4K Blu-ray discs, with access to 
4K Netflix and Amazon Instant Video.
T3 says Take movie-viewing to the next 
level with Panasonic’s 4K Blu-ray player.

google chroMecast
google.com 
PRICE £30 TEsTEd T3 252
A simple yet brilliant TV-streaming gadget 
that can do it all – and that includes casting 
a screen straight from your gadgets. There’s 
no remote; you use an app instead.
T3 says Funky, simple and effective, this is 
a great alternative to the Roku streamers.

roku streaMing stick
roku.com 
PRICE £39 TEsTEd T3 252
The Streaming Stick apes much of the ability 
of its bigger brother – the Roku 3 (above) – 
in a smaller, more simplified package. It 
even comes with a remote.
T3 says This Wi-Fi-only Roku offers top  
TV thrills for less than 40 quid.

now tv Box
nowtv.com  
PRICE £14.99 TEsTEd N/a
If you want Sky but can’t get a dish, this is  
a great option, enabling you to choose the 
TV subscription you want. Or you can watch 
terrestrial catch-up channels for free.
T3 says For those who want to add a little 
smart to their TV, this is a cheap option. 

aPPle tv
apple.com/uk  
PRICE £139 TEsTEd N/a
Apple TV works flawlessly with Apple’s 
own-brand tech, meaning you’ll be able to 
peruse selected online content natively, 
and mirror any other content using AirPlay.
T3 says a good option for integrating 
perfectly with other apple devices.

hisense M5500
hisense.co.uk  
PRICE £499 TEsTEd T3 265
Looking for a next-gen TV but don’t want  
to stump up more than £500? Then step  
this way – the M5500 boasts a beautiful  
4K HDR picture and comes with essential  
4K streaming apps like Netflix and Amazon.
T3 says a super screen on the cheap.

PhiliPs 9000  
series 901F
philips.co.uk  
PRICE £2,499 TEsTEd T3 268
Philips’ 55-inch OLED TV offers stunning 
OLED 4K HDR performance, top audio from 
its soundbar, and we love its Ambilight.
T3 says spectacular OLEd 4K HdR images, 
with superb sound, and ambilight tech.

Panasonic tx-65Dx902B
panasonic.co.uk  
PRICE £2,499 TEsTEd T3 258
This big 4K beast certainly has the wow  
factor, delivering stunning picture clarity, 
terrific sound and a range of features that 
include Netflix and Amazon streaming.
T3 says Getting the cinema experience  
on your home TV has never been closer.

sony kD-65ZD9
sony.co.uk  
PRICE £4,000 TEsTEd T3 263
An amazing panel that not only looks 
incredible, but is equipped with Sony’s 
Backlight Master Drive technology, meaning 
4K HDR content is jaw-droppingly good. 
T3 says If you want to make the most of  
4K HdR content, this is the screen for you.

PhiliPs 55Put6400
philips.co.uk 
PRICE £579 TEsTEd T3 255
Another 4K bargain – this Philips isn’t  
quite up there with the Hisense at number 
one, but with loads of good features and 
stylish good looks, it isn’t far behind. 
T3 says a Philips 4K TV for just under £600. 
What are you waiting for?

lg signature w7
lg.com 
PRICE £8,000 TEsTEd T3 270
This is the most amazing-looking 4K HDR 
TV we’ve ever seen at just 2.57mm thick (it 
attaches to the wall using magnets!), and 
the image quality is just fantastic too.
T3 says It’s expensive, but it’s a status 
symbol that’s also a near-perfect 4K TV.
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t3 selects:
toP class 
sounDBases
stanD your tv on 
these For PreMiuM 
auDio quality

sonos Playbase
 About as subtle as possible for 

an audio accessory; the Playbar’s 
sound is anything but subtle. It’s 
compatible with Sonos’ streaming 
architecture, so it’s happy to play 
your music and amplify your TV. You 
can add additional Sonos speakers 
wirelessly for 5.1 surround.
£699, sonos.com

Canton dM100
 A massive TV needs a massive 

soundbase, and the German 
loudspeaker experts at Canton 
have delivered just that with the 
metre-wide DM100. Four downward 
firing subs ensure its sound is just 
as huge as its footprint, and it can 
handle up to 40KG sat on top.
£449, richersounds.co.uk

Philips Fidelio Xs1
 Philips loves modular audio 

systems, and this soundbase is no 
exception. Its wireless subwoofer 
happily sits underneath the main 
unit, but stick it under your sofa 
and you’re left with a sleek 
4cm-tall addition to your TV with 
exceptionally bright sound. 
£499, philips.co.uk
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T3 SelecTS:
UlTra-micro 
machineS
The SmalleST lapTopS 
money can bUy

GPD Win
 Ostensibly a gaming device – 

though its Cherry Trail Atom 
processor is mainly suited to 
streaming from Steam rather than 
running games directly – this 5.5” 
clamshell is nonetheless a laptop, 
with a tiny keyboard and mouse-
emulating analogue stick.
£549.99, gpd.hk

GPD Pocket
 GPD again, this time with 

something that’s much more like a 
laptop. A workable 1920x1200 pixel 
7” screen, a keyboard that’s just 
big enough to type on, and a 
MacBook-esque magnesium alloy 
shell that weighs only 480g.
£450, gpd.hk

Asus Transformer Mini
 Not the absolute smallest 

device, but arguably the most 
practical, and definitely small 
enough. The Transformer Mini is 
part tablet, part laptop, with a full 
HD 10.1” screen, a detachable 
keyboard cover and up to 11 hours 
battery life from a single charge. 
£349, asus.com

CamerasLaptops
t h e su pe r s i x t h e su pe r s i x

canon eoS 77D
canon.co.uk 
PRICE From £919.99 TEsTED T3 271
Want to take your photos to the next level? 
The 77D produces impressive image results, 
swift auto-focusing and great ergonomics. 
It also comes with a handy top-level LCD.
T3 sAys T3’s top choice for pro-quality 
DsLRs under £1000, the 77D does it all. 

panaSonic lUmix Gx80
panasonic.co.uk 
PRICE £549 TEsTED T3 260
With top-class image results, brilliant build 
quality and handling, not to mention an 
extensive range of features, you get a lot 
for your money with this Panasonic.
T3 sAys In terms of bang for your buck,  
the Lumix GX80 is the best retro-styled CsC.

Gopro hero5 black
gopro.com 
PRICE £399.99 TEsTED T3 268
The caseless GoPro has clear 4K/30fps 
video (with 2.7k/60fps for best all-round 
use), rich stereo audio, video stabilisation 
and a vivid two-inch touchscreen.
T3 sAys GoPro continues its domination of 
the action cam arena with its latest cam.

Garmin Virb UlTra 30
garmin.com 
PRICE £389.99 TEsTED T3 268
Garmin’s lightweight action cam is capable 
of filming up to 4K/30fps or snapping 12MP 
still pics with its one-touch controls, or you 
can go use voice commands instead. 
There’s also image stabilisation and GPS.
T3 sAys A top action cam for the outdoors.

leica Tl
leica-camera.com 
PRICE £1,450 TEsTED T3 266
If you’re looking at a way of entering into the 
desirable Leica fold, this could be it – for a 
surprisingly un-Leica-like price, you get an 
interchangeable lens, a large APS-C sensor 
and a minimalist aluminium body.
T3 sAys A high-quality luxury snapper.

leica SoforT
leica-camera.com 
PRICE £229 TEsTED T3 262
Unsurprisingly, Leica’s Sofort is rather pricey 
as instant cameras go, but it’s well worth it. 
It’s responsive, with intuitive controls and a 
sweet extending lens.
T3 sAys Think instant cameras are cheesy? 
The sofort will make you think again.

microSofT  
SUrface book wiTh 
performance baSe
microsoftstore.com  
PRICE From £2,249 TEsTED T3 270
This 13.5-inch notebook is powerful for its 
size, has killer battery life, and a super 
screen that’s also a tablet. It’s fantastic.
T3 sAys Awesomely powerful and flexible.

Dell xpS 13
dell.com  
PRICE From £1,149 TEsTED N/A
The XPS 13 is brilliantly designed and 
outperforms its rivals under the hood. The 
infinity display gives you the expanse of  
a 13.3-inch screen on an 11.9-inch laptop.
T3 sAys With its fantastic performance and 
build, it’ll serve you well for years to come.

apple macbook pro
apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £1,749 TESTED T3 264
Supremely powerful with loads of 
innovation, including USB-C and that 
brilliant Touch Bar... But come on Apple,  
give us back that glowing Apple logo!
T3 sAys The ultimate laptop for any task. 
It’s pricey, but worth every penny.

hp SpecTre x360
store.hp.com   
PRICE From £1,399 TEsTED T3 272 
A 13.3-inch laptop with the ability to fold the 
screen around to use like a tablet. The build 
quality is premium, the performance is 
strong, and battery life is huge.
T3 sAys A brilliant ultraportable laptop, 
even without the tablet mode.

microSofT  
SUrface lapTop
microsoftstore.com 
PRICE From £1,249 TEsTED T3 272 
You get a great thin and light laptop here, 
but with an unusual taller 3:2 ratio screen 
that we love – perfect for office work.
T3 sAys Comfortable to use, portable, and 
with a really useful 13.5-inch screen.
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apple macbook
apple.com/uk 
PRICE £1,249 TEsTED T3 272 
The latest version of Apple’s ultrathin 
machine secures its place as the most 
portable laptop, marrying comfort and quality 
with a weight under 1kg, somehow.
T3 says Apple slickness in a ridiculously 
light body, but with excellent battery life.
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Beatport
 Founded as a store for techno, 

and EDM, Beatport allows you  
to preview every track, sample 
packs and stem collections before 
you buy the 320kHz MP3, WAV or 
AIFF full versions. DJs will love the 
BPM and key information that 
accompany the previews.
beatport.com

Bandcamp
 Independent and unsigned 

musicians have few choices when 
it comes to distributing their own 
work, which is why so many choose 
Bandcamp. It includes track 
previews, acts as a merchandise 
store, and artists can offer up their 
work on a pay-what-you-like basis.
bandcamp.com

Soundcloud
 It may be in financial trouble at 

the moment, so jump on it while 
you can – Soundcloud is the home 
of more experimental music and 
unique remixes than you’ll find 
anywhere else. There’s a fair 
amount of dross to sift through, 
but there are some real gems.
soundcloud.com

t3 SelectS:
Find 
new muSic
don’t rely on 
Streaming ServiceS – 
dig it up yourSelF

home audio headphones
t h E su pE r s i x t h E su pE r s i x

aKg n40
uk.akg.com 
PRICE £349.99 TESTEd T3 265 
With top-notch sound, comfort and quality, 
and a personalised listening experience 
thanks to exchangeable filters that let  
you tune your audio, you won’t find a better 
pair of in-ear headphones for the price.
T3 SayS Ideal in-ears for audio enthusiasts. 

SteelSerieS  
Siberia 840
steelseries.com 
PRICE £299.99 TESTEd T3 265 
A high-end wireless gaming headset with 
optical audio for premium sound quality,  
plus a superb fit and finish. Suitable for all 
gamers, whether you play PC, Xbox or PS4.
T3 SayS The ultimate gaming headset.

Shure Se846
shure.co.uk 
PRICE £586 TESTEd T3 255 
Four balanced-armature drivers and  
‘True Subwoofer’ tech offer supreme sound, 
while the light, ergonomic bodywork and  
stiff over-ear cables give great comfort.
T3 SayS The Rolls-Royce of in-ear 
headphones, for those who can afford it.

jabra Sport  
pulSe wireleSS
jabra.co.uk 
PRICE £99.99 TESTEd T3 245
Ideal for sports, these offer immersive 
sound, effective isolation and even an 
in-ear coach for stats and motivation. 
T3 SayS In-ear ’phones for athletes wanting 
better sounds and a thorough workout.

bowerS & wilKinS  
p7 wireleSS
bowers-wilkins.co.uk 
PRICE £319 TESTEd T3 272
Beautiful, meticulously made wireless 
headphones that offer just phenomenal 
sound quality over Bluetooth aptX.
T3 SayS Premium leather meets premium 
sound – these are an audio treat.

plantronicS
bacKbeat pro
plantronics.com 
PRICE £133 TESTEd T3 261
While they don’t have the looks of more 
expensive headphones, the Backbeat  
Pros are loaded with features and sound 
stunning, if a little heavy on the bass.
T3 SayS Top-notch noise-cancelling cans.

ediFier luna eclipSe
edifier.com 
PRICE £149.99 TESTEd T3 271
Slim, with a cool curvy design and vibrant 
piano finishes, these wireless bookshelf 
speakers are a stone-cold bargain – they 
sound richer and more precise than much 
more expensive competition.
T3 SayS Cool design, impeccable audio. 

denon heoS hS2
denon.co.uk 
PRICE From £376 TESTEd T3 267
Last time T3 reviewed multi-room systems, 
HEOS took the honours, and history has 
repeated itself – the HS2 is easy to set up, 
has great build quality and now sounds even 
better with support for 24-bit high-res audio.
T3 SayS Hi-res multi-room audio at its best.

b&o beolit 17
beoplay.com 
PRICE £449.99 TESTEd T3 271
The Danes have done it again with this 
smart-looking, awesome-sounding portable 
speaker. Made of aluminium and leather, it 
feels worth its hefty price tag, and definitely 
sounds it, too.
T3 SayS Luscious 360-degree sound.

boSe Soundtouch 300
bose.co.uk 
PRICE £600 TESTEd T3 269
This soundbar is a real looker with a glass 
and aluminium build, has great connections 
(including 4K HDMI) and sounds absolutely 
fantastic, giving your movies a cinema audio 
feel thanks to its easy calibration system.
T3 SayS The perfect home cinema upgrade.

devialet  
gold phantom
en.devialet.com 
PRICE £2,190 TESTEd T3 259
With spectacular sound and stunning looks, 
the Gold Phantom is a technical marvel,  
but you’ll need two to make the most of  
the experience – a snip at £2,190 each.
T3 SayS a thing of audio brilliance.

rega planar 2 
rega.co.uk 
PRICE £375 TESTEd T3 270 
Get on board with the vinyl revolution with 
this design classic. This turntable looks 
super-cool, sounds absolutely fantastic, 
and is no hassle at all to get up and running. 
T3 SayS an excellent-value record player 
that will get you right into the groove.
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T3 SelecTS:
Summer cycle 
GloveS
The perfecT SunShine 
ride STarTS aT The 
handlebarS

GripGrab Roadster
 With an engineered gel palm 

– dubbed ‘Doctorgel’ – that’s only 
2mm thick at points, GripGrab’s 
gloves cushion your hands from 
vibration while the lightweight 
mesh rear is translucent enough 
that your hands will tan.
¤44.95 (£40.90) gripgrab.com

Mavic Cosmic Pro
 There isn’t a shred of velcro in 

sight, but that doesn’t make these 
30g gloves any less effective. If 
gripping the bar is your priority, the 
lack of gel padding means you get 
unparalleled feel, and they’re 
incredibly well ventilated.
£30, mavic.com

Giro Monaco II
 Now these are posh. Soft white 

sheeps-leather palms; gel padding 
courtesy of Giro’s own Technogel 
to absorb impacts and distribute 
pressure; breathable mesh fabric. 
If we wore them they’d be 
absolutely filthy in seconds,  
but your mileage may vary.
£44.99, giro.com

Fitness trackersSmartwatches
t h e su pe r s i x t h e su pe r s i x

 03 03

 05

 04

SamSunG Gear fiT2
samsung.com 
PRICE £179 TEsTEd T3 265 
The Fit2 is a game-changing fitness tracker. 
It looks ace, with a colour touchscreen, but 
here’s the best bit: it has activity-tracker 
and sportswatch abilities, bypassing the 
need to have a phone on you altogether.
T3 says The first true smart fitness tracker.

microSofT band 2
microsoft.com 
PRICE £184.99 TEsTEd T3 256 
The Band 2 is packed with great features for 
activity and sleep tracking, with an optical 
HR monitor, 11 sensors – including GPS and 
a barometer – and a brilliant AMOLED screen.
T3 says Microsoft has launched the ultimate 
couch-to-5K-finishing-line fitness band.

Garmin vivomove
garmin.com/en-gb  
PRICE £139.99 TEsTEd T3 259
Pairing classic looks with fitness-tracking 
credentials, the Vivomove is one to take to 
work and the gym, with a dial for steps and a 
subtle white bar for progress notifications.
T3 says No phone notifications but you get 
great looks and basic fitness tracking.

wiThinGS  
acTiviTe STeel
withings.com/uk  
PRICE £139.95 TEsTEd T3 259 
The latest entry from the king of covert 
smart features, the Steel is stylish and 
offers simple fitness tracking a la the 
Vivomove, plus eight months’ battery life.
T3 says a cool watch with fitness tracking.

wiThinGS Go
withings.com/uk  
PRICE £49.95 TEsTEd T3 257
The Withings Go has a big attitude for such a 
small device. Battery life is impressive and 
activity tracking is accurate, but its main 
feature is the always-on e-ink display that 
gives you clear feedback on your activities.
T3 says a simple but unique wearable.

fiTbiT blaze
fitbit.com/uk  
PRICE £149.95 TEsTEd T3 254
Although it’s lacking GPS, Fitbit’s latest  
“smart fitness watch” is feature-packed  
and attractive, while having a great screen 
and a smartwatch-busting five-day battery.
T3 says a great wearable that straddles 
the smartwatch/fitness-tracker divide.

apple waTch SerieS 2
apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £369 TEsTEd T3 262
Apple’s wearable now packs GPS, water 
resistance for swim tracking, and even more 
styles – not to mention the ace watchOS 3, 
which keeps everything ticking over.
T3 says apple has nailed it this time – the 
series 2 is the best smartwatch around.

mondaine helveTica 1
mondaine.com  
PRICE £650 Tested T3 259
The Helvetica 1 is stunning on the wrist and 
packed with smarts, including fitness and 
sleep tracking contained within a sub-dial 
at the bottom – though further notifications 
can be found within the phone app.
T3 says a stunning and smart timepiece.

apple waTch
apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £269 TEsTEd T3 242 
Recently superseded by the superior 
second-generation Watch, Apple’s original 
wearable still has a lot to offer, and it’s £100 
cheaper than the newer version.
T3 says Loads of apps, acres of style – this 
is the smart way of joining the Watch club.

TaG heuer connecTed 
modular 45
tagheuer.com   
PRICE From £1,450 TEsTEd T3 270 
A smart watch with classic pedigree (and a 
price tag to match), this Android Wear 2.0 
device offers beautiful unique watch faces, 
great looks, and doesn’t skimp on features.
T3 says Pricey, but a truly excellent watch. 

caSio wSd-f20
wsd.casio.com   
PRICE £450 TEsTEd T3 270 
Designed for the active, this chunky 
smartwatch offers military-level ruggedness 
and waterproofing, as well as GPS and even 
offline maps, all powered by Android Wear 
2.0. Ideal for adventurous tech-heads.
T3 says Chunky, but very, very capable.

SamSunG Gear  
S3 claSSic
samsung.com  
PRICE £349 TEsTEd T3 270
Samsung’s Tizen platform is light on apps, 
but this smartwatch is still really clever. We 
love the rotating bezel for navigation.
T3 says a great take on how smartwatches 
should work – it’ll shine with more apps.
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 Elite 
smart home / lifestyle tech

smart home lifestyle tech
t h E su pE r s i x t h E su pE r s i x

porsche 718  
boxster s
porsche.com/uk 
PRICE From £50,695 TEsTEd T3 259 
With jaw-dropping looks, perfect handling 
and a 12-second roof, there’s little wrong 
with the latest Boxster – though the turbo 
flat-four might not be to everyone’s taste.
T3 says The drop-top to drop your cash on.

snooper dvr-4hd
snooper.co.uk  
PRICE £129.99 TEsTEd T3 263 
As well as a sharp 1080p image for 
recordings, Snooper’s dash-cam offers 
speed detection, forward-collision  
alerts and lane-departure warnings,  
and has a superb 2.7-inch touchscreen.
T3 says The king of the dash-cam.

the north face  
access pack
thenorthface.com 
PRICE £215 TEsTEd T3 262
The Access Pack gives you quick, erm, 
access to your tech thanks to its ingenious 
one-touch entry system, while a sturdy 
exoskeleton offers extra protection.
T3 says Rapid gadget access on the move.

dJI phantom 4 pro
dji.com 
PRICE £1,589 TEsTEd T3 265
Pricey though it may be, DJI’s latest drone 
delivers the full works for aerial 
photography, whether you’re an amateur 
or aspiring professional, with enhanced 
obstacle sensing and a superb camera.
T3 says The dream drone for movie makers. 

archos aIrwheel urban 
e-scooter
archos.com  
PRICE £699.99 TEsTEd T3 267 
Lightweight and powerful, this funky 
foldable is good for 18 miles of fun (on 
private land) at up to 12MPH – all from a 
single charge. It’s simple to operate, too. 
T3 says small wheels, massive fun!

navdy
navdy.com  
PRICE £599 TEsTEd T3 267 
The future of in-car technology, as far as 
we’re concerned – Navdy’s augmented 
driving companion gives you a heads-up 
display for speed, sat-nav and more. It’s 
essential for car fans wanting an upgrade.
T3 says Pricey but essential in-car tech.

honeywell evo
getconnected.honeywell.com 
PRICE From £249 TEsTEd T3 264 
The Evo might not be quite as en vogue as  
a modern thermostat, but it’s very smart. 
Standout features include a huge TFT  
touchscreen and an app that gives you fine 
control over every radiator in your home.
T3 says The smartest way to heat a home.

GooGle wIfI
madeby.google.com 
PRICE From £129 TEsTEd T3 270
Are your walls too thick to let wireless pass 
through? Then you need Google Wifi - it’s 
easy to set up and will boost your home’s 
Wi-Fi - perfect for the modern smart home.
T3 says Fix your Wi-Fi woes and get a 
speedy connection anywhere in the home.

JuIcy retreats  
Jr-8000s
juicyretreats.com 
PRICE £199.98 TEsTEd T3 266
The master of masticating, the JR-8000S 
uses an Advance Squeeze Technology 
System to make light work of whole foods, 
giving you maximum juice with little waste.
T3 says a seriously potent slow juicer.
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canary.is 
PRICE £160 TEsTEd T3 254
Though a little on the hefty side, the Canary 
looks slick. It offers excellent 1080p video 
day or night, and motion-triggered events, 
while the app is feature-packed and intuitive. 
T3 says The Canary is the best all-round 
connected security camera you can get.
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playstatIon 4 pro
sony.co.uk 
PRICE £349 TEsTEd T3 264
The standard PS4 looks snazzier, but  
the Pro has it beat elsewhere. It delivers 
life-like 4K graphics, while the 1TB hard 
drive ensures you can store all your games.
T3 says If you’re set up for 4K HdR in your 
living room, a Ps4 Pro is a must-buy.

netatmo presence
netatmo.com 
PRICE £249.99 TEsTEd T3 264
The smartest outdoor security camera 
around, Netatmo’s Presence offers people/
car/animal detection, to minimise false 
alarms (ie the light only comes on when  
it matters). 1080p video is top-notch, too.
T3 says The perfect cam for mean streets.

t3 selects:
desktop 
clocks

Clork
 Smartly 

rounded and 
free of 
anything but 
a pair of 
hands, Puik 
Art’s Clork is 
actually a 
combination 
of cork, steel and clever Dutch 
design. Its outer edge has, we’re 
sure, some deep artistic meaning, 
but be careful to align its corner 
properly lest you think it’s three 
hours earlier than it actually is…
£41.99, moxon.london

track the approach of 
lunchtIme In style

Makenology Jova
 Fancy a 

unique look? 
Why not 
display the 
time with 
super-retro 
warm 
orange Nixie 
tubes. This 
USB powered, beechwood-fronted 
clock can sit on a desk or be 
mounted to a wall, and flicks 
between the date and time. Bear in 
mind running costs – the tubes 
can burn out over time.
£139.99, amazon.co.uk

Karlsson Flip Clock
 This 

one’s going 
to be a 
matter of 
taste; if 
you’re happy 
to hear a 
noisy flip 
every 
minute as the plastic digits tick 
over, you’ll be in heaven with this 
surprisingly huge battery-
powered, bamboo-cased clock.  
If you require silence, perhaps 
stick with something digital.  
£129.99, presenttime.com
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CopaG TexaS  
Hold’em SeT
copagcards.com
PRICE £89
Spice up your next kitchen table showdown 
by replacing those pennies and matchsticks 
with 300 casino quality 14g poker chips, a 
metal dealer chip and a set of decent cards.
T3 says However pro you feel, steer clear 
of the indoor sunglasses...

Blaze Burner SeT
blaze.cc
PRICE £88
Bright enough that you’ll be noticed when 
cycling in the dark – 100 lumens for the rear 
light and 180 for the front – with automatic 
light-sensing activation and USB charging 
for ultimate convenience.
T3 says Be seen for longer: you’ll get 60 
hours from a single charge. 

WaCaCo minipreSSo nS
wacaco.com
PRICE £55
Fully compatible with Nespresso capsules 
and battery free, this is the perfect partner  
if you’re partial to a strong pressed coffee 
on the move. The built-in cup means you’ll 
only need to supply hot water.
T3 says also consider the GR version if you 
want to use your own grounds.
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£100
TreaT yourSelf To SomeTHinG neW WiTH our 
round-up of THe BeST kiT for £100 and under

their particular category, others are 
great-value alternatives to bigger 
ticket purchases, but all are brilliant 
products we’d be happy to use 
ourselves. So next time you get paid 
and there’s spare cash burning a 
hole in your pocket, make sure  
you consult T3’s £100 Hotlist!

t h e SU Pe R S I X

ou don’t always have to 
spend big money to get 
something you’ll love to 
bits. That’s why we’ve 

put together a list of our favourite 
products for £100 and under. Some 
of our chosen gadgets also happen 
to be the best things you can get in 

Y

Hotlist

aTari flaSHBaCk  
8 Gold
atgames.net
PRICE £79.99
Even if you weren’t born when the original 
came out, you can still enjoy 120 classic 
games using 2.4GHz wireless controllers 
with authentic Atari styling. HDMI output  
means you won’t miss a pixel.
T3 says Try to beat our Centipede score.

 03
HerSCHel CHapTer  
WaSH BaG
selfridges.com
PRICE £29
A tough and spacious canvas bag accented 
with a leather zip pull and carrying handle, 
this is perfect for taking your essentials 
travelling. The zip picket is a nice touch.
T3 says The fluorescent finish means you’ll 
find it even in the dark. 
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audioqueST  
draGonfly BlaCk
richersounds.co.uk
PRICE £89
Twin internal clocks ensure this USB DAC is 
compatible with sounds of all formats and 
frequencies, and its small stature means it 
can enhance music from laptops and phones.
T3 says Keep an eye on the dragonfly – its 
colour indicates sound frequency.
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Join us to celebrate the 
greatest tech in the world, 

and meet the winners…
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  Samsung Galaxy Note 8 review

  Can tech really help you sleep?

  Sony’s amazing new 4K TV

 And loads more!
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Back to the future
Before you ask – no, this isn’t 
just an overpriced snap-on phone 
cover; it’s an overpriced back 
panel that entirely replaces 
the original. obviously, it’s not 
just a case, pardon the pun, of 
slapping it on, so the entire 
exterior has been replaced

material world
feld & Volk’s case is 

hand-made and consists 
of marble on the back 
panel, which is framed 
with carbon fibre and 
shrouded with black 
anodized aluminium  

at the sides

 next issue is on sale friday 29 sept 
it’s that time of the year: we reveal the year’s best tech in the t3 awards issue

if you’Ve got a Bit of a thing for shiny, 
laVish rocks, the feld & Volk iphone 7 plus 
marBle Black, encased in solid marBle,  
should get you frothing at the mouth

lost your 
marbles?

alternatiVely…
 so you want the look 

of the feld & Volk iphone 
7 plus marble Black, but 
understandably don’t have 
a spare £4,346 under your 
mattress? then you can 
easily rock the same sort 
of lock, for a fraction of 
the cost. check out native 
union’s clic marble case 

let there 
Be light
not satisfied 
with the standard 
apple rear logo, 
feld & Volk has 
replaced it with 
a perforated 
outline in the 
marble panel 
which lights up 
when you turn the 
phone on, then 
fades out when 
you turn it off

one of 
a kind

as well as being 
unique in itself, 

in that you’ll need 
some serious coin 

to afford it, no two 
marble pieces are 

the same, so you’ll 
not find another 

like it 

marBle-lous
the feld & Volk iphone 7 plus marble 

Black comes in at €4,790 (about 
£4,346) and you can get it at feldvolk.
com. or you can get a standard iphone 

7 if the plus is too big for you

comes with a phone too
let’s not forget, the marble plus 
boasts the innards of the top-of-the-
range 256gB iphone 7 plus, so you’re 
also getting one of the most premium 
smartphones on the planet

(£74.99, nativeunion.
co.uk) which actually 
uses real marble in its 
construction. this not 
only makes each case 
unique, it prevents it 
from looking like a tacky 
knockoff. it’s shatter-
resistant too, so it, 
you know, protects your 
precious iphone as well.
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